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Preface

This guide explains how to migrate data from one storage system parity group to another using the
HP StorageWorks P9000 Tiered Storage Manager command line interface (CLI). Besides command
syntax and parameters, topics include CLI requirements, setup, and troubleshooting. The intended
audience is storage administrators who have independent knowledge of SANs, client platforms, the
Java execution environment, HP StorageWorks P9000 storage systems and their management software,
and HP StorageWorks P9000 Command View Advanced Edition software.
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1 Overview of the CLI

This chapter contains a list of the CLI commands and gives an overview of volume operations.

List of the CLI commands
The CLI enables you to obtain storage domain information; create storage tiers and migration groups;
and shred, lock, and unlock volumes. The following table provides an overview of each command.

Table 1 Overview of CLI commands

DescriptionCommand nameCategory

Obtains information about storage domains.GetStorageDomains

Storage domain
management

Changes attributes for a storage domain.
You can change the following attributes:
• Storage domain name
• Storage domain description

ModifyStorageDomain

Updates storage domain information. The refresh
processing obtains storage system information from
HP StorageWorks P9000 Command View Advanced
Edition software (Device Manager) and registers it in
the HP StorageWorks P9000 Tiered Storage Manager
software (Tiered Storage Manager) repository.

Refresh

Creates a storage tier.CreateStorageTier

Storage tier man-
agement

Deletes a storage tier.DeleteStorageTier

Obtains information about storage tiers.GetStorageTiers

Changes attributes for a storage tier. You can change
the following attributes:
• Storage tier name
• Filter conditions for a storage tier
• Storage tier description

ModifyStorageTier

Creates a migration group.CreateMigrationGroup

Migration group
management

Deletes a migration group.DeleteMigrationGroup

Obtains information about migration groups in a
storage domain.GetMigrationGroups
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DescriptionCommand nameCategory

Changes attributes for a migration group.
You can change the following attributes:
• Migration group name
• Attribute indicating whether the migration group

is subject to migration operations
• Migration group description
• Number of days before the specified elapsed-

period event occurs
• Event notification address
• Description for the specified elapsed-period event
• LDEV selection rules (the parity group selection

rule, the parity group avoidance rule)

ModifyMigrationGroup

Adds a volume to a migration group.AddVolumeToMigration-
Group

Removes a volume from a migration group.RemoveVolumeFromMigra-
tionGroup

Creates a migration plan.CreateMigrationPlan

Task creation

Creates a migration task.CreateMigrationTask

Creates a locking task to lock and write-protect (Read
only) or read/write-protect (Protect) volumes.CreateLockingTask

Creates an unlocking task to unlock volumes.CreateUnlockingTask

Creates a shredding task to completely erase data
from migration groups.CreateShreddingTask

Obtains information about tasks.GetTasks

Task management

Changes attributes for a task. You can change the
following attributes:
• Task description
• Event notification address

ModifyTask

Executes a task in standby status.ExecuteTask

Terminates a task currently in the standby status by
changing it to the Cancel status.CancelTask

Stops a task.StopTask

Deletes one or more tasks.DeleteTasks

Acquires information about the volumes in storage
domains, storage tiers, and migration groups.GetVolumes

Acquisition of in-
formation from do-
main controllers

Acquires information about THP pools in storage do-
mains.GetPools

Acquires information about unused capacity in storage
systems.GetFreeSpaces
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Volume operations using the CLI
The following figure shows the flow of volume operations when the CLI is used.

Figure 1 Flow of volume operations

You can also execute tasks when you create them.

By using the CLI, you can migrate a specified migration group. Use the GUI if you want to migrate
a specified volume.

Only the CLI can be used to create locking, unlocking, or shredding tasks. These tasks cannot be
created from the GUI.

The CLI cannot manage migration tasks created by using the GUI.
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2 Preparations for executing the CLI

This chapter explains the preparations to perform before starting to use the CLI. More specifically,
this chapter explains how to set up the CLI and an environment for the CLI.

Setting up the CLI
You can operate the CLI on either a management server or a management client. This section describes
how to set up the CLI on a management client.

If you want to execute commands on a management server, you do not need to set up the CLI, because
it is set up when Tiered Storage Manager software is installed on a management server.

Setting up the CLI in a Windows system
This section describes how to set up the CLI if the management client OS is Windows.

Before starting the setup, make sure that the following conditions are satisfied:

• JRE must be installed.
• At least 100 MB of unused capacity exist on the drive that the OS is installed on.
• The environment allows .zip files to be unzipped.
• You are logged on as a user who has Administrator permissions for the system drive and for whom

the following accesses are allowed:
- Creating files and writing data
- Creating folders and adding data

To set up the CLI:

1. Log on to the management client as a user who is a member of the Administrators group.

2. Use FTP or external storage media to transfer the setup file from the Tiered Storage Manager
software management server to the management client.

You can transfer the setup file to any location.

The CLI setup file is stored in the following folder or directory on the management server:

If the management server OS is Windows:
installation-folder-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server\Dist\

If the management server OS is Linux:
installation-directory-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server/Dist/

The format of the setup file name is shown below.

TSM<version-number>-<revision-number>_E<build-number>_WIN_CLI.zip

3. Unzip the transferred setup file to the Windows system drive.

After the setup file is unzipped, several files will be stored on the system drive, such as the property
files and the setup, uninstallation, and CLI execution batch files.
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4. Execute the setup batch file setup.bat from the command prompt, as follows:

system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\Setup\setup.bat

The setup.bat file stores and sets up the common library for collecting trace information, and
edits the CLI execution batch file. The common library is stored in the following folder:

system-drive\Program Files\Hitachi\HNTRLib2

NOTE:
Note the following about executing setup.bat:
• In Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, or Windows 7, execute setup.bat as a user with

Administrator permissions. To do so, right-click the command prompt, choose Run as administrator,
and then execute setup.bat. If you execute setup.bat as a user who does not have Admin-
istrator permissions, an error message is displayed and setup terminates.

• When setup.bat is executed, the extraction location is checked. If it is executed from a location
other than the folder shown above, an error message is displayed and setup terminates.

Setting up the CLI in a Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux system
This section describes how to set up the CLI if the management client OS is Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux.

Before starting the setup, make sure that the following conditions are satisfied:

• JRE is installed.
• At least 100 MB of unused capacity exist on the drive containing the /opt directory.

To set up the CLI:

1. Log on to the management client as a user who has administrator privileges (root).

Preparations for executing the CLI20



2. Use FTP or external storage media to transfer the setup file from the Tiered Storage Manager
software management server to the management client.

You can transfer the setup file to any location, such as /tmp.

The CLI setup file is stored in the following folder or directory on the management server:

If the management server OS is Windows:

installation-folder-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server\Dist\

If the management server OS is Linux:

installation-directory-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server/Dist/

The format of the setup file name is shown below.

TSM<version-number>-<revision-number>_E<build-number>_<OS-type>_CLI.tar.gz

The following are the character strings that can be displayed for <OS-type> and their meanings:

• SOL: For Solaris (SPARC)
• AMD64: For Solaris (x64)
• HP: For HP-UX
• LNX: For Linux (RHEL)
• LNXS: For Linux (SLES)

3. Uncompress the transferred setup file to the /opt directory.

After the setup file is uncompressed, several files are stored in the /opt directory, such as the
property files and the setup, uninstallation, and CLI execution shell scripts.

4. Execute the setup shell script (setup.sh), as follows:

/opt/TieredStorageManager/Tiered-Storage-Manager-version/Setup/setup.sh

The common library for collecting trace information is stored and set up. The common library is
stored in the following directory:

/opt/Hitachi/HNTRLib2

NOTE:
When setup.sh is executed, the following conditions are checked. If either condition is not satisfied,
an error message is displayed and the setup terminates:
• When setup.sh is executed, the extraction location is checked. If it is executed from a location

other than the directory shown above, an error message is displayed and setup terminates.
• Whether the executed setup.sh is compatible with the management client OS

Uninstalling the CLI
To uninstall the CLI, you must execute the uninstallation batch file or shell script. When you uninstall
the CLI, the CLI execution files are deleted and the common library for collecting trace information is
uninstalled.
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The uninstallation batch file or shell script is located in the same directory as the setup batch file or
shell script.

Uninstalling the CLI from a Windows system
To uninstall the CLI from a Windows system:

1. Back up the htsmcli.properties file.

If you are no longer going to use the CLI on the computer it is installed on, you do not need to
back up this file.

2. Make sure that both of the conditions below are met for the following folder:

system-drive\TieredStorageManager

- The current directory used for executing the bat file is not in or under this folder.

- Files under this folder are not being accessed.

If either of the conditions above are not met, folders might not be deleted, even if the uninstallation
ends normally.

3. Execute the uninstallation batch file (unsetup.bat) from the command prompt, as follows:

system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\Setup\unsetup.bat

The common library for collecting trace information is uninstalled, and the files and folders that
were unzipped from the setup file during setup are deleted.

NOTE:
In Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, or Windows 7, execute unsetup.bat as a user who
has Administrator permissions. To do so, right-click the command prompt, choose Run as administrator,
and then execute unsetup.bat.

If you execute unsetup.bat as a user who does not have Administrator permissions, an error
message is displayed and the uninstallation terminates. In this case, execute unsetup.bat again
as a user who has Administrator permissions.

Uninstalling the CLI from a Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux system
To uninstall the CLI from a Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux system:

1. Back up the htsmcli.properties file.

If you are no longer going to use the CLI on the computer it is installed on, you do not need to
back up this file.

2. Execute the uninstallation shell script (unsetup.sh) as follows:

  /opt/TieredStorageManager/Tiered-Storage-Manager-version/Setup/unsetup.sh

The common library for collecting trace information is uninstalled, and the files and directories
uncompressed from the setup file during setup are deleted.
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Preparations after setup
This section explains the preparations that must be performed to execute the CLI commands after you
have set up the CLI.

Setting up the htsmcli.properties file
Each time you execute the CLI, you need to enter the server location, user name, password, and
whether to use SSL communication. In order to skip this step, you can specify the server location and
common options in the htsmcli.properties file in advance.

For details on CLI command arguments, options, and parameter formats, see “CLI command
syntax” on page 31.

For details on the default storage location of the htsmcli.properties file, see “Overview of
property files for the CLI” on page 173. For setting examples for the htsmcli.properties file, see
“Specifying options and parameters in the htsmcli.properties file” on page 174.

Specifying HTSM_CLI_HOME
HTSM_CLI_HOME is an environment variable used to inform the CLI of the location of the
htsmcli.properties file. The htsmcli.properties file can be stored anywhere, but to use
it, you need to set the path to it in the HTSM_CLI_HOME environment variable.

If you are using a Windows environment, note the following points:

• Do not enclose the path in single or double quotation marks (' or ").
(Example of an invalid specification: "C:\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-
Manager-version\CLI")

• Do not specify a backslash (\) at the end of the path.
(Example of an invalid specification: C:\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Man-
ager-version\CLI\)

• Do not specify a directory that is directly under the root of a drive.
(Example of an invalid specification: C:\)

Encoding the password in the property file or password file
Specify a password in the htsmcli.properties file or password file to omit entering the password
when using the CLI. You can specify a plain text password in the htsmcli.properties file or
password file. However, HP recommends that you use the htsmaccount command to encode the
password for better security.

Environment settings for encoding a password
There are two levels for encoding passwords, NORMAL and HIGH. If you encode a password in the
NORMAL level, environment settings are not required. For details about how to change the encoding
level to HIGH for generating a safer and more secure character string, see the HP P9000 Command
View Advanced Edition Suite Software Administrator Guide.
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How to use the htsmaccount command
This section describes the htsmaccount command, which encodes a password and outputs it to the
htsmcli.properties file or password file. The htsmaccount command is in the following
locations:

On a management client:
If the OS is Windows:

system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\
CLI\

If the OS is Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux:
/opt/TieredStorageManager/Tiered-Storage-Manager-version/CLI/

On a management server:
If the OS is Windows:

installation-folder-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server\CLI\

If the OS is Linux:
installation-directory-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server/CLI/

Execute the htsmaccount command by using the user account used to log in to the OS on which
the CLI (htsmcli) is executed. If you execute the CLI by using a user account different from the one
that was used to execute the htsmaccount command, an error might occur.

The format of the htsmaccount command is as follows:

htsmaccount { -u user-name [-f absolute-path-of-the-password-file] | help }

-u

Specify the name of the Tiered Storage Manager user that executes the CLI. If a user name has
been set for the option.username property in the htsmcli.properties file, specify the
same user name for the -u option. To change the user name that executes the CLI, you first need
to change the setting for the option.username property in the htsmcli.properties file.
In addition, if an encoded password is already set for the option.password2 property, delete
that value.

-f

Specify this option if you want to output the encoded password to a file. Use an absolute path to
specify the file name. If you specify the -f option, the path to the file is set for the option.pass-
word2 property in the htsmcli.properties file. If you omit the -f option, the character string
of the encoded password is set.

help

Displays Help for the htsmaccount command.

When the htsmaccount command is executed, a message appears prompting you to enter the
password. After you enter the password twice, that password is encoded, and then automatically set
for the option.password2 property in the htsmcli.properties file.

If a password has been set for the option.password or option.password2 property in the
htsmcli.properties file, enter that password when you execute the htsmaccount command.
If the character string that you enter matches the password that has been set, a message appears
prompting you to enter the password to encode. After the password is encoded, the existing property
is deleted and the option.password2 property is reset.
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After the command completes, you do not need to specify the password when using the CLI. After the
htsmaccount command finishes and the CLI is set up, use the GetStorageDomains command to
make sure that the password is correctly set.

Change the access permission for the CLI/logs folder
In Windows, before using the CLI, change the access permissions to the CLI/logs folder so that the
user accounts that use the CLI can read data from and write data to that folder.

• CLI/logs folder set up on the management server:
installation-folder-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server\CLI\logs

• CLI/logs folder set up on the management client:
system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\CLI\
logs

Setting up the Java execution environment
Before you can execute commands, you need to set up the Java execution environment.

Specify a path for the java command whose version is required to use the CLI in the
HTSM_CLI_JRE_PATH environment variable. The value to be specified depends on the version. Even
if you do not specify a value for this environment variable, you can execute the CLI by using the JRE
specified in the PATH environment variable.

In Windows, you can set environment variables by using the set command. In Solaris, HP-UX, or
Linux, you need to use a different set of commands, such as the setenv and export commands,
depending on the OS or shell you are using.

This example shows how to specify HTSM_CLI_JRE_PATH in Windows:

C:\>SET HTSM_CLI_JRE_PATH=C:\Program Files\Java\j2re1.4.2_06\bin

When setting the environment variable HTSM_CLI_JRE_PATH in Windows, note the following points:

• Do not enclose the path in single or double quotation marks (' or ").
(Example of an invalid specification: "C:\Documents and Settings")

• Do not specify a backslash (\) at the end of the path.
(Example of an invalid specification: C:\Documents and Settings\)

• Do not specify a path that is directly under the root of a drive.
(Example of an invalid specification: C:\)

• Do not specify a folder for which there are no access permissions assigned to it.

NOTE:
If connecting to the Tiered Storage Manager server that exists outside the firewall, you need to adjust
the firewall settings so that the CLI can use java.exe.
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Setting up SSL communication
For SSL communication with a Tiered Storage Manager server, the CLI needs to have the same
electronic certificate as the server.  SSL communications at different security levels require different
electronic certificate content.

To use SSL communication or change security levels for SSL communication:

1. Set up the Tiered Storage Manager server for SSL communication at the desired security level.

2. Download an electronic certificate by using the Web browser on the computer from which the
CLI will be run.

Download the certificate from the following URL:

http://host-name-or-IP-address:port-number/TieredStorageManager/
TieredStorageMangaerCerts

Enter the server.base.port value in the server.properties file for port-number.

3. Set the path and name of the downloaded electronic certificate for the environment variable
HTSM_CLI_CERTS_PATH.

The name of the electronic certificate is TieredStorageManagerCerts. If a path is not
specified, the default is as follows:

Storage directory of the electronic certificate file: directory-where-htsmcli-is-executed

NOTE:
For the electronic certificate, specify a file that you have access permissions for. If you do
not have such permissions, SSL communication will fail because the electronic certificate
will be unreadable.

After completing the above settings, for the arguments in the CLI command (server-location and
options), specify the values for using SSL communication and execute the command. For details
about the arguments relating to SSL communication in the CLI command, see “Description of the CLI
command elements” on page 31 and “Options common to all CLI commands” on page 33.

Allocating memory
In order to execute CLI commands, you need to first specify an appropriate maximum value for the
memory size. The amount of memory that can be allocated is set using the HTSM_CLI_MEM_SIZE
environment variable.

For the maximum memory size value, specify at least 150 MB. The default is set to 256M, meaning
that 256 MB is reserved. However, HP recommends that you use the default of 256 MB.

The default unit for this value is bytes. To specify kilobytes, add k or K. To specify megabytes, add
m or M.

If the amount of memory set for HTSM_CLI_MEM_SIZE is not enough for CLI execution, the CLI will
display the following error message, and then terminate:

A java.lang.OutOfMemoryError exception occurred in the main thread.
<<No stack trace is available>>
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If the above error occurs, increase the value of HTSM_CLI_MEM_SIZE, and then execute the CLI
again.

Setting up the language type of the CLI to be run on the management client
HP recommends that you set the CLI's language type to match the server's locale.

HP recommends this because when you operate the CLI on a management client, the language of the
information received from the Tiered Storage Manager server depends on the locale of the Tiered
Storage Manager server. The language of the information output by the CLI, such as messages and
trace information, depends on the locale of the client on which the CLI is running.

When you operate the CLI on the management server, the language used for outputting information
is the same, because the locale for the CLI and the locale for the Tiered Storage Manager server are
the same.
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3 Using CLI commands

This chapter provides the information required to use CLI commands. This chapter also explains the
user permissions, storage location, syntax, and parameter formats of CLI commands.

CLI commands and user permissions
Before CLI commands are executed, settings for users who will execute the commands need to be
specified. Use the GUI to specify these settings. For details about how to set user permissions, see the
HP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software User Guide. The method for specifying
user settings for using a CLI command is the same as the method for specifying settings for when the
GUI is used in Legacy mode.

After registering the users who will execute commands, assign the Device Manager role for the All
Resources resource group to the user groups to which the users belong. In addition, to execute a
CLI command, you need to set up user permissions for Tiered Storage Manager software. The required
permissions depend on the command. The table below describes the user permissions required for
each command.

Table 2 CLI commands and the necessary user access permissions

Permission
Command name

ViewExecuteModifyAdmin

----Y--AddVolumeToMigrationGroup

----Y--CancelTask

----Y--CreateLockingTask

----Y--CreateMigrationGroup

YYYYCreateMigrationPlan

----Y--CreateMigrationTask

----Y--CreateShreddingTask

----Y--CreateStorageTier

----Y--CreateUnlockingTask

----Y--DeleteMigrationGroup

----Y--DeleteStorageTier

----Y--DeleteTasks

--YY--ExecuteTask
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Permission
Command name

ViewExecuteModifyAdmin

YYYYGetFreeSpaces

YYYYGetMigrationGroups

YYYYGetPools

YYYYGetStorageDomains

YYYYGetStorageTiers

YYYYGetTasks

YYYYGetVolumes

----Y--ModifyMigrationGroup

----YYModifyStorageDomain

----Y--ModifyStorageTier

----Y--ModifyTask

----YYRefresh

----Y--RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup

----Y--StopTask

Legend:
Y: Command can be executed.
--: Command cannot be executed.

Precautions for executing CLI commands
Although the CLI is provided as a Java application, it can also be started in a batch file (script), for
ease of use.

To execute a CLI command, input the CLI command as follows:

When starting the CLI on the management server
In Windows:

installation-folder-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server\CLI\htsmcli arguments

In Linux:

installation-directory-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server/CLI/htsmcli arguments

When starting the CLI on a management client
In Windows:
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system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\CLI\htsmcli arguments

In Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux:

# ./htsmcli arguments

If you execute a command without specifying any arguments in the command line, the CLI version
and the syntax for displaying Help are displayed.

NOTE:
Note the following points on CLI execution:
• If you have cancelled a CLI command by using the Ctrl + C keys or by closing the window, the

command execution result cannot be checked. In such a case, execute a command such as Get-
Tasks to check the command execution result. Also, if it is still necessary to check the command
execution result, execute another command, such as DeleteTasks.

• If the User Account Control function is enabled in Windows, use a command prompt with Admin-
istrator permissions to execute the CLI. If you do not do this, log files and execution results might
not be output to the previously specified location.
The following Windows OSs support the User Account Control function:
- Windows 7
- Windows Vista
- Windows Server 2008

CLI command syntax
This section explains the format and syntax of the CLI commands.

Description of the CLI command elements
The general format for the command line is as follows:

htsmcli [server-location] command-name [options]... [parameters]...

The CLI supports the following four types of arguments:

• server-location

• command-name

• options

• parameters

Among the above arguments, the arguments shown below can be set in advance in the
htsmcli.properties file. If these arguments have been set in the htsmcli.properties file,
you can omit specifying them in the CLI.

• server-location

• options-common-to-all-CLI-commands (See “Options common to all CLI com-
mands” on page 33.)

• parameters
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For details on the CLI command arguments that can be specified for the htsmcli.properties file,
see Table 87.

If the value of an argument specified in the htsmcli.properties file and the value specified on
the command line differ, the value specified from the command line takes precedence over the value
in the property file.

The description of each argument is provided below.

server-location
Specify the location of the Tiered Storage Manager server by using the following format:

rmi://host-name-or-IP-address:port/HTSMServer

(For example, specify a value such as rmi://myhost.mydomain:20352/HTSMServer.)

host-name-or-IP-address

Specify the host name or IP address of the Tiered Storage Manager server. If this is omitted, the
local host is used as the default value.
If you specify an IPv6 address, enclose it in square brackets ([ ]), as shown in the following ex-
ample, or an error occurs:

rmi://[IPv6-address]:port/HTSMServer

If you specify an IPv6 address when the OS is Solaris, HP-UX or Linux, you might need to use
platform-dependent escape characters.

port

Specify the port number of the Tiered Storage Manager server. If you do not specify any value,
one of the following default values will be set:
If SSL communication with the Tiered Storage Manager server has been set:
24500

If SSL communication with the Tiered Storage Manager server has not been set:
20352

command-name
The name of a command, such as GetStorageDomains or CreateMigrationTask.

Command names are not case-sensitive.

(For example, getstoragedomains and GETSTORAGEDOMAINS are the same.)

options
Use the general UNIX format when entering options. There are two kinds of expressions: one-character
expressions and one-word expressions. Insert a hyphen before one-character expressions, and two
hyphens before one-word expressions. For example, specify -u for a one-character expression, or
--username for a one-word expression.

Options can be specified in any order. Options are case sensitive.
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parameters
Parameters contain information passed to the server as part of a request. The parameters required
depend on the command requested. Each parameter consists of a name and a value.

Options common to all CLI commands
There are two kinds of options: those common to all CLI commands, and those used for only some
CLI commands. This subsection describes the options common to all CLI commands.

If an argument needs to be specified after an option, specify the argument as a single character string.
Arguments that contain spaces should be enclosed in double quotation marks, or whatever is
appropriate for the command execution environment. For example:

--output "C:\My Documents\redirect.txt"

The following table lists options common to all commands.

Table 3 Options common to all CLI commands

DescriptionOption argumentOption

Specify the user name used to log on to the Tiered Storage
Manager server.
If a user name is not specified in the
htsmcli.properties file or from the command line, an
error occurs.

user-name
-u or
--username

Specify the password corresponding to the user name.#1,

#2

• You can either specify the password directly, or specify
a file that contains the password.

• To specify a file name for the argument, specify an at
sign (@) and then the file name. The string in the first line
of the specified text file is assumed to be the password.
For the file name, specify either an absolute path, or a
relative path from the directory from which the CLI
command is executed.

• If the incorrect password is entered and the number of
login failures reaches the defined limit, the Tiered Stor-
age Manager server will lock the user account.#3

password or @name-
of-password-file

-p or
--password

Specify the name of the file to which the standard output is
to be redirected.
• Specify this option to redirect the execution results of a

CLI command to the specified file, instead of the console.
• For the file name, specify either an absolute path, or a

relative path from the directory from which the CLI
command is executed.

name-of-the-stand-
ard-output-redir-

ect-file#4

-o or
--output
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DescriptionOption argumentOption

Specify this option for SSL communication between the
Tiered Storage Manager server and the CLI.
Various settings must be changed to use SSL communication.
For details about how to set this option, see “Setting up SSL
communication” on page 26.

No arguments
-s or
--secure

#1
The --password option or the option.password property in the htsmcli.properties
file, which corresponds to the --password option, can be used to specify a plain-text password.
The htsmaccount command can be used to specify an encoded character string. Specify a
password via the method of your choosing. For details on how to specifying a password as an
encoded character string, see “Encoding the password in the property file or password
file” on page 23.

#2
If you execute a command by specifying a login user ID but not specifying the login password
for the option or property, a message appears prompting you to enter the login password.

#3
Users who have Admin (user management) permission can unlock accounts.

#4
To assign permissions to the standard output redirect file by using umask, use the shell redirect
functionality instead of the --output option.
Specifying an illegal character in the name of a file, such as a redirect file, can produce unexpected
results. For example, if a file name containing a colon (:) is specified in a redirect destination or
in the --output option in a Windows system, a file name up to, but not including, the colon
will be generated, but nothing will be output to that file.

Command parameters
Specify parameters in the format name=value. The following is an example:

controllerserialnumber=14011

Parameters can be specified in any order. name is not case sensitive, but value is case sensitive
unless otherwise noted.

Specify parameters as single character strings. Enclose parameters that contain spaces in double
quotation marks, as follows:

"filtercondition = capacity < '1024GB'"
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NOTE:
Note the following points on specifying parameters:
• Special care should be taken when using a symbol (<, >, &, or !) to which a special meaning is

attached by the OS. To override the OS's special meanings for any of these symbols, a character
string containing such a symbol must be enclosed in single (') or double (") quotation marks or
must be preceded by an escape character.

• Problems might be encountered if you use Windows Vista 4-byte characters.

For more details on parameters and specifiable values for parameters, see Chapter 5 on page 55.

If details regarding the values that can be specified are not described in Chapter 5 on page 55, see
“Types and length of characters that can be used for specifying parameters” on page 188. This table
is useful when specifying values for command parameters, because it also explains whether values
are case sensitive and whether an empty character string can be specified.

CLI command return responses and output information
The CLI returns a return value after it has finished executing a process.

The following two types of CLI return values exist:
• If the return value is 0 or a positive value, the CLI has terminated normally.
• If the return value is a negative value, an error (such as a parameter error) was detected in

the CLI process.

When the CLI terminates normally, the processing results of the command are output to the standard
output. For examples of processing results, see the usage examples for each command. Note that
even when the CLI terminates normally, messages might be output to the standard error output. If any
errors are detected, error messages are output to the standard error output. Follow the error message
to help resolve the problem.

Checking the execution result of the task
Checking the execution results of tasks by simply examining the return values of the CLI commands is
usually not enough. To acquire the information about the executed tasks and check the results, use
the GetTasks command.

Displaying the CLI command Help
To display basic Help information, execute the CLI command with help specified with no arguments.

• In Windows:

system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\CLI\htsmcli help

• In Solaris, HP-UX, and Linux:

# ./htsmcli help
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To display the details on the format for a command, such as GetVolumes or
CreateMigrationTask, after help, specify the name of the command.

• In Windows:

system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\CLI\htsmcli help command-name

• In Solaris, HP-UX, and Linux:

# ./htsmcli help command-name

A description of the specified command is displayed, including the correct format and parameters.
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4 Filter conditions that can be used in the
CLI

This chapter provides an overview of the filter condition expressions that can be specified for the
filtercondition parameter and the newfiltercondition parameter, and describes the syntax
and properties that can be specified for filter condition expressions.

Types of filter conditions
For CLI commands that have access to the filtercondition parameter or the
newfiltercondition parameter, filter condition expressions can be specified to limit the command
execution scope, or to use the filtered results to manage storage tiers.

Filter condition expressions are specified by combining properties. Properties in this chapter refer to
comparison-predicate values in the filter condition expressions described in “Syntax of filter
condition expressions” on page 38.

The following table describes the types of filter condition expressions.

Table 4 Types of filter condition expressions

Specifiable propertiesDescription and commands that
have access to the filterFilter name and function

The properties to specify differ depending
on the target (volume or pool) managed
by the storage tier.
• If the filter targets are volumes, see

Table 5 and Table 8.
Note that some properties might not
be specifiable for filter conditions that
are used to filter volumes managed
in storage tiers.

• If the filter targets are pools, see Table
6 and Table 9.

Filter condition expressions for
volumes and pools in storage tiers
Because a storage tier cannot
manage both volumes and pools
at the same time, volume filter
conditions and pool filter conditions
cannot be specified at the same
time.
Commands that have access to this
filter type:
• CreateStorageTier

• ModifyStorageTier

Filter condition expressions
for storage tiers
(storage-tier
-filter-condition)

See Table 5 and Table 8.

Filter condition expressions used to
filter storage domains and volumes
in storage tiers
Commands that have access to this
filter type:
• CreateMigrationPlan

• GetVolumes

Filter condition expressions
for volumes
(volume-filter-condition)
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Specifiable propertiesDescription and commands that
have access to the filterFilter name and function

See Table 6 and Table 9.

Filter condition expressions used to
filter pools in storage domains
Command that has access to this
filter type:GetPools

Filter condition expressions
for pools
(pool-filter-condition)

See Table 7 and Table 10.

Filter condition expressions used to
filter unused capacity in storage
systems registered in Device
Manager
Command that has access to this
filter type:GetFreeSpaces

Filter condition expressions
for unused capacity
()
(unused-capacity
-filter-condition)

Syntax of filter condition expressions
The following shows the syntax of these filter condition expressions, in BNF format.

storage-tier-filter-condition ::= and-search-condition
| or-search-condition

and-search-condition ::= comparison-predicate
| and-search-condition "AND" and-search-condition
| "(" and-search-condition ")"

or-search-condition ::= comparison-predicate
| or-search-condition "OR" or-search-condition
| "(" or-search-condition ")"

volume-filter-condition ::= term
                         | volume-filter-condition "OR" volume-filter-condition
term ::= factor | term "AND" term
factor ::= test | "NOT" factor
test ::= comparison-predicate | "(" volume-filter-condition ")"

pool-filter-condition ::= pool-term
                        | pool-filter-condition "OR" pool-filter-condition
pool-term ::= pool-factor | pool-term "AND" pool-term
pool-factor ::= pool-test | "NOT" pool-factor
pool-test ::= comparison-predicate | "(" pool-filter-condition ")"

unused-capacity-filter-condition ::= unused-capacity-term
| unused-capacity-filter-condition "OR" unused-capacity-filter-condition

unused-capacity-term ::= unused-capacity-factor
| unused-capacity-term "AND" unused-capacity-term

unused-capacity-factor ::= unused-capacity-test | "NOT" unused-capacity-factor
unused-capacity-test ::= comparison-predicate

| "(" unused-capacity-filter-condition ")"

comparison-predicate ::= symbol comp-op literal
symbol ::= name
comp-op ::= "=" | "<>" | "<" | ">" | "<=" | ">=" | "startsWith"

| "contains"| "endsWith"
literal ::= string-literal | numeric-literal
numeric-literal ::= digit { digit }
digit ::= "0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" | "5" | "6" | "7" | "8" | "9"
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The following is an explanation of repetitive specifications:

• Curly brackets ({}) indicate 0 or more repetitions.
• One filter condition expression can contain a maximum of 30 comparison-predicate values.

NOTE:
Unknown cannot be specified for literal. Note that the displayed Unknown might mean that
either the value is unknown or the character string is Unknown.

The following lists the comp-op types and their meanings:

• =: Equal
• <>: Not equal
• startsWith: Search for a value that begins with the specified character string
• endsWith: Search for a value that ends with the specified character string.
• contains: Search for a value that contains the specified character string

Format of string-literal
Specify string-literal according to the following rules:

• If string-literal contains the following characters, enclose string-literal in single
quotation marks:
• Space character
• Parenthesis (())
• Not-equal sign (<>)
• Equal sign (=)
• Single quotation mark (')

Example: RAIDLevel='RAID5(3D+1P)'

• If string-literal contains a single quotation mark ('), add another single quotation mark for
each single quotation mark, and then enclose string-literal in single quotation marks.
Example: If subsystemName is STORAGESYSTEM'AAA:

        subsystemName='STORAGESYSTEM''AAA'

• If string-literal begins with a non-alphanumeric character, you must separate it from comp-
op with a space character or enclose string-literal between single quotation marks.
Example: DiskType= -, or DiskType='-'

Format of properties for which multiple elements can be specified
You can specify multiple elements for some properties by using commas to separate elements. If there
are no restrictions on the specifiable characters for each element, follow the rules below.

Note that, even if you specify only one element for a property, you must follow these rules.
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If a value consists of an element that contains one or more commas
Enclose the element in single quotation marks, and then add another single quotation mark for each
single quotation mark. After that, enclose the entire value in single quotation marks. The following
example shows how to specify an element that contains a comma:

Example - When an element contains a comma (e.g., A,B):

1. Enclose the element A,B in single quotation marks (i.e., 'A,B').

2. Add another single quotation mark for each single quotation mark (i.e., ''A,B'').

3. Enclose the element ''A,B'' in single quotation marks (i.e., '''A,B''').

If a value consists of an element that contains one or more single quotation marks
Add another single quotation mark for each single quotation mark. Next, enclose the element in single
quotation marks, and then add another single quotation mark for each single quotation mark. After
that, enclose the entire value in single quotation marks. The following example shows how to specify
an element that contains a single quotation mark:

Example - When an element includes one single quotation mark (e.g., C'D):

1. Add another single quotation mark for each single quotation mark (i.e., C''D).

2. Enclose the element C''D in single quotation marks (i.e., 'C''D').

3. Add another single quotation mark for each single quotation mark (i.e., ''C''''D'').

4. Enclose the element ''C''''D'' in single quotation marks (i.e., '''C''''D''').

If a value consists of multiple elements that contain commas or single quotation marks
Add another single quotation mark for each single quotation mark. Next, enclose each element in
single quotation marks, and then add another single quotation mark for each single quotation mark.
Then, use a comma and a space character to separate the elements. After that, enclose the entire
value in single quotation marks. The following example shows how to specify a value:

Example - When a value consists of multiple elements (e.g., A,B and C'D):

1. As shown in the above examples, specify the element A,B as ''A,B'', and the element C'D
as ''C''''D''.

2. Insert a comma and a space between the elements (i.e., ''A,B'', ''C''''D'').

3. Enclose the entire value in single quotation marks (i.e., '''A,B'', ''C''''D''').

Properties overview
This section provides an overview of the properties for filter conditions expressions that can be specified
for given management targets (volumes, pools, or unused capacity).

Table 5 Overview of properties that can be specified for volume filter condition expressions

DescriptionProperty name

The parity group usage rateArrayGroupBusyRate#1

The maximum parity group usage rateArrayGroupMaxBusyRate#1
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DescriptionProperty name

Business Copy volume type
BusinessCopy

( BusinessCopyXP )

The volume capacityCapacity

The CLPR numberCLPRNumber

The used capacity of the volumeConsumedCapacity

The percentage of the volume that is being usedConsumedCapacityPercentage

Continuous Access Asynchronous volume type
This property cannot be specified for HP P9500 storage systems.

ContinuousAccessAsynchronous

(
ContinuousAccessXPAsynchronous
)

Continuous Access Journal volume type
ContinuousAccessJournal

( ContinuousAccessXPJournal )

Continuous Access Synchronous volume type
ContinuousAccessSynchronous

( ContinuousAccessXPSynchronous
)

The name of the controller parity groupControllerArrayGroup

The controller LDEV numberControllerDeviceNumber

A character string indicating whether the volume has the CVS attrib-
uteCVS#1

The drive capacity (in GB)DiskCapacityInGB

Drive speed (in rpm)DiskRPM

The drive typeDiskType

The emulation typeEmulationType

The encryption settingEncryption

The name of the hostHost

Label specified for a representative LDEVLabel

The pool numberPoolId

A port name and host storage domain name
This property compares the specified port and host storage domain
name (in the format port/host-storage-domain-name) with
the ports and host storage domain names (in the format port/
host-storage-domain-name) registered in Tiered Storage
Manager software.

PortHostStorageDomain#1

If the volume is a Business Copy S-VOL, this is the migration group
name containing the corresponding P-VOL.PVolMigrationGroup#1
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DescriptionProperty name

If the volume is a Business Copy S-VOL, this is the MU number of
the corresponding P-VOL.PVolMUNumber#1

The RAID levelRAIDLevel

The SLPR numberSLPRNumber

The name used for displaying the model of the storage systemSubsystemDisplayModel

The name of the storage system modelSubsystemModel#2

The name of the storage systemSubsystemName

The serial number of the storage systemSubsystemSerialNumber

The name of the storage system vendorSubsystemVendor

SYSPLEXID and DEVNSysplexidDevn#1

Mainframe volume information (volume serial number) managed
by the mainframe hostVOLSER#1

A character string indicating the lock status of the volumeVolumeLockStatus

A character string indicating whether the volume is being usedVolumeStatus

Snapshot volume type
XPSnapshot

( SnapshotXP )

The volume typeXPThinProvisioning

Legend:
( ): Indicates the character string that is used for XP12000/XP10000/SVS200.

#1
This property cannot be specified for filter condition expressions for storage tiers (the filter-
condition parameter of the CreateStorageTier command, and the newfiltercondition
command of the ModifyStorageTier command).

#2
This property is provided to maintain compatibility with previous versions. To specify a new filter
condition, use SubsystemDisplayModel.

Table 6 Overview of properties that can be specified for pool filter condition expressions

DescriptionProperty name

The unused capacity of the poolPoolFreeCapacity

The pool numberPoolId

The upper limit for the THP pool over-provisioning percentOverProvisioningLimit
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DescriptionProperty name

The over-provisioning percent
The over-provisioning percent indicates the ratio between the THP
pool capacity and the total THP volume capacity allocated to the
THP pool.

OverProvisioningPercent

The threshold for the THP pool over-provisioning percent at which
a warning is issuedOverProvisioningWarning

Table 7 Overview of properties that can be specified for unused capacity filter condition expressions

DescriptionProperty name

The name of a parity groupArrayGroup

The regions of unused capacity in one or more parity groupsCapacity

The drive capacity (in GB)DiskCapacityInGB

The drive speed (in rpm)DiskRPM

The drive typeDiskType

The emulation type of the parity groupEmulationType

The RAID level of the parity groupRAIDLevel

The name of the storage systemSubsystemName

The name of the storage system vendorSubsystemVendor

The total amount of unused capacity in one or more parity groupsTotalFreeCapacity

Range of valid property values
This section provides the ranges of values that can be specified for the properties used in filter condition
expressions specified for given management targets (volumes, pools, or unused capacity).

Property names are not case sensitive.

The specifiable character length is shown as a UTF-8-converted value. (1 to 3 bytes per character.
All ASCII characters are 1 byte each.)

In addition, when using the operators below, there are restrictions on how spaces can be specified.
However, note that an exception exists for the Label property. For details, see the explanation about
the Label property in Table 8.

• =, <>: You cannot specify spaces at the beginning or the end.
• startsWith: You cannot specify spaces at the beginning. Spaces at the end are included in the

search string.
• contains: Spaces at the beginning or the end are included in the search string.
• endsWith: You cannot specify spaces at the end. Spaces at the beginning are included in the

search string.
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For details about the restrictions on specifying other spaces, empty character strings, or symbolic
characters, or about whether the specifiable character string is case sensitive, see Table 11.

Table 8 Range of valid property values for volume filter conditions

Specifiable characters or valuesOperatorsProperty name

An integer from 0 to 100<, <=, =, <>, >,
>=ArrayGroupBusyRate#1

An integer from 0 to 100<, <=, =, <>, >,
>=ArrayGroupMaxBusyRate#1

Simplex

P-VOL

S-VOL

SP-VOL

=, <>
BusinessCopy

( BusinessCopyXP )

Specify a positive integer, or a positive integer
with a unit. (For example, 256, 500KB, or
10MB.)
• If a value other than Block is specified for

units, or if units are omitted, an integer from
0 to 9,223,372,036,854,775,807 when
the value is converted to units of KB.

• If Block is specified for units, an integer from
0 to 9,223,372,036,854,775,807.

• The units you can specify are KB, MB, GB,
TB, and Block. KB is the default unit.#2

<, <=, =, <>, >,
>=

Capacity

An integer from 0 to 31=, <>CLPRNumber

Specify a positive integer, or a positive integer
with a unit. (For example, 256, 500KB, or
10MB.)
• Specify an integer from 0 to

281,474,976,710,653KB
• The units you can specify are KB, MB, GB,

and TB. KB is the default unit.#2

<, <=, =, <>, >,
>=

ConsumedCapacity

An integer from 0 to 100<, <=, =, <>, >,
>=

ConsumedCapacityPercentage

Simplex

P-VOL

S-VOL

This property cannot be specified for HP P9500
storage systems.

=, <>

ContinuousAccessAsynchronous

(
ContinuousAccessXPAsynchronous
)

Simplex

P-VOL

S-VOL

SP-VOL

JNL-VOL

=, <>
ContinuousAccessJournal

( ContinuousAccessXPJournal )
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Specifiable characters or valuesOperatorsProperty name

Simplex

P-VOL

S-VOL

=, <>

ContinuousAccessSynchronous

(
ContinuousAccessXPSynchronous
)

For GetStorageArray
(subtarget=ArrayGroup) in Device Manager
CLI, specify the value displayed for the
displayName attribute of the ArrayGroup
object.
You can specify the following characters:
A to Z
a to z
0 to 9
Hyphen (-)
Underscore (_)
Period (.)
At sign (@)
Space character
Non-ASCII characters
If the operator is = or <>, commas (,) can be
used to specify multiple
ControllerArrayGroup names. The
maximum number of elements separated by
commas (,) is 100.
No more than 75 bytes can be specified for each
ControllerArrayGroup name.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains

ControllerArrayGroup

Specify this property in the following format:
[logical-DKC-number:]CU-number:LDEV-number

Specify hexadecimal values that are less than
0x100 and that are separated by colons (:). A
0 at the beginning of the first value can be
omitted.
The following are specification examples:
• When omitting a logical DKC number: Spe-

cify 2:0a or 02:0A.
• When specifying a logical DKC number:

Specify 0:02:0a or 00:02:0A.
You can specify a list of values separated by
commas (,) or a range of values separated by
a hyphen (-).
The maximum number of elements separated by
commas (,) is 100.
The range separated by a hyphen (-) can specify
only 1 element.

=ControllerDeviceNumber

Yes

No
=CVS#1
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Specifiable characters or valuesOperatorsProperty name

An integer from 0 to 2,147,483,645<, <=, =, <>, >,
>=DiskCapacityInGB#3

An integer from 0 to 2,147,483,645<, <=, =, <>, >,
>=

DiskRPM

FC

AT

SAS

SSD

-

=, <>DiskType

For GetStorageArray
(subtarget=LogicalUnit) in Device
Manager CLI, specify the value displayed for the
emulation attribute of the LogicalUnit
object.
Specify no more than 75 bytes.

=, <>EmulationType

Enabled

Disabled

-

=Encryption

Specify no more than 256 bytes.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains

Host

Specify no more than 64 bytes.
If you use operators, spaces can be specified at
the start or end. If you do so, the spaces are also
included in the search string.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains

Label

Use commas (,) to delimit multiple items. The
maximum number of elements separated by
commas (,) is 100.
Specify no more than 20 bytes can be specified
for an element.

=, <>PoolId

Specify a value in port-name/
host-storage-domain-name format.
Specify no more than 149 bytes.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains,
endsWith

PortHostStorageDomain#1
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Specifiable characters or valuesOperatorsProperty name

You can specify the following characters:
A to Z
a to z
0 to 9
Hyphen (-)
Underscore (_)
Period (.)
At sign (@)
Space character
Non-ASCII characters
Specify no more than 75 bytes.

=, <>PVolMigrationGroup#1

An integer from 0 to 2=, <>PVolMUNumber#1

For GetStorageArray
(subtarget=LogicalUnit) in Device
Manager CLI, specify the value displayed for the
raidType attribute of the LogicalUnit object.
Specify this in the format of RAIDx, or
RAIDx(yD+zP).
RAIDx: RAID level
yD: Number of data drives
zP: Number of parity drives
Specify no more than 75 bytes.

=, <>RAIDLevel

An integer from 0 to 31=, <>SLPRNumber

For GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI,
specify the value displayed for the
displayArrayType attribute (and not the
arrayType attribute) of the StorageArray
object.
Example: XP1024
If you do not know the displayed model name,
specify the product name.
Specify no more than 384 bytes.

=, <>SubsystemDisplayModel

For GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI,
specify the value displayed for the arrayType
attribute of the StorageArray object.
If you do not know the model name, specify the
product name.
Specify no more than 384 bytes.

=, <>SubsystemModel#4

For GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI,
specify the value displayed for the name attribute
of the StorageArray object.
If you do not know the storage system name,
specify the product name and serial number.
Specify no more than 384 bytes.

=, <>SubsystemName
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Specifiable characters or valuesOperatorsProperty name

For GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI,
specify the value displayed for the
serialNumber attribute of the StorageArray
object.
Specify no more than 150 bytes.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains

SubsystemSerialNumber

For GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI,
specify the value displayed for the vendor
attribute of the VolumeConnection object.
Specify no more than 150 bytes.

=, <>SubsystemVendor

Specify no more than 25 bytes.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains

SysplexidDevn#1

Specify no more than 75 bytes.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains

VOLSER#1

Locked

Unlocked
=VolumeLockStatus

Used

Free
=VolumeStatus

Simplex

P-VOL

V-VOL

POOL

=, <>
XPSnapshot

( SnapshotXP )

-

THP-VOL

THP-Pool-VOL

=, <>XPThinProvisioning

Legend:
( ): Indicates the character string that is used for XP12000/XP10000/SVS200.

#1
This property cannot be specified for filter condition expressions for storage tiers (the filter-
condition parameter of the CreateStorageTier command, and the newfiltercondition
command of the ModifyStorageTier command).

#2
When possible, capacity values in the output information of CLI commands are expressed in a
higher-order unit than the unit specified by the user. For example, the value 10,240 KB is displayed
as 10MB.

#3
For the drive capacity, a value in KB is obtained from Device Manager. However, in Tiered
Storage Manager software, the gigabyte-conversion of those values is used. This conversion in-
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volves dividing the drive capacity by 1,048,576 (1,024 x 1,024) and then rounding to the
nearest integer.

#4
This property is provided to maintain compatibility with previous versions. To specify a new filter
condition, use SubsystemDisplayModel.

Table 9 Range of valid property values for pool filter conditions

Specifiable values or charactersOperatorsProperty name

Specify a positive integer, or a positive integer with
a unit. (For example, 256, 500KB, or 10MB.)
• Specify an integer from 0 to

281,474,976,710,653 KB
• The units you can specify are KB, MB, GB, and TB.

KB is the default unit. #

=, <>, >, >=, <, <=PoolFreeCapacity

Use commas to delimit multiple items. The maximum
number of elements separated by commas (,) is 100.
No more than 20 bytes can be specified for an
element.

=, <>PoolId

An integer from 0 to 2,147,483,645=, <>, >, >=, <, <=OverProvisioningLimit

An integer from 0 to 2,147,483,645=, <>, >, >=, <, <=OverProvisioningPercent

An integer from 0 to 2,147,483,645=, <>, >, >=, <, <=OverProvisioningWarning

#
When possible, capacity values in the output information of CLI commands are expressed in a
higher-order unit than the unit specified by the user. For example, the value 10,240 KB is displayed
as 10MB.

Table 10 Range of valid property values for unused capacity filter conditions

Specifiable values or charactersOperatorsProperty name

For GetStorageArray
(subtarget=ArrayGroup) in Device
Manager CLI, specify the value
displayed for the displayName
attribute of the ArrayGroup object.
If the operator is = or <>, commas (,)
can be used to specify multiple
ArrayGroup names. The maximum
number of elements separated by
commas (,) is 100.
No more than 1,024 bytes can be
specified for each ArrayGroup name.

=, <>,
startsWith,
contains

ArrayGroup
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Specifiable values or charactersOperatorsProperty name

Specify a positive integer, or a positive
integer with a unit. (For example, 256,
500KB, or 10MB.)
• Specify an integer from 0 to

9,223,372,036,854,775,807KB
• The units you can specify are KB,

MB, GB, and TB. KB is the default
unit.#1

=, <>, >, >=, <, <=Capacity

An integer from 0 to 2,147,483,645=, <>, >, >=, <, <=DiskCapacityInGB#2

An integer from 0 to 2,147,483,645=, <>, >, >=, <, <=DiskRPM

FC

AT

SAS

SSD

-

=, <>DiskType

For GetStorageArray
(subtarget=LogicalUnit) in Device
Manager CLI, specify the value
displayed for the emulation attribute
of the LogicalUnit object.
Specify no more than 75 bytes.

=, <>EmulationType

For GetStorageArray
(subtarget=LogicalUnit) in Device
Manager CLI, specify the value
displayed for the raidType attribute
of the LogicalUnit object.
Specify this in the format of RAIDx, or
RAIDx(yD+zP).
RAIDx: RAID level
yD: Number of data drives
zP: Number of parity drives
Specify no more than 75 bytes.

=, <>RAIDLevel

For GetStorageArray in Device
Manager CLI, specify the value
displayed for the name attribute of the
StorageArray object.
Specify no more than 384 bytes.

=, <>SubsystemName

For GetStorageArray in Device
Manager CLI, specify the value
displayed for the vendor attribute of
the VolumeConnection object.
Specify no more than 150 bytes.

=, <>SubsystemVendor
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Specifiable values or charactersOperatorsProperty name

Specify a positive integer, or a positive
integer with a unit. (For example, 256,
500KB, or 10MB.)
• Specify an integer from 0 to

9,223,372,036,854,775,807KB
• The units you can specify are KB,

MB, GB, and TB. KB is the default
unit.#1

=, <>, >, >=, <, <=TotalFreeCapacity

#1
When possible, capacity values in the output information of CLI commands are expressed in a
higher-order unit than the unit specified by the user. For example, the value 10,240 KB is displayed
as 10MB.

#2
For the drive capacity, a value in KB is obtained from Device Manager. However, in Tiered
Storage Manager software, the gigabyte-conversion of those values is used. This conversion in-
volves dividing the drive capacity by 1,048,576 (1,024 x 1,024) and then rounding to the
nearest integer.

Table 11 Restrictions on specifiable characters for property values of filter condition expressions

Characters that cannot be specifiedProperty name

• A value must be specified.
• If multiple values are specified and separated using commas

(,), any spaces at the beginning or end of the ArrayGroup
names are ignored.

ArrayGroup

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.

ArrayGroupBusyRate

ArrayGroupMaxBusyRate

• A space character cannot be used in the middle of a character
string.

• The value is not case sensitive.

BusinessCopy

( BusinessCopyXP )

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.
• The value cannot contain space characters.
• The value is not case sensitive.

Capacity

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.CLPRNumber

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.
• The value cannot contain space characters.
• The value is not case sensitive.

ConsumedCapacity

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.ConsumedCapacityPercentage
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Characters that cannot be specifiedProperty name

• A space character cannot be used in the middle of a character
string.

• The value is not case sensitive.
This property cannot be specified for HP P9500 storage systems.

ContinuousAccessAsynchronous

( ContinuousAccessXPAsynchronous
)

• A space character cannot be used in the middle of a character
string.

• The value is not case sensitive.

ContinuousAccessJournal

( ContinuousAccessXPJournal )

ContinuousAccessSynchronous

( ContinuousAccessXPSynchronous
)

• A value must be specified.
• If multiple values are specified and separated using commas

(,), any spaces at the beginning or end of the ControllerAr-
rayGroup names are ignored.

ControllerArrayGroup

Space characters before and after the character string are ignored.ControllerDeviceNumber

• A space character cannot be used in the middle of a character
string.

• The value is not case sensitive.
CVS

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.

DiskCapacityInGB

DiskRPM

• The value cannot contain space characters.
• The value is not case sensitive.DiskType

• Space characters included within the string are disregarded.
• The value is not case sensitive.EmulationType

• A space character cannot be used in the middle of a character
string.

• The value is not case sensitive.
Encryption

--
Host

Label

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.

OverProvisioningLimit

OverProvisioningPercent

OverProvisioningWarning

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.
• Space characters cannot be used.
• The value is not case sensitive.

PoolFreeCapacity
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Characters that cannot be specifiedProperty name

• Specify characters other than commas (,).
• Space characters between elements are disregarded.PoolId

--PortHostStorageDomain

A value must be specified.PVolMigrationGroup

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.PVolMUNumber

• Space characters included within the string are disregarded.
• The value is not case sensitive.RAIDLevel

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.SLPRNumber

• Space characters included within the string are disregarded.
• The value is not case sensitive.

SubsystemDisplayModel

SubsystemModel

--
SubsystemName

SubsystemSerialNumber

• Space characters included within the string are disregarded.
• The value is not case sensitive.SubsystemVendor

--SysplexidDevn

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.
• The value cannot contain space characters.
• The value is not case sensitive.

TotalFreeCapacity

--VOLSER

• The value cannot contain space characters.
• The value is not case sensitive.

VolumeLockStatus

VolumeStatus

XPSnapshot

( SnapshotXP )

XPThinProvisioning

Legend:
--: Indicates that there are no restrictions on specifiable characters.
( ): Indicates the character string that is used for XP12000/XP10000/SVS200.
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5 Details of CLI commands

This chapter explains all the functions, specifiable options and parameters, and output items for every
CLI command. The chapter also provides examples of how to use each CLI command and the
corresponding execution results.

Common explanation
For each command, the syntax, options, parameters, output items, specification examples, and
execution results are provided.

For syntax explanations, options that are common to all the commands are written as common-option.

For command specification examples, options that are common to all the commands are omitted. It
is assumed that these options are set in the htsmcli.properties file.

For details on the options common to all the commands, see “Options common to all CLI
commands” on page 33.

Commands for managing storage domains
This section explains the CLI commands for managing storage domains.

GetStorageDomains
The GetStorageDomains command can be used to obtain information about storage domains
corresponding to the storage systems that have been added to Device Manager.

This command can be used to obtain information about all storage domains, or about the storage
domain specified by the name parameter.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] GetStorageDomains
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    [ name=storage-domain-name [, storage-domain-name ] ... ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, only summary information will be displayed.
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Parameters
Parameters do not have to be specified.

Table 12 Parameters of the GetStorageDomains command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain about which you want to obtain
information.
If this is omitted, this command will be applied to all storage domains.
To specify multiple storage domains, separate each name with a comma.
No more that 255 storage domains can be specified, limited only by the
maximum number of characters allowed by the command line.

name

Output items

NOTE:
Unknown is output for some output items when the refresh status is NotInitialized, Processing,
or Failure.

Table 13 Items output by the GetStorageDomains command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

The total capacity of the real volumes in the storage domain (units: GB). Values
less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example,
4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

totalCapacityInGB

The total capacity of the real volumes being used in the storage domain (units:
GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer
(for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

usedCapacityInGB

The ratio of usedCapacityInGB to totalCapacityInGB as a percentage.
Values less than 1% are rounded up to display an integer.

usedCapacityPercent-
age

The total capacity of the real volumes that are not being used in the storage
domain (units: GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed
as an integer (for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

freeCapacityInGB

The ratio (percentage) of freeCapacityInGB to totalCapacityInGB.
Values of less than 1% are rounded down and displayed as an integer (for
example, 45.3% is rounded down to 45%).

freeCapacityPercent-
age

The number of storage systems in the storage domain[numberOfSubsystems]

The number of storage tiers in the storage domainnumberOfStorageTiers

The number of migration groups in the storage domainnumberOfMigration-
Groups
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DescriptionItem

The refresh status. This can be any of the following:
• NotInitialized

• Processing

• Success

• Failure

• Incomplete

(ended without completing refresh)

• RefreshRequired

refreshStatus

The date and time when the previous refresh finished. If the previous refresh
has not finished, nothing is displayed.[lastRefreshedTime]

The serial number of the domain controller[controllerSerialNum-
ber]

The model name displayed on the domain controller[controllerDisplayMod-
el]

The name of the domain controller[controllerName]

The logical DKC number of the domain controller. If the storage system is not
HP P9500 or XP24000/XP20000, nothing is displayed.[logicalDKCNumber]

A description of the storage domain[description]

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detail option is specified.

Table 14 Items output by the GetStorageDomains command (ErrorInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

An error messagemessage

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, detailed information is obtained for the storage domains MegaTechXP12000-
Primary and MegaTechXP12000-Secondary.

htsmcli GetStorageDomains --detail
 name="MegaTechXP12000-Primary,MegaTechXP12000-Secondary"

• Execution results:
Detailed information about MegaTechUSP600-Primary and MegaTechUSP600-Secondary
is output. The error information that begins with List of 1 ErrorInfo elements: is displayed
at the end of the information about MegaTechUSP600-Secondary because refreshStatus
of MegaTechUSP600-Secondary is Failure.
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RESPONSE:
List of 2 StorageDomain elements:
  An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 2)
    name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    totalCapacityInGB=8,552
    usedCapacityInGB=6,576
    usedCapacityPercentage=77
    freeCapacityInGB=1,975
    freeCapacityPercentage=23
    numberOfSubsystems=2
    numberOfStorageTiers=0
    numberOfMigrationGroups=0
    refreshStatus=Success
    lastRefreshedTime=2011/11/19 21:43:13
    controllerSerialNumber=14011
    controllerDisplayModel=XP12000
    controllerName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
    logicalDKCNumber=
    description=XP12000-Primary
  An instance of StorageDomain(2 of 2)
    name=MegaTechXP12000-Secondary
    totalCapacityInGB=Unknown
    usedCapacityInGB=Unknown
    usedCapacityPercentage=Unknown
    freeCapacityInGB=Unknown
    freeCapacityPercentage=Unknown
    numberOfSubsystems=Unknown
    numberOfStorageTiers=3
    numberOfMigrationGroups=3
    refreshStatus=Failure
    lastRefreshedTime=
    controllerSerialNumber=59432
    controllerDisplayModel=XP12000
    controllerName=Unknown
    logicalDKCNumber=
    description=XP12000-Secondary
    List of 1 ErrorInfo elements:
      An instance of ErrorInfo(1 of 1)
        message=KATS62010-E message-contents

ModifyStorageDomain
The ModifyStorageDomain command can be used to change information (the name or description)
for a storage domain.

Note that information cannot be changed for storage domains in the following states:

• Storage domains that contain tasks that have not ended (End)
• Storage domains whose refresh status is NotInitialized, Processing, or Failure

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.
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Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] ModifyStorageDomain
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    name=storage-domain-name
    [ newname=storage-domain-name ]
    [ newdescription=description-for-the-storage-domain ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 15 Parameters of the ModifyStorageDomain command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain whose information you want to change.name

Specify a new storage domain name.
This name should be unique to Tiered Storage Manager software.
If this is omitted, the name of the storage domain will not change.

[newname]

Specify a new storage domain description.
If this is omitted, the description of the storage domain will not change.
If you specify only spaces, the previous storage domain description will be deleted.

[newdescription]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items

NOTE:
Unknown is output for some output items when the refresh status is NotInitialized, Processing,
or Failure.

Table 16 Items output by the ModifyStorageDomain command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

The serial number of the domain controllercontrollerSerial-
Number
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DescriptionItem

The model name displayed on the domain controllercontrollerDisplay-
Model

The name of the domain controllercontrollerName

The logical DKC number of the domain controller. If the storage system is not HP
P9500 or XP24000/XP20000, nothing is displayed.logicalDKCNumber

A description of the storage domaindescription

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the name of the storage domain MegaTechXP12000-Primary is changed to
NewStorageDomain.

htsmcli ModifyStorageDomain --detail
 name="MegaTechXP12000-Primary" newname="NewStorageDomain"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=NewStorageDomain
  controllerSerialNumber=14011
  controllerDisplayModel=XP12000
  controllerName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
  logicalDKCNumber=
  description=XP12000-Primary

Refresh
The Refresh command can be used to perform refresh processing (processing to re-obtain
configuration information from Device Manager and register it in the Tiered Storage Manager
repository) for all storage domains, or for any storage domains specified by the storagedomainname
parameter.

Note that refresh processing is performed asynchronously to the execution of the Refresh command.

If an attempt to access to the storage domains fails during refresh processing, the refresh processing
will be stopped. The refresh status will return to its previous state. To determine whether refresh
processing has been completed successfully, check that the last refresh time of the storage domain
(lastRefreshedTime) has been updated after performing the refresh processing.

To check the refresh status, use the GetStorageDomains command.
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Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] Refresh
    [ common-option ]
    [ storagedomainname=storage-domain-name ]

Parameters
Parameters do not have to be specified.

Table 17 Parameters of the Refresh command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.
If this is omitted, all storage domains are refreshed.storagedomainname

Output items
Nothing is output by this command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the Refresh command is issued for the MegaTechXP12000-Primary storage
domain, and configuration information is re-obtained from Device Manager and registered in the
Tiered Storage Manager repository.

htsmcli Refresh storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"

• Execution results:
No information is output by this command. Use the GetStorageDomains command to check
whether the refresh has finished.

Commands for managing storage tiers
This section explains the CLI commands for managing storage tiers.

CreateStorageTier
The CreateStorageTier command can be used to create a storage tier within a storage domain.
A storage tier is a collection of volumes that are migration target candidates. You can search for
volumes and pools within the storage domain and specify the search results as a storage tier.

Storage tiers cannot be created within a storage domain whose refresh status is either Processing
or Failure.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.
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Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CreateStorageTier
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    name=storage-tier-name
    [ resource={ Volume | Pool } ]
    filtercondition=filter-condition
    [ description=description-for-the-storage-tier ]
    [ cost=cost-of-normal-volumes
      chargefor={ Allocated | Utilized } ]
    [ thpcost=cost-of-THP-volumes
      thpchargefor={ Allocated | Consumed | Utilized } ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 18 Parameters of the CreateStorageTier command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomain-
name

Specify the name of the storage tier to be created.
This name should be unique within the storage domain.name

Specify the type of the storage tier to be created. If you omit this, the condition specified
in the filtercondition parameter will be used.
• Volume: Filter volumes.
• Pool: Filter pools.

[resource]

Specify a filter condition.
Depending on the management target, specify either of the following filter condition
expressions accordingly:
• For a managed volume, see Table 5 and Table 8.

Note that some properties might not be specifiable as filter conditions that are used
to filter volumes managed in storage tiers.

• For a managed pool, see Table 6 and Table 9.

filtercondi-
tion

Specify a description of the storage tier.[description]
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DetailsParameter

Specify the cost of normal volumes by using the following format:
currency-code amount / unit-of-capacity / period

• currency-code#

Specify a currency code conforming to ISO4217 using upper-case characters.

• amount

Specify an integer from 0 to 9223372036854775807. Do not use commas or
periods.

• unit-of-capacity

Specify MB, GB, or TB.

• period

Specify either Month or Year.

By specifying how much a set amount (capacity) of storage in a storage tier costs for a
set time period, you can operate storage with an awareness of costs. Tiered Storage
Manager software enables you to specify such cost, time period, and charge-target
information. You can freely specify the cost to match the provided services and their
charge system.
This parameter can be specified only if the storage tier is specified using volume filter
conditions.
When specifying this parameter, also specify the chargefor parameter.

[cost]

Specify the charge target for the cost of normal volumes.
• Allocated: The volume capacity allocated to the host
• Utilized: The volume capacity actually used by the host
When specifying this parameter, also specify the cost parameter.

[chargefor]

Specify the cost of THP volumes.
The method for specifying this parameter is the same as for the cost parameter.
When specifying this parameter, also specify the thpchargefor parameter.

[thpcost]

Specify the charge target for the cost of THP volumes.
• Allocated: The THP volume capacity allocated to the host
• Consumed: The THP volume capacity that has already been consumed
• Utilized: The THP volume capacity actually used by the host
When specifying this parameter, also specify the thpcost parameter.

[thpchargefor]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

#
The CLI supports the following currency codes:
AED, AFN, ALL, AMD, ANG, AOA, ARS, AUD, AWG, AZN, BAM, BBD, BDT, BGN,
BHD, BIF, BMD, BND, BOB, BOV, BRL, BSD, BTN, BWP, BYR, BZD, CAD, CDF,
CHE, CHF, CHW, CLF, CLP, CNY, COP, COU, CRC, CUC, CUP, CVE, CZK, DJF,
DKK, DOP, DZD, EEK, EGP, ERN, ETB, EUR, FJD, FKP, GBP, GEL, GHS, GIP,
GMD, GNF, GTQ, GWP, GYD, HKD, HNL, HRK, HTG, HUF, IDR, ILS, INR, IQD,
IRR, ISK, JMD, JOD, JPY, KES, KGS, KHR, KMF, KPW, KRW, KWD, KYD, KZT,
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LAK, LBP, LKR, LRD, LSL, LTL, LVL, LYD, MAD, MDL, MGA, MKD, MMK, MNT,
MOP, MRO, MUR, MVR, MWK, MXN, MXV, MYR, MZN, NAD, NGN, NIO, NOK, NPR,
NZD, OMR, PAB, PEN, PGK, PHP, PKR, PLN, PYG, QAR, RON, RSD, RUB, RWF,
SAR, SBD, SCR, SDG, SEK, SGD, SHP, SLL, SOS, SRD, STD, SVC, SYP, SZL,
THB, TJS, TMT, TND, TOP, TRY, TTD, TWD, TZS, UAH, UGX, USD, USN, USS,
UYI, UYU, UZS, VEF, VND, VUV, WST, XAF, XAG, XAU, XBA, XBB, XBC, XBD,
XCD, XDR, XFU, XOF, XPD, XPF, XPT, XTS, XXX, YER, ZAR, ZMK, ZWL

Output items
Table 19 Items output by the CreateStorageTier command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

Table 20 Items output by the CreateStorageTier command (StorageTier instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage tiername

The filter conditions for the storage tierfilterCondition

A description of the storage tierdescription

The cost of normal volumes is displayed in the following format:
currency-code amount / unit-of-capacity / period

If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.
cost

The charge target for normal volumes.
• Allocated: The volume capacity allocated to the host
• Utilized: The volume capacity actually used by the host
If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.

chargefor

The cost of THP volumes is displayed in the following format:
currency-code amount / unit-of-capacity / period

If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.
thpcost

The charge target for THP volumes.
• Allocated: The THP volume capacity allocated to the host
• Consumed: The THP volume capacity that has already been consumed
• Utilized: The THP volume capacity actually used by the host
If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.

thpchargefor

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

A storage tier that consists of volumes and whose RAID level is RAID5(3D+1P) is created in the
storage domain MegaTechXP12000-Primary. The name of the storage tier is set as MegaTech-
HighCost.
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htsmcli CreateStorageTier --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 name="MegaTech-HighCost"
 filtercondition="RAIDLevel='RAID5(3D+1P)' AND
 ControllerArrayGroup='1-10-1'"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 StorageTier elements:
    An instance of StorageTier(1 of 1)
      name=MegaTech-HighCost
      filterCondition=RAIDLevel = 'RAID5(3D+1P)' AND
 ControllerArrayGroup = '1-10-1'
      description=
      cost=
      chargefor=
      thpcost=
      thpchargefor=

DeleteStorageTier
The DeleteStorageTier command can be used to delete a storage tier. Storage tiers are deleted
regardless of whether they contain any volumes.

Note that storage tiers in the following statuses cannot be deleted:

• Storage tiers that are specified for tasks that have not ended (End)
• Storage tiers within the storage domains whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] DeleteStorageTier
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    name=storage-tier-name

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.
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Parameters
Table 21 Parameters of the DeleteStorageTier command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the storage tier to be deleted.name

Output items
The items output by the DeleteStorageTier command are the same as the items output by the
CreateStorageTier command. For more information, see “Output items” on page 64 of the
CreateStorageTier command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the storage tier MegaTech-HighCost is deleted from the storage domain
MegaTechXP12000-Primary.

htsmcli DeleteStorageTier --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary" name="MegaTech-HighCost"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 StorageTier elements:
    An instance of StorageTier(1 of 1)
      name=MegaTech-HighCost
      filterCondition=RAIDLevel='RAID5(3D+1P)' AND Capacity < '1GB'
      description=
      cost=USD3000/TB/Year
      chargefor=Allocated
      thpcost=USD3/GB/Year
      thpchargefor=Consumed

GetStorageTiers
The GetStorageTiers command can be used to obtain information about all storage tiers in the
storage domain, or about the storage tier specified by the name parameter.

Information cannot be obtained for storage tiers in storage domains whose refresh status is either
Processing or Failure.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.
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Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] GetStorageTiers
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    [ name=storage-tier-name[,storage-tier-name ].. ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, only summary information will be displayed.

Parameters
Table 22 Parameters of the GetStorageTiers command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the storage tier about which you want to obtain information.
If this is omitted, this command will be applied to all the storage tiers in the storage
domain.
When specifying multiple storage tier names, separate each one with a comma.
Up to 255 storage tier names can be specified, limited only by the maximum number
of characters allowed by the command line.

[name]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items

NOTE:
For storage tiers created by using pool filter conditions, a hyphen (-) is displayed for some output
items because there is no relevant information to be output.

Table 23 Items output by the GetStorageTiers command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

Table 24 Items output by the GetStorageTiers command (StorageTier instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage tiername
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DescriptionItem

The filter conditions for the storage tier[filterCondition]

The number of real volumes in the storage tier.[numberOfVolumes]

The total capacity of the real volumes in the storage tier (units: GB). Values less
than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example, 4.5 GB
is rounded down to 4 GB).

totalCapacityInGB

Ratio (percentage) of totalCapacityInGB to the total amount of capacity in the
real volumes within the storage domain. Values less than 1% are rounded up to
display an integer.

totalCapacityPer-
centageToStorageDo-
main

The total capacity of the real volumes being used in the storage tier (units: GB).
Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example,
4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

usedCapacityInGB

The ratio (percentage) of usedCapacityInGB to totalCapacityInGB. Values
less than 1% are rounded up to display an integer.

usedCapacityPer-
centage

The total capacity of the real volumes that are free in the storage tier (units: GB).
Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example,
4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

freeCapacityInGB

The ratio (percentage) of freeCapacityInGB to totalCapacityInGB. Values
of less than 1% are rounded down and displayed as an integer. (For example,
45.3% is rounded down to 45%.)

freeCapacityPer-
centage

The number of logical volumes in the storage tier. This provides the number of
normal volumes and virtual volumes in the storage tier.

[numberOfManaged-
Volumes]

The total capacity of the normal volumes and virtual volumes in the storage tier
(units: GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer
(for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

totalManagedCapa-
cityInGB

The total capacity of normal volumes and virtual volumes that are being used in
the storage tier (units: GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed
as an integer (for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

usedManagedCapa-
cityInGB

The ratio (percentage) of usedManagedCapacityInGB to totalManagedCapa-
cityInGB. Values of less than 1% are rounded down and displayed as an integer.
(For example, 45.3% is rounded down to 45%.)

usedManagedCapaci-
tyPercentage

The total capacity of the normal volumes and virtual volumes that are free in the
storage tier (units: GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed
as an integer (for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

freeManagedCapa-
cityInGB

The ratio (percentage) of freeManagedCapacityInGB to totalManagedCapa-
cityInGB. Values of less than 1% are rounded down and displayed as an integer.
(For example, 45.3% is rounded down to 45%.) The value of freeManagedCapa-
cityPercentage is 100 if the value of usedManagedCapacityPercentage
is 0.

freeManagedCapaci-
tyPercentage

The total used capacity of the normal volumes and virtual volumes in the storage
tier (units: GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an in-
teger (for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

consumedCapacity-
InGB

A description of the storage tier[description]
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DescriptionItem

The cost of normal volumes is displayed in the following format:
currency-code amount / unit-of-capacity / period

If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.
cost

The charge target for normal volumes.
• Allocated: The volume capacity allocated to the host
• Utilized: The volume capacity actually used by the host
If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.

chargefor

The cost of THP volumes is displayed in the following format:
currency-code amount / unit-of-capacity / period

If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.
thpcost

The charge target for THP volumes.
• Allocated: The THP volume capacity allocated to the host
• Consumed: The THP volume capacity that has already been consumed
• Utilized: The THP volume capacity actually used by the host
If this item is not set, nothing is displayed.

thpchargefor

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detailoption is specified.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, detailed information is obtained for both the MegaTech-HighCost and Stor-
ageTier-1 storage tiers, in the MegaTechXP12000-Primary storage domain.

htsmcli GetStorageTiers --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 name="MegaTech-HighCost,StorageTier-1"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 2 StorageTier elements:
    An instance of StorageTier(1 of 2)
      name=MegaTech-HighCost
      filterCondition=RAIDLevel = 'RAID5(3D+1P)' AND Capacity < '1GB'
      numberOfVolumes=91
      totalCapacityInGB=387
      totalCapacityPercentageToStorageDomain=5
      usedCapacityInGB=29
      usedCapacityPercentage=8
      freeCapacityInGB=358
      freeCapacityPercentage=92
      numberOfManagedVolumes=25
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      totalManagedCapacityInGB=1,000
      usedManagedCapacityInGB=300
      usedManagedCapacityPercentage=30
      freeManagedCapacityInGB=700
      freeManagedCapacityPercentage=70
      consumedCapacityInGB=500
      description=
      cost=USD3000/TB/Year
      chargefor=Allocated
      thpcost=USD3/GB/Year
      thpchargefor=Consumed
    An instance of StorageTier(2 of 2)
      name=StorageTier-1
      filterCondition=RAIDLevel <> 'RAID5(3D+1P)'
      numberOfVolumes=2
      totalCapacityInGB=9
      totalCapacityPercentageToStorageDomain=1
      usedCapacityInGB=0
      usedCapacityPercentage=0
      freeCapacityInGB=9
      freeCapacityPercentage=100
      numberOfManagedVolumes=25
      totalManagedCapacityInGB=1,000
      usedManagedCapacityInGB=300
      usedManagedCapacityPercentage=30
      freeManagedCapacityInGB=700
      freeManagedCapacityPercentage=70
      consumedCapacityInGB=500
      description=
      cost=USD3000/TB/Year
      chargefor=Allocated
      thpcost=USD3/GB/Year
      thpchargefor=Consumed

ModifyStorageTier
The ModifyStorageTier command can be used to change information (the name, filter condition,
or description) of a storage tier.

Note that the information about storage tiers in the following statuses cannot be changed:

• Storage tiers specified for tasks that have not ended (End)
• Storage tiers within storage domains whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] ModifyStorageTier
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
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    name=storage-tier-name
    [ newname=storage-tier-name ]
    [ { newresource={ Volume | Pool }
        newfiltercondition=filter-condition
                           | newfiltercondition=filter-condition } ]
    [ newdescription=description-for-the-storage-tier ]
    [ newcost=cost-of-normal-volumes ]
    [ newchargefor={ Allocated | Utilized } ]
    [ newthpcost=cost-of-THP-volumes ]
    [ newthpchargefor={ Allocated | Consumed | Utilized } ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 25 Parameters of the ModifyStorageTier command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the storage tier.name

Specify a new storage tier name. This name should be unique within the storage
domain.
If this is omitted, the name of the storage tier will not change.

[newname]

Specify the type of the storage tier. If you omit this, the condition specified in the
newfiltercondition parameter will be used.
• Volume: Filter volumes.
• Pool: Filter pools.

[newresource]

Specify a filter condition.
Depending on the management target, specify either of the following filter condition
expressions accordingly:
• For a managed volume, see Table 5 and Table 8.

Note that some properties might not be specifiable as filter conditions that are
used to filter volumes managed in storage tiers.

• For a managed pool, see Table 6 and Table 9.
If this is omitted, the filter condition will not be updated.

[newfiltercondi-
tion]

Specify a new storage tier description.
If this is omitted, the description of the storage tier will not change.
If you specify only spaces, the previous storage tier description will be deleted.

[newdescription]
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DetailsParameter

Specify the cost of normal volumes by using the following format:
currency-code amount / unit-of-capacity / period

• currency-code

Specify a currency code conforming to ISO4217 using upper-case characters.
For details on the specifiable values, see currency-code for the cost
parameter described in Table 18.

• amount

Specify an integer from 0 to 9223372036854775807. Do not use commas or
periods.

• unit-of-capacity

Specify MB, GB, or TB.

• period

Specify either Month or Year.

By specifying how much a set amount (capacity) of storage in a storage tier costs
for a set time period, you can operate storage with an awareness of costs. Tiered
Storage Manager software enables you to specify such cost, time period, and
charge-target information. You can freely specify the cost to match the provided
services and their charge system.
This parameter can be specified only if the storage tier is specified using volume
filter conditions.
You can specify an empty string for this parameter. If you specify an empty string,
the old settings will be deleted.
If you specify an empty string for this parameter, also specify an empty string for
the newchargefor parameter.

[newcost]#1

Specify the charge target for the cost of normal volume.
• Allocated: The volume capacity allocated to the host
• Utilized: The volume capacity actually used by the host
You can specify an empty string for this parameter. If you specify an empty string,
the old settings will be deleted.
If you specify an empty string for this parameter, also specify an empty string for
the newcost parameter.

[newchargefor]#1

Specify the cost of THP volumes.
The method to specify this parameter is the same as for the newcost parameter.
You can specify an empty string for this parameter. If you specify an empty string,
the old settings will be deleted.
If you specify an empty string for this parameter, also specify an empty string for
the newthpchargefor parameter.

[newthpcost]#2

Specify the charge target for the cost of the THP volume.
• Allocated: The THP volume capacity allocated to the host
• Consumed: The THP volume capacity that has already been consumed
• Utilized: The THP volume capacity actually used by the host
You can specify an empty string for this parameter. If you specify an empty string,
the old settings will be deleted.
If you specify an empty string for this parameter, also specify an empty string for
the newthpcost parameter.

[newthpchargefor]#2
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Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

#1
Specify these parameters so that, after the ModifyStorageTier command is executed, either
both the cost of normal volumes and the charge target for the cost of normal volumes are set or
neither is set.

#2
Specify these parameters so that, after the ModifyStorageTier command is executed, either
both the cost of THP volumes and the charge target for the cost of THP volumes are set or neither
is set.

Output items
The items output by the ModifyStorageTier command are the same as the items output by the
CreateStorageTier command. For more information, see “Output items” on page 64 of the
CreateStorageTier command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the name of the storage tier OurStorageTier in the storage domain MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary is changed to NewStorageTier.

htsmcli ModifyStorageTier --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 name="OurStorageTier" newname="NewStorageTier"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 StorageTier elements:
    An instance of StorageTier(1 of 1)
      name=NewStorageTier
      filterCondition=RAIDLevel <> 'RAID5(3D+1P)'
      description=
      cost=USD3000/TB/Year
      chargefor=Allocated
      thpcost=USD3/GB/Year
      thpchargefor=Consumed

Commands for managing migration groups
This section explains the CLI commands for managing migration groups.
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CreateMigrationGroup
The CreateMigrationGroup command can be used to create a migration group within a storage
domain.

For the migration group to be created, you can use the canmigrate parameter to specify an attribute
indicating whether the migration group is subject to migration operations. If you disable migration,
you can prevent the volume belonging to the migration group from being migrated by mistake.

In addition, you can set the LDEV selection rules for each migration group. If you do not want a parity
group containing LDEVs that belong to another migration group to be selectable as a target parity
group, specify the parity group avoidance rule (the arraygroupavoidanceofmigrationgroups
parameter). If you want to select migration targets based on how parity groups are used, specify the
parity group selection rule (the arraygroupselectionrule parameter).

Migration groups cannot be created within a storage domain whose refresh status is either
Processing or Failure.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CreateMigrationGroup
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    name=migration-group-name
    [ canmigrate={ Yes | No } ]
    [ notifytourl=event-notification-address ]
    [ reminddayslater=

number-of-days-before-the-specified-elapsed-period-event-occurs ]
    [ reminderdescription=description-for-the-specified-elapsed-period-event ]
    [ arraygroupselectionrule={ BalanceCapacity
                        | MinimumCoverage | MaximumCoverage } ]
    [ arraygroupavoidanceofmigrationgroups=

migration-group-name [,migration-group-name ]... ]
    [ description=description-for-the-migration-group ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 26 Parameters of the CreateMigrationGroup command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname
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Specify the name of the migration group to be created. This name should be unique
within the storage domain.name

Specify whether migration is possible. This can be any of the following:
• Yes: Migration is possible (default).
• No: Migration is not possible.

[canmigrate]

Specify the address to be notified when the event occurs.
Specify a value by combining mailto: and the email address.[notifytourl]

Specify the number of days before the specified elapsed-period event is to occur,
expressed as an integer that is 1 or larger.
An integer from 1 to 21900 can be specified.

[reminddayslater]

Specify the text that is to be displayed when the specified elapsed-period event
occurs.

[reminderdescrip-
tion]

Specify the parameter for the parity group selection rule that is used to create a
migration plan. This can be any of the following:
• BalanceCapacity: Balancing the capacity (default)
• MinimumCoverage: Minimizing the distribution
• MaximumCoverage: Maximizing the distribution

[arraygroupselec-
tionrule]

Specify the parameter for the parity group avoidance rule that is used to create a
migration plan. You can specify the name of the migration group that you do not
want to coexist with LDEVs in the same parity group. If you specify only spaces,
the previous migration group name will be deleted. If you omit this parameter, the
parity group avoidance rule will not be applied.

[arraygroupavoid-
anceofmigration-
groups]

Specify a description of the migration group.[description]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
Table 27 Items output by the CreateMigrationGroup command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

Table 28 Items output by the CreateMigrationGroup command (MigrationGroup instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the migration groupname

Indicates whether migration is possiblecanMigrate

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

Date and time the specified elapsed-period event occursremindAt
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DescriptionItem

Description to be displayed when the specified elapsed-period event occursreminderDescrip-
tion

Parity group selection rulearrayGroupSelec-
tionRule

Parity group avoidance rule. If no parity group avoidance rule has been set,
nothing is displayed.

arrayGroupAvoid-
anceOfMigration-
Groups

A description of the migration groupdescription

Example and execution results
• Command execution example (1):

In this example, the migration group MG01 is created in the MegaTechXP12000-Primary storage
domain:

htsmcli CreateMigrationGroup --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary" name="MG01"
 description="MigrationGroup01"
arraygroupavoidanceofmigrationgroups="MG012,MG013"

• Execution results (1):

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 MigrationGroup elements:
    An instance of MigrationGroup(1 of 1)
      name=MG01
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=
      remindAt=
      reminderDescription=
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=BalanceCapacity
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013
      description=MigrationGroup01

• Command execution example (2):
In this example, the migration group MG01 is created in the MegaTechXP12000-Primary storage
domain and a specified elapsed-period event is generated 20 days later.

htsmcli CreateMigrationGroup --detail 
storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
name="MG01" reminddayslater="20" notifytourl="mailto:test@example.com" 
reminderdescription="It is scheduled to move." 
description="MigrationGroup01" 
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arraygroupselectionrule=MinimumCoverage 
arraygroupavoidanceofmigrationgroups="MG012,MG013"

• Execution results (2):

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 MigrationGroup elements:
    An instance of MigrationGroup(1 of 1)
      name=MG01
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
      remindAt=2011/11/24 19:40:05
      reminderDescription=It is scheduled to move.
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=MinimumCoverage
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013
      description=MigrationGroup01

DeleteMigrationGroup
The DeleteMigrationGroup command can be used to delete a migration group. You can delete
migration groups regardless of whether they contain any volumes.

Note that migration groups in the following states cannot be deleted:

• Migration groups specified for tasks that have not yet ended (End)
• Migration groups within storage domains whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure
• Migration groups specified as a migration target after the completion of a shredding task that has

not yet ended (End)
• Migration groups specified as a migration target after the completion of a locking task that has

not yet ended (End)
• Migration groups specified as a migration target after the completion of an unlocking task that

has not yet ended (End)

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] DeleteMigrationGroup
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    name=migration-group-name

Options
-d or --detail
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Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 29 Parameters of the DeleteMigrationGroup command

DetailsParameter

Specify the storage domain name.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group to be deleted.name

Output items
The items output by the DeleteMigrationGroup command are the same as the items output by
the CreateMigrationGroup command. For more information, see “Output items” on page 75 of
the CreateMigrationGroup command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the migration group MG01 is deleted from the storage domain MegaTechXP12000-
Primary.

htsmcli DeleteMigrationGroup --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary" name="MG01"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 MigrationGroup elements:
    An instance of MigrationGroup(1 of 1)
      name=MG01
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=
      remindAt=
      reminderDescription=
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=MinimumCoverage
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013
      description=MigrationGroup01

GetMigrationGroups
The GetMigrationGroups command can be used to obtain information about all migration groups
in the storage domain, or about the migration group specified by the name parameter.

Information cannot be obtained for migration groups in storage domains whose refresh status is either
Processing or Failure.
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If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] GetMigrationGroups
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    [ name=migration-group-name [, migration-group-name ] ...]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, only summary information will be displayed.

Parameters
Table 30 Parameters of the GetMigrationGroups command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group about which you want to obtain
information.
If this is omitted, this command will be applied to all the migration groups in the
storage domain.
When specifying multiple migration groups, separate each one with a comma.
Up to 255 migration groups can be specified, limited only by the maximum number
of characters allowed by the command line.

[name]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
Table 31 Items output by the GetMigrationGroups command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

Table 32 Items output by the GetMigrationGroups command (MigrationGroup instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the migration groupname

The name of the storage tier for which the migration destination was last specified.
If no migration task has ever been created, nothing is displayed.

targetStorageTier-
Name
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DescriptionItem

Indicates whether migration is possiblecanMigrate

Event notification address[notifyToURL]

Date and time the specified elapsed-period event occursremindAt

Description to be displayed when the specified elapsed-period event occurs[reminderDescrip-
tion]

The user group name of the user who created or last modified the migration group[lastModifyUser-
Group]

The date and time when the migration group was created[creationTime]

The date and time when the migration group information was last changed[lastModifyTime]

The date and time when migration was performed for the storage tier specified in
targetStorageTierName. If the previous migration has not finished or a new
migration task is created, nothing is displayed.

lastMigrationTime

The status of the migration task.
If migration has not previously been performed, nothing is displayed.
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.

migrationStatus

The type of task. If no task has been created, nothing is displayed.
If the task has been created, this can be any of the following:
• Migration

• Locking

• Unlocking

• Shredding

taskType

The status of the task displayed in taskType.
If no task has been created, nothing is displayed.
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.

taskStatus

The number of real volumes in the migration groupnumberOfVolumes

The total capacity of the real volumes in the storage domain (units: GB). Values
less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example, 4.5
GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

totalCapacityInGB

The number of normal volumes and virtual volumes in the migration groupnumberOfManaged-
Volumes

The total capacity of the normal volumes and virtual volumes in the migration group
(units: GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer
(for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

totalManagedCapa-
cityInGB

The total used capacity for the normal volumes and virtual volumes in the migration
group (units: GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an
integer (for example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

consumedCapacity-
InGB

Parity group selection rule[arrayGroupSelec-
tionRule]
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Parity group avoidance rule. If no parity group avoidance rule has been set, nothing
is displayed.

[arrayGroupAvoid-
anceOfMigration-
Groups]

A description of the migration group[description]

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detail option is specified.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, detailed information is obtained for all migration groups in the MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary storage domain.

htsmcli GetMigrationGroups --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 2 MigrationGroup elements:
    An instance of MigrationGroup(1 of 2)
      name=MG01
      targetStorageTierName=
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=
      remindAt=
      reminderDescription=
      lastModifyUserGroup=Admin
      creationTime=2011/11/30 11:57:23
      lastModifyTime=2011/12/02 12:05:59
      lastMigrationTime=
      migrationStatus=
      taskType=
      taskStatus=
      numberOfVolumes=0
      totalCapacityInGB=0
      numberOfManagedVolumes=25
      totalManagedCapacityInGB=1,000
      consumedCapacityInGB=300
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=MinimumCoverage
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013
      description=MigrationGroup01
    An instance of MigrationGroup(2 of 2)
      name=MyGroup
      targetStorageTierName=
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
      remindAt=2012/01/24 19:40:05
      reminderDescription=It is scheduled to move.
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      lastModifyUserGroup=Admin
      creationTime=2011/11/30 12:06:41
      lastModifyTime=2011/12/02 12:06:41
      lastMigrationTime=
      migrationStatus=
      taskType=
      taskStatus=
      numberOfVolumes=0
      totalCapacityInGB=0
      numberOfManagedVolumes=25
      totalManagedCapacityInGB=1,000
      consumedCapacityInGB=300
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=BalanceCapacity
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=
      description=MyMigrationGroup

ModifyMigrationGroup
The ModifyMigrationGroup command can be used to change information about a migration
group. The command can change the following information:

• Migration group name
• Attribute indicating whether the migration group is subject to migration
• Description of the migration group
• Number of days before the specified elapsed-period event occurs
• Event notification address
• Parity group selection rule
• Parity group avoidance rule
• Description for the specified elapsed-period event

Note that information cannot be changed for migration groups in the following statuses:

• Migration groups specified for tasks that have not ended (End)
• Migration groups within storage domains whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure
• Migration groups specified for a migration target after completing a locking, unlocking, or

shredding task, which has not ended (End)

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] ModifyMigrationGroup
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    name=migration-group-name
    [ newname=migration-group-name]
    [ newcanmigrate={ Yes | No } ]
    [ newnotifytourl=event-notification-address ]
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    [ newreminddayslater=
number-of-days-before-the-specified-elapsed-period-event-occurs ]

    [ newreminderdescription=
description-for-the-specified-elapsed-period-event ]

    [ newarraygroupselectionrule={ BalanceCapacity |
                        MinimumCoverage | MaximumCoverage } ]
    [ newarraygroupavoidanceofmigrationgroups=

migration-group-name [,migration-group-name ] ]
    [ description=description-for-the-migration-group ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 33 Parameters of the ModifyMigrationGroup command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group.name

Specify a new migration group name. This name should be unique within the
storage domain. If this is omitted, the name of the migration group will not change.[newname]

Specify whether migration is possible. This can be either Yes or No:
• Yes: Migration is possible.
• No: Migration is not possible.
If this is omitted, the migration will remain the same.

[newcanmigrate]

Specify the number of days before the specified elapsed-period event is to occur,
expressed as an integer that is 1 or larger. When this item is omitted, the existing
number of days before the elapsed-period event is to occur remains unchanged.
If you specify only spaces, the previously specified value will be erased.

[newremind-
dayslater]

Specify the address to be notified when the specified elapsed-period event occurs.
When this item is omitted, the event notification address remains unchanged.
Specify a value by combining mailto: and the email address.
If you specify only spaces, the previously specified event notification address will
be erased.

[newnotifytourl]

Specify the text that is to be displayed when the specified elapsed-period event
occurs. When this item is omitted, the description to be displayed when the specified
elapsed-period event occurs remains unchanged. If you specify only spaces, the
previously specified description will be erased.

[newreminderde-
scription]
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Specify this parameter to modify the parity group selection rule parameter value
that was set in CreateMigrationGroup. This can be any of the following:
• BalanceCapacity: Balancing the capacity
• MinimumCoverage: Minimizing the distribution
• MaximumCoverage: Maximizing the distribution
If this parameter is omitted, the parity group selection rule that is used to create
migration plans remains unchanged.

[newarraygroupse-
lectionrule]

Specify this parameter to modify the parity group avoidance rule parameter that
was set in CreateMigrationGroup. You can specify the name of the migration
group that you do not want to coexist with LDEVs in the same parity group. If you
specify only spaces, the previous migration group name specified will be deleted.
If this parameter is omitted, the parity group avoidance rule will not be applied.

[newarraygroupa-
voidanceofmigra-
tiongroups]

Specify a new migration group description.
If this is omitted, the description of the migration group will not change.
If you specify only spaces, the previous migration group description will be deleted.

[newdescription]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
The items output by the ModifyMigrationGroup command are the same as the items output by
the CreateMigrationGroup command. For more information, see “Output items” on page 75 of
the CreateMigrationGroup command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the name, description, and number of days before the specified elapsed-period
event is to occur are changed for the migration group MG01 in the storage domain MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary.

htsmcli ModifyMigrationGroup --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary" name="MG01"
 newname="MG011" newreminddayslater="25"
 newdescription="MigrationGroup011"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 MigrationGroup elements:
    An instance of MigrationGroup(1 of 1)
      name=MG011
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
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      remindAt=2011/11/29 19:40:05
      reminderDescription=It is scheduled to move.
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=BalanceCapacity
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013
      description=MigrationGroup011

AddVolumeToMigrationGroup
The AddVolumeToMigrationGroup command can be used to add a volume to the specified
migration group. Use the LDEV number in the domain controller (controller LDEV number) to specify
a volume.

Note that volumes cannot be added to migration groups in the following statuses:

• Migration groups specified for tasks that have not ended (End)
• Migration groups within storage domains whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] AddVolumeToMigrationGroup
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    name=migration-group-name
    controllerdevicenumber=controller-LDEV-number
    [ movefrommigrationgroup={ Yes | No } ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 34 Parameters of the AddVolumeToMigrationGroup command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group.name
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Specify the controller logical device number in the following formats:
[logical-DKC-number:]CU-number:LDEV-number

Specify hexadecimal values that are less than 0x100 and that are separated by
colons (:). A 0 at the beginning of the first value can be omitted.
The following are specification examples:
• When omitting a logical DKC number: Specify 2:0a or 02:0A.
• When specifying a logical DKC number: Specify 0:02:0a or 00:02:0A.

controllerdevi-
cenumber

Specify whether it is permissible to move the volume of another migration group.
This can be either Yes or No:
• Yes: Moving the volume of another migration group is permitted
• No: Moving the volume of another migration group is not permitted (default)

[movefrommigration-
group]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items

NOTE:
For some output items, Unknown is output when one of the following conditions are met:
• When the volume information in the storage domain cannot be obtained for some reason (for

example, volumes in the storage system have been deleted by Device Manager).
• When the information regarding the externally connected storage cannot be obtained.
• When the externally connected storage system is an SMI-S Enabled storage system.

Table 35 Items output by the AddVolumeToMigrationGroup command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

Table 36 Items output by the AddVolumeToMigrationGroup command (MigrationGroup instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the migration groupname

Indicates whether migration is possiblecanMigrate

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

Date and time the specified elapsed-period event occursremindAt

Description to be displayed when the specified elapsed-period event occursreminderDescrip-
tion

Parity group selection rulearrayGroupSelec-
tionRule
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Parity group avoidance rule
If no parity group avoidance rule has been set, nothing is displayed.

arrayGroupAvoid-
anceOfMigration-
Groups

A description of the migration groupdescription

Table 37 Items output by the AddVolumeToMigrationGroup command (Volume instance)

DescriptionItem

The controller LDEV number
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

The emulation typeemulationType

The CVS volume attribute of the volume
This can be either Yes or No.CVS

The capacity of the volume (units: KB)capacityInKB

The RAID levelRAIDLevel

The drive typediskType

The parity group name of the LU in the domain controllercontrollerArray-
GroupName

The parity group name of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual dataarrayGroupName

Indicates whether the volume is being used.
This can be either Used (you cannot specify the volume as the migration destination)
or Free (you can specify the volume as the migration destination).

volumeStatus

Indicates whether the volume is locked.
This can be either Locked (you cannot specify the volume as the migration
destination) or Unlocked (you can specify the volume as the migration destination).

volumeLockStatus

The host name
If multiple host names exist, they are separated by commas (,).hostNames

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, a volume is added to the migration group MG011 in the storage domain MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary. The controller LDEV number for the added volume in the domain con-
troller is set as 3:A6.

htsmcli AddVolumeToMigrationGroup --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary" name="MG011"
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 controllerdevicenumber="3:A6" movefrommigrationgroup=Yes

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 MigrationGroup elements:
    An instance of MigrationGroup(1 of 1)
      name=MG011
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=
      remindAt=
      reminderDescription=
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=MinimumCoverage
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013
      description=MigrationGroup011
      List of 1 Volume elements:
        An instance of Volume(1 of 1)
          controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
          emulationType=OPEN-V
          CVS=Yes
          capacityInKB=10,240,320
          RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
          diskType=Unknown
          controllerArrayGroupName=E9980-1
          arrayGroupName=1-9-1
          volumeStatus=Used
          volumeLockStatus=Unlocked
          hostNames=

RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup
The RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup command can be used to remove a specified volume
from its migration group. Use the LDEV number in the domain controller (controller LDEV number) to
specify a volume.

Note that volumes cannot be removed from migration groups in the following statuses:

• Migration groups specified for tasks that have not ended (End)
• Migration groups within storage domains whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
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    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    name=migration-group-name
    controllerdevicenumber=controller-LDEV-number

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 38 Parameters of the RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group.name

Specify the controller logical device number in the following formats:
[logical-DKC-number:]CU-number:LDEV-number

Specify hexadecimal values that are less than 0x100 and that are separated by
colons (:). A 0 at the beginning of the first value can be omitted.
The following are specification examples:
• When omitting a logical DKC number: Specify 2:0a or 02:0A.
• When specifying a logical DKC number: Specify 0:02:0a or 00:02:0A.

controllerdevi-
cenumber

Output items
The items output by the RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup command are the same as the items
output by the AddVolumeToMigrationGroup command. For more information, see “Output
items” on page 86 of the AddVolumeToMigrationGroup command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, a volume is removed from the migration group MG011 in the storage domain
MegaTechXP12000-Primary. The controller LDEV number for the removed volume in the domain
controller is set as 3:A7.

htsmcli RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup --detail
 storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary" name="MG011"
 controllerdevicenumber="3:A7"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
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  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 1 MigrationGroup elements:
    An instance of MigrationGroup(1 of 1)
      name=MG011
      canMigrate=Yes
      notifyToURL=
      remindAt=
      reminderDescription=
      arrayGroupSelectionRule=MinimumCoverage
      arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013
      description=MigrationGroup011
      List of 1 Volume elements:
        An instance of Volume(1 of 1)
          controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
          emulationType=OPEN-V
          CVS=Yes
          capacityInKB=10,240,320
          RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
          diskType=Unknown
          controllerArrayGroupName=E9980-1
          arrayGroupName=1-9-1
          volumeStatus=Used
          volumeLockStatus=Unlocked
          hostNames=

Commands for creating tasks
This section explains the CLI commands for creating tasks.

CreateMigrationPlan
It is too time-consuming to create pairs of migration source LDEVs and migration target LDEVs
individually. You can use the CreateMigrationPlan command to make Tiered Storage Manager
software automatically select all the appropriate LDEVs for migration source LDEVs. The combination
of migration source and target LDEVs is output to the standard output as text data, or output to the
redirect file specified for the --output option. The text file created by using the
CreateMigrationPlan command is called a candidate migration plan.

The storage tier chosen as the migration target decides, among all the volumes in the migration group,
which volumes can be a candidate for the migration target. When you use the filtercondition
parameter to specify a volume filter condition, candidates for the migration target volume are chosen
based on that condition.

Volumes that are candidates for the migration target are chosen from the SLPR to which the migration
source volume belongs. Volumes that are candidates for the migration target are displayed in pairs
in the candidate migration plan with the applicable migration source volume.

There are comment lines (lines that begin with #) in the candidate migration plan. If multiple migration
target volume candidates exist, they are all shown within comment lines as well. Note that all volumes,
other than the first candidate, are chosen not only from the SLPR to which the migration source volume
belongs, but also from the other SLPRs.

Even if you cannot select candidates for the migration target volume for all the migration source
volumes, the candidate migration plans with selected migration targets will be created. However, in
such a case, an error will occur.
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If the migration group contains non-migratable volumes, only the volumes that are migratable will be
migrated. Note that, if there are no migratable volumes, an error will occur when you attempt to
create the migration plan.

For non-migratable volumes, the source volume will select itself as the target volume in the candidate
migration plan.

This command does not reserve volume migration for migration source and target volumes.

Volumes specified for tasks that have not ended (whose status is not End) cannot be selected as
migration target volumes, because volume migration has been reserved for such volumes. You can
use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

You cannot create candidate migration plans for the storage domains whose refresh status is either
Processing, Failure, or RefreshRequired.

For details on candidate migration plans that contain comments, see “Output items” on page 93.

Editing a created candidate migration plan
You can use a created candidate migration plan in its current state for migration, or you can change
the contents by editing the text data. The format of a candidate migration plan is as follows:

• Each item consists of an item name, equal sign (=), and value, in that order. Note that only the
item name is specified for pair.

• Any space characters before or after the item name, equal sign (=), and value are ignored.
• Specify only one item per line. The specification for an item cannot continue over multiple lines.
• Item names are not case-sensitive (for example, storagedomainname and STORAGEDOMAINNAME

are the same).
• Item values are case-sensitive (for example, groupName_1 and GroupName_1 are different).
• Lines in which the first non-space character is a hash mark (#) are treated as comments.

Specify the items in the order listed in the table below:

Table 39 Migration plan items

DescriptionItemType of informa-
tion

The plan typeplan-type

Information about
the overall plan#1

The format version of the plan. Specify this item for compatibility
between different format versions.format-version

The name of the storage domainstorageDomain-
Name

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroup-
Name

The name of the migration target storage tiertargetStor-
ageTierName

Specify whether to allow migration between SLPRs. This can be
either Yes or No:
• Yes: Allow migration between SLPRs
• No: Do not allow migration between SLPRs

per-
mitCrossSLPR-
Migration
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DescriptionItemType of informa-
tion

Specify whether to allow migration between CLPRs. This can be
either Yes or No:
• Yes: Allow migration between CLPRs
• No: Do not allow migration between CLPRs

per-
mitCrossCLPR-
Migration

The symbol indicating the start of the specification of a migration
source volume and migration target volumepair

Information about
each volume pair
for migration#2

The migration source volume.#3

• Specify the controller logical device number.
• Specify a volume that belongs to the specified migration

group.

sourceControl-
lerDeviceNum-
ber

The migration target volume.#3

• Specify the controller logical device number.
• Specify a volume that belongs to the specified storage tier.
• Specify only spaces when specifying a storage tier created

using a pool filter condition for the migration destination.
• Specify NotMigrate when you do not want to migrate the

volume in sourceControllerDeviceNumber.

targetControl-
lerDeviceNum-

ber#4

The target THP pool number. This item is optional.
To create and migrate a THP volume, specify the number of the
migration target pool in the following format:
THP x or THPx (x: 0 to 127)

targetPoolId#4

#1
Specify each item once at the beginning of a candidate migration plan.

#2
Specify the information for all migration source volumes that belong to the specified migration
group.

#3
No migration source volume or migration target volume can be specified redundantly in different
combinations.

#4
If you want to specify a storage tier created by using a pool filter condition and do not want to
migrate the volume in sourceControllerDeviceNumber, specify NotMigrate for target-
ControllerDeviceNumber and delete the targetPoolId line.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CreateMigrationPlan
    [ common-option ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    migrationgroupname=migration-group-name
    targetstoragetiername=target-storage-tier-name
    [ filtercondition=filter-condition ]
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Parameters
Table 40 Parameters of the CreateMigrationPlan command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group.migrationgroupname

Specify the name of the storage tier (migration target storage tier name) to which
migration is to be performed.
For the conditions that must be satisfied for setting the migration target storage tier
as a THP pool by specifying a storage tier created according to pool filter conditions,
see “Conditions for migrating data to THP pools” on page 195.

targetstoragetier-
name

Specify a volume filter condition.
For details on the specifiable properties, see Table 5 and Table 8.
If this parameter is omitted, output information will not be filtered by filter conditions.
If a storage tier that was created by using a pool filter condition is specified for the
parameter targetstoragetiername, this parameter cannot be specified.

[filtercondition]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
Table 41 Items output by the CreateMigrationPlan command (information about the overall plan)

DescriptionItem

The plan typeplan-type

The plan format version
This item is displayed for compatibility between different format versions.format-version

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroup-
Name

The name of the migration target storage tiertargetStorageTier-
Name

Indicates whether migration is permitted for transferring volume data between SLPRs.
This can be either Yes or No:
• Yes: permitted
• No: not permitted
No is displayed when a candidate migration plan is created by using the
CreateMigrationPlan command.

permitCrossSLPR-
Migration
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DescriptionItem

Indicates whether migration is permitted for transferring volume data between CLPRs.
This can be either Yes or No:
• Yes: permitted
• No: not permitted
Yes is displayed when a candidate migration plan is created by using the
CreateMigrationPlan command. Even if No is set for this item, the migration
plan will be executed in the same way as when Yes is set.

permitCrossCLPR-
Migration

Information about the parity group selection rule is displayed among the LDEV se-
lection rules.

[ arrayGroupSelec-
tionRule ]

Information about the parity group avoidance rule is displayed among the LDEV
selection rules.

[ arrayGroupAvoid-
anceOfMigration-
Groups ]

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates a comment line.

The output items described in Table 42 are displayed between the # Begin Profile Information
and # End Profile Information lines as comments.

Table 42 Items output by the CreateMigrationPlan command (migration profile information)

DescriptionItem

The item used to group volumes together by their emulation type, capacity#1, and
CVS attribute#2 (configuration).
These items are separated by a comma and single-byte space.

configuration

The number of volumes necessary for executing a migration task, from among the
volumes grouped in configuration within the storage tier

numberOfNeeded-
Volumes

The number of volumes that can be used to execute a migration task, from among
the volumes grouped in configuration within the storage tier.
The number enclosed in parentheses indicates the number of volumes with the same
capacity as the migration source volume.

numberOfAvailable-
Volumes

The number obtained by subtracting numberOfNeededVolumes from
numberOfAvailableVolumes.
The number enclosed in parentheses indicates the number obtained by subtracting
the number of volumes in numberOfNeededVolumes from the number in
parentheses in numberOfAvailableVolumes.

numberOfDiffer-
ence

#1
The value in KB is displayed in parentheses in addition to the value in TB, GB, MB, or KB. The
value is displayed to two decimal places for TB or GB and as an integer for MB or KB.

#2
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When the emulation type is OPEN-V, the CVS attribute is not displayed. When the emulation
type is other than OPEN-V and the LDEV type is the CSV attribute, CVS is displayed. When the
emulation type is not OPEN-V and the LDEV type is not the CSV attribute, nonCVS is displayed.

Table 43 Items output by the CreateMigrationPlan command (information about each volume pair to
be migrated)

DescriptionItem

The symbol indicating the start of specification for a migration source volume and
migration target volumepair

The LUSE attribute[ LUSE ]

The LU device number[ LU ]

The emulation type[ emulationType ]

The CVS volume attribute of the volume
This can be either Yes or No.[ CVS ]

The capacity of the volume (units: KB)[ capacityInKB ]

The volume capacity in blocks[ LBA ]

The SLPR number[ SLPRNumber ]

The CLPR number[ CLPRNumber ]

The cache mode[ cacheMode ]

The IO suppression mode[ IOSuppression-
Mode ]

The controller LDEV number of the migration source volume
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

sourceController-
DeviceNumber

The controller LDEV number of the migration target volume
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:). Nothing is displayed when a migration target volume cannot be
selected.
If the command cannot find some of the target volumes, the character string
NotMigrate is displayed.

targetController-
DeviceNumber

The target THP pool number
This item is automatically displayed when the migration target is a THP pool. (That
is when the storage tier created according to the pool filter conditions for the
targetstoragetiername parameter is specified.)
If you create a migration plan by specifying volume filter conditions, this line will
not be displayed.
If the migration target for the migration source volume cannot be set to a pool
volume, or if there is no pool volume that can be specified as a migration target,
nothing is output.

targetPoolId

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates a comment line.
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The output items described in Table 44 are displayed as comments. The order the items are displayed
in and which items are output might differ depending on the version of the Tiered Storage Manager
server.

Table 44 Items output by the CreateMigrationPlan command (information about volumes that are
migration target candidates)

DescriptionItem

Volumes specified as migration target volumes (candidate volumes) and the controller
logical device numbers of the corresponding migration source volumes
Joined by hyphens when displayed in the #Target candidates for source
LDEV line#1. Volumes that are available as the migration source volume for the
migration target volume are displayed and separated by commas.

# Target candid-
ates for source
LDEV line

The emulation typeemulationType

The CVS volume attribute of the volume
This can be either Yes or No.CVS

The capacity of the migration target volume (units: KB)capacityInKB

The volume capacity in blocksLBA

The model name of the storage systemsubsystem

The SLPR numberSLPRNumber

The CLPR numberCLPRNumber

The parity group name of the LDEVarrayGroupName

The drive typediskType

The RAID level
Unknown is displayed when the externally connected storage system is an SMI-S
Enabled storage system.

RAIDLevel

The cache modecacheMode

The I/O suppression modeIOSuppressionMode

The volume type
This can be any of the following:
• -: Normal volumes
• THP-VOL: THP volumes
• THP-Pool-VOL: THP pool volumes

xpThinProvision-
ing

The parity group usage (%)
Up to 2 decimal places are displayed.

arrayGroupBusyR-
ate

The maximum value of the parity group usage (%)
Up to 2 decimal places are displayed.

arrayGroup-
MaxBusyRate
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DescriptionItem

The controller logical device number of the migration target volume
Multiple lines are displayed for a volume when multiple volumes are available as
the migration target volume candidate. Volumes that are available as the migration
target volume include volumes that have larger capacities than the migration source
volume (and need to be re-created).#2

The first candidate volume displays the controller logical device number followed
by an asterisk (*) and the controller logical device number of the migration source
volume in parentheses.

targetController-
DeviceNumber

#1
There are two types of information for the #Target candidates for source LDEV line,
depending on the Tiered Storage Manager server settings. One type is migration target volumes
that have the same capacity as the migration source volume, and the other is migration target
volumes that have larger capacities than the migration source volume. One or both of these types
are displayed. If both types are displayed, they are output in the following order:
1. Migration target volumes that have the same capacity as the migration source volume

2. Migration target volumes that have larger capacities than the migration source volume

For a mixed display example, see Command execution example (1).
#2

If you do not want to display the volumes that have larger capacities than the migration source
volume as candidate volumes, specify 0 for the server.migrationPlan.candidateCapa-
cityGroupDisplayMaxCount key in the server.properties file.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example (1):

In this example, a candidate migration plan is created for when each volume in the MG011 migra-
tion group is migrated to the MegaTech-HighCost storage tier, in the
TSM_P9500@10.208.115.233 storage domain. In this example, the migration-target volumes
(the candidate volumes) contain the following two types of volumes: candidate volumes that have
the same capacity as the corresponding migration-source volumes and candidate volumes that
have a larger capacity than the corresponding migration-source volume.

htsmcli CreateMigrationPlan storagedomainname="TSM_P9500@10.208.115.233"
 migrationgroupname="MG011" targetstoragetiername="MegaTech-HighCost"

• Execution results (1):

#Example plan for migration
plan-type=Migration
format-version=1.0
storageDomainName=TSM_P9500@10.208.115.233
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
  permitCrossSLPRMigration=No
  permitCrossCLPRMigration=Yes
# arrayGroupSelectionRule=BalanceCapacity
# arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=
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# Begin Profile Information
#   List of 2 Profile elements:
#     An instance of Profile(1 of 2)
#       configuration=OPEN-V, 1.00 GB(1,049,280 KB, 2,098,560 Blocks)
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=1
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=14(10)
#       numberOfDifference=13(9)
#     An instance of Profile(2 of 2)
#       configuration=OPEN-V, 2.00 GB(2,097,600 KB, 4,195,200 Blocks)
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=1
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=4(4)
#       numberOfDifference=3(3)
# End Profile Information

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=00:0A:10
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=1,049,280
#     LBA=2,098,560
#     SLPRNumber=
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:10
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:04:3A

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=00:11:1F
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=2,097,600
#     LBA=4,195,200
#     SLPRNumber=
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=00:11:1F
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:05:1A

#   Target candidates for source LDEV - 00:0A:10
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=1,049,280
#     LBA=2,098,560
#     subsystem=P9500@10.208.115.233
#     SLPRNumber=-1
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     arrayGroupName=1-2
#     diskType=SAS
#     RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
#     xpThinProvisioning=-
#     arrayGroupBusyRate=
#     arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:04:3A * (00:0A:10)
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#   Target candidates for source LDEV - 00:11:1F
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=2,097,600
#     LBA=4,195,200
#     subsystem=P9500@10.208.115.233
#     SLPRNumber=-1
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     arrayGroupName=1-2
#     diskType=SAS
#     RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
#     xpThinProvisioning=-
#     arrayGroupBusyRate=
#     arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:05:1A * (00:11:1F)
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:05:1B

#   Target candidates for source LDEV - 00:0A:10
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=2,097,600
#     LBA=4,195,200
#     subsystem=P9500@10.208.115.233
#     SLPRNumber=-1
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     arrayGroupName=1-2
#     diskType=SAS
#     RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
#     xpThinProvisioning=-
#     arrayGroupBusyRate=
#     arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:05:1A * (00:11:1F)
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:05:1B

• Command execution example (2):
In this example, a candidate migration plan is created for when each volume in the MG011 migra-
tion group is migrated to the MegaTech-HighCost storage tier, in the MegaTechXP12000-
Primary storage domain. In this example, the capacities of some migration target volumes are
larger than those of their migration source volumes.

htsmcli CreateMigrationPlan storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 migrationgroupname="MG011" targetstoragetiername="MegaTech-HighCost"

• Execution results (2):

#Example plan for migration
plan-type=Migration
format-version=1.0
storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
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  migrationGroupName=MG011
  targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
  permitCrossSLPRMigration=No
  permitCrossCLPRMigration=Yes
# arrayGroupSelectionRule=BalanceCapacity
# arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=

# Begin Profile Information
#   List of 2 Profile elements:
#     An instance of Profile(1 of 2)
#       configuration=OPEN-V, 1,000 MB(1,024,320 KB, 2,048,640 Blocks)
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=1
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=4(0)
#       numberOfDifference=3(-1)
#     An instance of Profile(2 of 2)
#       configuration=OPEN-V, 9.76 GB(10,240,320 KB, 20,480,640 Blocks)
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=1
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=4(4)
#       numberOfDifference=3(3)
# End Profile Information

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=00:00:0E
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=1,024,320
#     LBA=2,048,640
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=00:00:0E
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:09

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=00:0A:00
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=10,240,320
#     LBA=20,480,640
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:00
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:02

#   Target candidates for source LDEV - 00:0A:00
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=10,240,320
#     LBA=20,480,640
#     subsystem=XP24000@172.16.110.1
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     arrayGroupName=1-6-1
#     diskType=-
#     RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
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#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
#     xpThinProvisioning=-
#     arrayGroupBusyRate=
#     arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:02 * (00:0A:00)
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:09 * (00:00:0E)

#   Target candidates for source LDEV - 00:00:0E
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=10,240,320
#     LBA=20,480,640
#     subsystem=XP24000@172.16.110.1
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     arrayGroupName=1-6-1
#     diskType=-
#     RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
#     cacheMode=Unknown
#     IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
#     xpThinProvisioning=-
#     arrayGroupBusyRate=
#     arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:02 * (00:0A:00)
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=00:0A:09 * (00:00:0E)

KATS10624-W message-contents

TIP:
If both of the conditions that some of the migration target volumes could not be found and some
of the migration target volumes are larger than their migration source volumes are satisfied, the
message KATS10602-W and the message KATS10624-W, which are the warning messages for
the respective conditions, are both output. In this case, the message KATS10624-W is output
before the message KATS10602-W.

• Command execution example (3):
This example uses the same conditions as those used for Command execution example (2) to
create a candidate migration plan. In this example, some of the migration target volumes cannot
be found.

htsmcli CreateMigrationPlan storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 migrationgroupname="MG011" targetstoragetiername="MegaTech-HighCost"

• Execution results (3):

#Example plan for migration
plan-type=Migration
format-version=1.0
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storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
  permitCrossSLPRMigration=No
  permitCrossCLPRMigration=Yes
# arrayGroupSelectionRule=MinimumCoverage
# arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013

# Begin Profile Information
#   List of 2 Profile elements:
#     An instance of Profile(1 of 2)
#       configuration=Open-V,4.97GB
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=2
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=20(20)
#       numberOfDifference=18(18)
#     An instance of Profile(2 of 2)
#       configuration=Open-9, 9GB, CVS
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=5
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=3(3)
#       numberOfDifference=-2(-2)
# End Profile Information

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=0:E7
#     emulationType=OPEN-9
#     CVS=No
#     capacityInKB=7,211,520
#     LBA=14,423,040
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Disable
#     IOSuppressionMode=Disable
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=0:E7
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=NotMigrate

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=3:A6
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=10,240,320
#     LBA=20,480,640
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Disable
#     IOSuppressionMode=Disable
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:80

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=3:A7
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=10,240,320
#     LBA=20,480,640
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Disable
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#     IOSuppressionMode=Disable
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:84

#   Target candidates for source LDEV - 3:A7, 3:A6
#     emulationType=OPEN-V
#     CVS=Yes
#     capacityInKB=10,240,320
#     LBA=20,480,640
#     subsystem=XP12K/10K/SVS200#14011
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     arrayGroupName=1-10-1
#     diskType=FC
#     RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
#     cacheMode=Disable
#     IOSuppressionMode=Disable
#     xpThinProvisioning=-
#     arrayGroupBusyRate=50.00
#     arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=60.73
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:80 * (3:A6)
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:84 * (3:A7)
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:85
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:86
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:87
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:89
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:8A
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:8C
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:8F
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:91
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:92
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:95
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:99
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:9E
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:9F
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:A0
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:A3
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:A4
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:A5
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:A6
#     targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:A7

KATS10602-W message-contents

• Command execution example (4):
This example uses the same conditions as those used for Command execution example (2) to
create a candidate migration plan. In this example, a storage tier created by using pool filter
conditions is specified as the target storage tier.

htsmcli CreateMigrationPlan storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 migrationgroupname="MG011" targetstoragetiername="MegaTech-HighCost"

• Execution results (4):
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#Example plan for migration
plan-type=Migration
format-version=1.0
storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
  permitCrossSLPRMigration=No
  permitCrossCLPRMigration=Yes
# arrayGroupSelectionRule=MinimumCoverage
# arrayGroupAvoidanceOfMigrationGroups=MG012,MG013

# Begin Profile Information
#   List of 1 Profile elements:
#     An instance of Profile(1 of 2)
#       configuration=Open-V,4.97GB
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=2
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=20(20)
#       numberOfDifference=18(18)
#     An instance of Profile(2 of 2)
#       configuration=Open-9, 9GB, CVS
#       numberOfNeededVolumes=5
#       numberOfAvailableVolumes=3(3)
#       numberOfDifference=-2(-2)
# End Profile Information

    pair
#     LUSE=No
#     LU=0:E7
#     emulationType=OPEN-9
#     CVS=No
#     capacityInKB=7,211,520
#     LBA=14,423,040
#     SLPRNumber=0
#     CLPRNumber=0
#     cacheMode=Disable
#     IOSuppressionMode=Disable
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=0:E7
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=
      targetPoolId=THP 1

Creating and executing tasks
The following are four different combinations of tasks that can be created via the CLI and commands
used to create tasks:

• Migration task (CreateMigrationTask command)
• Locking task (CreateLockingTask command)
• Unlocking task (CreateUnlockingTask command)
• Shredding task (CreateShreddingTask command)

This section contains information that is common to creating and executing tasks.

If any of the following conditions exists, you cannot create a task:

• When the refresh status of the storage domain is Processing or Failure
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• When a refresh is required for the storage domain
• The migration group specified for the migrationgroupname parameter at the creation of a task

is specified for the migrationgroupname or movetomigrationgroupname parameter in a
task that has not ended (End)

Other than the above, depending on the type of task, there are conditions under which the task cannot
be created. For details, see the commands used to create the task.

A task ID is assigned to all created tasks.

When creating a task, Tiered Storage Manager software checks to make sure that the information on
the selected volumes matches and there are no irregularities between the volumes. As a result, if there
are a lot of volumes included in a migration group, it might take a while to create the task.

There are the following two methods for executing tasks:

• Executing a task as soon as it is created (--execute option)
• Using the ExecuteTask command to execute a task that is on standby.

If a task is not executed immediately after it is created, it is placed in the Standby status. To execute
tasks on standby, use the ExecuteTask command with the ID of the task on standby.

Tasks are executed by requests to the Tiered Storage Manager server. The actual operation on the
volume is performed asynchronously to the execution of the command.

Once a task has been created, none of the following operations can be performed:

• The storage domain cannot be modified.
• A migration group that operations will be performed on cannot be modified or deleted.
• The specified storage tier cannot be modified or deleted (for a migration task).
• The target migration group cannot be modified or deleted (for a locking, unlocking, or shredding

task).

When processing for the Tiered Storage Manager server to receive an execution request fails after
a task has been created, the error message KATS50213-E appears. In such a case, resolve the server
failure, and then use the ExecuteTask command to execute the task.

If a task has been executed and has not yet completed, a new task from the same migration group
cannot be created.

CreateMigrationTask
The CreateMigrationTask command can be used to create a migration task to perform migration
using the specified migration plan.

If any of the following conditions exists, you cannot create a migration task:

• When, among the migration source volumes or migration target volumes, there is a volume included
in a task that has not ended (End), or only volumes that cannot be migrated have been included

• When you attempt to create a migration task by using a migration plan in which NotMigrate
is specified for all the migration target volumes

• When any of the conditions that prevent you from creating a task described in “Creating and
executing tasks” on page 104 is met

When you create a migration task, the migration target volumes that are reserved cannot be used by
anything other than Tiered Storage Manager software until the migration task has completed. However,
a reserved volume is released if any of the following conditions are met:

• Migration terminates normally, and the migration task changes to the terminated status.
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• The migration task is changed to the terminated (canceled) status by using the CancelTask
command.

• The migration task ends with a failure.

Once migration terminates normally, the controller LDEV numbers of the migration source and target
volumes are swapped. Note that the labels assigned to the volumes remain the same. If you want to
change these labels along with migration, do so after the migration task is executed. In addition, do
not specify a label for the migration target volume until execution of the migration task ends.

By default, the data on a migration source volume is not deleted after migration (The default value of
the server.migration.dataErase.defaultValue key is false (do not delete)). However,
to prevent any inadvertent disclosure of information, HP recommends that you use the erasedata
parameter to erase all the data on the migration source volume immediately after a migration.

You can specify whether the data on the migration source volume should be erased after migration
terminates normally (the erasedata parameter) and whether the unused capacity on the migration
target volume should be released (the zerodatadiscard parameter). When the zero data discard
function is performed, the unused capacity of the pool can be increased by releasing unused pages
in virtual volumes.

If you specify that the data in the migration source volume is to be erased, before executing the
CreateMigrationTask command, make sure that data erasure software (Volume Shredder) has
been installed on your storage system. If you specify that the data is to be erased on a storage system
in which Volume Shredder is not installed, and then execute the CreateMigrationTask command,
the error message KATS50315-E will be displayed. If Volume Shredder has not been installed on
the storage system, perform either of the following operations so that the CreateMigrationTask
command is not set to erase the data in the migration source volume, and then execute the command:

• Specify No for the erasedata parameter.
• Omit the erasedata parameter, and specify parameter.erasedata=No in the htsmcli.prop-

erties file. (Even if server.migration.dataErase.defaultValue=true is specified in
the server.properties file, the setting in the htsmcli.properties file is given priority.)

• Omit the erasedata parameter, and specify server.migration.dataErase.default-
Value=false in the server.properties file while parameter.erasedata is not specified
in the htsmcli.properties file.

When the migration source is a THP volume and the migration target is a THP pool, if you attempt to
erase the data in the migration source volume, the actual data that is erased might vary depending
on whether Open Volume Management is installed. For details, see “Conditions for migrating data
to THP pools” on page 195.

CAUTION:
During the execution of a migration in which a volume is re-created, if an error occurs during the
processing or the processing stops in the middle, the migration target volume might remain deleted.
Check the output message, and then manually create the volume.
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NOTE:
Depending on filter conditions specified for the target storage tier, even if the migration has terminated
normally, the migration source volumes might not be included in the target storage tier. Before creating
a migration task, make sure you check the following:
• Whether it is necessary to migrate the migration source volumes
• Whether the default attributes assigned to the migration target volumes are appropriate

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CreateMigrationTask
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -e | --execute } ]
    migrationplan=migration-plan-file-name
    [ erasedata={ Yes | No } ]
    [ zerodatadiscard ={ Yes | No } ]
    [ notifytourl=event-notification-address ]
    [ description=task-description ]

Options
-e or --execute

Specify this option to execute the created migration task immediately.
If this option is omitted, the migration task will be placed in Standby status.

Parameters
Table 45 Parameters of the CreateMigrationTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the migration plan file.
Specify it as an absolute path or relative path from the command execution directory.migrationplan

Specify whether the data for the migration source volume is to be deleted once
after migration terminates normally. This can be either Yes or No:
• Yes: Delete the data
• No: Do not delete the data
The default value differs depending on the value of the
server.migration.dataErase.defaultValue key in the
server.properties file, and the value of parameter.erasedata in the
htsmcli.properties file. The settings in the htsmcli.properties file takes
precedence over the settings in the server.properties file.

[erasedata]
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DetailsParameter

Specify whether the unused capacity in the migration target volume is to be released
after migration terminates normally.
• Yes: Release the unused capacity. (Default)
• No: Do not release the unused capacity.
To enable this parameter specification, the following conditions must be satisfied:
• The migration target volume is either a THP volume or THP pool.
• The migration source volume is not a volume that is part of a Business Copy or

Snapshot pair.
• If the storage product is XP24000/XP20000, the microcode version is 60-07-

0x-xx/xx or later.
If the above conditions are not satisfied, even if Yes is specified for this parameter,
the unused capacity is not released, and no message will be output.

[zerodatadiscard]

Specify the address to be notified when the event occurs.
Specify a value by combining mailto: and the email address.[notifytourl]

Specify a description of the migration task.[description]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
Table 46 Items output by the CreateMigrationTask command (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Migration)taskType

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The estimated time for the task execution. If you specify the erasedata parameter
during task creation, and then execute the task, this value will include the time to
delete data.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName
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DescriptionItem

The name of the migration target storage tier for the previous migration. If migration
has never been performed before, nothing is displayed.

previousTargetStor-
ageTierName

The name of the migration target storage tiertargetStorageTier-
Name

Indicates whether the data for the migration source volume is to be deleted once
after migration terminates normally.eraseData

Indicates whether the unused capacity in the migration target volume is to be
released after migration terminates normally.
Even if the zero data discard function is specified during migration task creation,
No is displayed if the conditions for the zero data discard function are not satisfied.
For details about the conditions for the zero data discard function, see the
zerodatadiscard parameter in Table 45.

zeroDataDiscard

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

The description of the taskdescription

Table 47 Items output by the CreateMigrationTask command (MigrationInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

The controller LDEV number of the migration source volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

sourceController-
DeviceNumber

The controller LDEV number of the migration target volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

targetController-
DeviceNumber

The estimated time for the task execution for each volume. If you specify the
erasedata parameter during task creation, and then execute the task, this value
will include the time to delete data.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, a text file named D:\tmp\plan.txt that contains a migration plan is read to
create a migration task.

htsmcli CreateMigrationTask migrationplan="D:\\tmp\\plan.txt"
 erasedata="No"

• Execution results:
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RESPONSE:
An instance of Task(1 of 1)
  ID=TK1f2lymqv
  taskType=Migration
  status=Standby
  timeEstimate=0:02:02
  creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
  endTime=
  ownerID=user
  storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  previousTargetStorageTierName=
  targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
  eraseData=No
  zeroDataDiscard=Yes
  notifyToURL=
  description=
  List of 2 MigrationInfo elements:
    An instance of MigrationInfo(1 of 2)
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:80
      timeEstimate=0:01:01
    An instance of MigrationInfo(2 of 2)
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:84
      timeEstimate=0:01:01

CreateLockingTask
The CreateLockingTask command creates a locking task that locks volumes in order to write-protect
(Read only) or read/write-protect (Protect) their data. Locking is performed for a migration group.

If the migration group contains volumes that cannot be locked (such as locked volumes), the task locks
only those volumes that can be locked.

If any of the following conditions exists, you cannot create a locking task:

• When there is no volume that can be locked in a migration group specified for the migration-
groupname parameter

• The migration group specified for the movetomigrationgroupname parameter at the creation
of a task is specified for the migrationgroupname parameter in a task that has not ended (End)

• When any of the conditions that prevent you from creating a task described in “Creating and
executing tasks” on page 104 is met

A locked period can be reset if Tiered Storage Manager software is used to relock a volume for which
no locked period has been set because the volume was locked by a program other than Tiered Storage
Manager software, such as Remote Web Console.

Once a volume is locked, you can then move it to another migration group.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CreateLockingTask
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    [ common-option ]
    [ { -f | --force } ]
    [ { -e | --execute } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    migrationgroupname=migration-group-name
    [ guardmode={ ReadOnly | Protect } ]
    [ retentiondays=locked-period ]
    [ movetomigrationgroupname=target-migration-group-name-after-locking ]
    [ notifytourl=event-notification-address  ]
    [ description=task-description ]

Options
-f or --force

Specify this option to create a locking task without confirmation.
To require a response to a confirmation message before creating a locking task, omit this option.

-e or --execute
Specify this option to execute the created locking task immediately.
If this option is omitted, the locking task will be placed in Standby status.

Parameters
Table 48 Parameters of the CreateLockingTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group.migrationgroupname

Specify the locking method to be applied when the locking task is executed. You
can specify either of the following Data Retention Utility's guard attributes:
• ReadOnly: Protected from write operations (default)
• Protect: Protected from read and write operations

[guardmode]

Specify the number of days until the task can unlock the volume (the locked period).
The default is 0.
You can specify an integer from -1 to 21900. Specify -1 to set an infinite retention
period.

[retentiondays]

Specify the name of the target migration group for a volume whose locking has
been completed.

[movetomigration-
groupname]

Specify the address to be notified when the event occurs.
Specify a value by combining mailto: and the email address.[notifytourl]

Specify a description of the task.[description]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.
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Output items
Table 49 Items output by the CreateLockingTask command (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Locking)taskType

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName

The locked period (in days). If there is no locking period, -1(Unlimited) will
be displayed.retentionDays

The date the locked period expires. If there is no expiration date, Unlimited will
be displayed.retainedThrough

The locking method to be applied when the locking task is executed.
• Read only: Protected from write operations
• Protect: Protected from read and write operations

guardMode

The target migration group name of a volume whose locking has been completedmoveToMigration-
GroupName

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

The description of the taskdescription

Table 50 Items output by the CreateLockingTask command (LockingInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Controller logical device number of the volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

Example and execution results
• Command execution example (1):

In this example, a locking task that locks volumes in read-only status for 365 days is created.
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htsmcli CreateLockingTask storagedomainname=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
 migrationgroupname=MG011 guardmode=ReadOnly retentiondays=365
Are you sure you want to lock the migration group "MG011"? (Y/N) :

• Execution results (1):

RESPONSE:
An instance of Task(1 of 1)
  ID=TK1f2lymqv
  taskType=Locking
  status=Standby
  creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
  endTime=
  ownerID=user
  storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  retentionDays=365
  retainedThrough=
  guardMode=Read only
  moveToMigrationGroupName=
  notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
  description=
  List of 2 LockingInfo elements:
    An instance of LockingInfo(1 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
    An instance of LockingInfo(2 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7

• Command execution example (2):
In this example, a locking task that indefinitely locks volumes in read-only status is created.

htsmcli CreateLockingTask --force
 storagedomainname=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
 migrationgroupname=MG011 guardmode=ReadOnly retentiondays=-1

• Execution results (2):

RESPONSE:
An instance of Task(1 of 1)
  ID=TK1f2lymqv
  taskType=Locking
  status=Standby
  creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
  endTime=
  ownerID=user
  storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  retentionDays=-1(Unlimited)
  retainedThrough=
  guardMode=Read only
  moveToMigrationGroupName=
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  notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
  description=
  List of 2 LockingInfo elements:
    An instance of LockingInfo(1 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
    An instance of LockingInfo(2 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7

CreateUnlockingTask
The CreateUnlockingTask command can be used to create an unlocking task that unlocks volumes
whose locked period has expired. Unlocking is performed for a migration group.

If the migration group contains volumes that cannot be unlocked, the task unlocks only those volumes
that can be unlocked.

If any of the following conditions exists, you cannot create an unlocking task:

• When there is no volume that can be unlocked in a migration group specified for the migration-
groupname parameter

• The migration group specified for the movetomigrationgroupname parameter at the creation
of a task is specified for the migrationgroupname parameter in a task that has not ended (End)

• When any of the conditions that prevent you from creating a task described in “Creating and
executing tasks” on page 104 is met

Once a volume is unlocked, you can then move it to another migration group. All the volumes that
have been unlocked can be stored in one location, which is designated for usable volumes.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CreateUnlockingTask
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -e | --execute } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    migrationgroupname=migration-group-name
    [ movetomigrationgroupname=target-migration-group-name-after-unlocking ]
    [ notifytourl=event-notification-address ]
    [ description=task-description ]

Options
-e or --execute

Specify this option to execute the created unlocking task immediately.
If this option is omitted, the unlocking task will be placed in Standby status.

Parameters
Table 51 Parameters of the CreateUnlockingTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname
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DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the migration group.migrationgroupname

Specify the name of the target migration group for a volume whose unlocking has
been completed.

[movetomigration-
groupname]

Specify the address to be notified when the event occurs.
Specify a value by combining mailto: and the email address.[notifytourl]

Specify a description of the task.[description]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
Table 52 Items output by the CreateUnlockingTask command (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Unlocking)taskType

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName

The target migration group name of a volume whose unlocking has been completedmoveToMigration-
GroupName

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

The description of the taskdescription

Table 53 Items output by the CreateUnlockingTask command (UnlockingInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Controller logical device number of the volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber
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Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, an unlocking task that unlocks volumes is created.

htsmcli CreateUnlockingTask storagedomainname=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
 migrationgroupname=MG011

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of Task(1 of 1)
  ID=TK1f2lymqv
  taskType=Unlocking
  status=Standby
  creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
  endTime=
  ownerID=user
  storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  moveToMigrationGroupName=
  notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
  description=
  List of 2 UnlockingInfo elements:
    An instance of UnlockingInfo(1 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
    An instance of UnlockingInfo(2 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7

CreateShreddingTask
The CreateShreddingTask command can be used to create a shredding task that erases all data
from a migration group. Shredding is performed for a migration group.

If the migration group contains volumes that cannot be shredded (such as locked volumes), the task
only erases data from shreddable volumes. You can move the shredded volumes to another migration
group.

If any of the following conditions exists, you cannot create a shredding task:

• When there is no volume that can be shredded in a migration group specified for the migration-
groupname parameter

• The migration group specified for the movetomigrationgroupname parameter at the creation
of a task is specified for the migrationgroupname parameter in a task that has not ended (End)

• When any of the conditions that prevent you from creating a task described in “Creating and
executing tasks” on page 104 is met

After volumes have been completely shredded, the data is gone and you can move the shredded
volumes to another migration group. This enables you to set aside volumes without any data to be
used again later.
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Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CreateShreddingTask
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -f | --force } ]
    [ { -e | --execute } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    migrationgroupname=migration-group-name
    [ shreddingmethod={ ZERO-ONCE | DoD } ]
    [ movetomigrationgroupname=name-of-target-migration-group-after-shredding ]
    [ notifytourl=event-notification-address ]
    [ description=task-description ]

Options
-f or --force

Specify this option to create a shredding task without confirmation.
To require a response to a confirmation message before creating a shredding task, omit this option.

-e or --execute
Specify this option to execute the created shredding task immediately.
If this option is omitted, the shredding task will be placed in Standby status.

Parameters
Table 54 Parameters of the CreateShreddingTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group.migrationgroupname

Specify the shredding pattern. This can be any of the following:
• ZERO-ONCE: The data 0 is written only once (default)
• DoD: The DoD standard method is used

[shreddingmethod]

Specify the name of the target migration group for a volume whose shredding has
been completed.

[movetomigration-
groupname]

Specify the address to be notified when the event occurs.
Specify a value by combining mailto: and the email address.[notifytourl]

Specify a description of the task.[description]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.
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Output items
Table 55 Items output by the CreateShreddingTask command (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Shredding)taskType

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The estimated time for the task execution.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName

The shredding pattern
• ZERO-ONCE: The data 0 is written only once
• DoD: The DoD standard method is used

shreddingMethod

The target migration group name of a volume whose shredding has been completedmoveToMigration-
GroupName

Event notification address.notifyToURL

The description of the taskdescription

Table 56 Items output by the CreateShreddingTask command (ShreddingInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Controller logical device number of the volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

The estimated time for task execution for each volume.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate
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Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, a shredding task is created that shreds the volumes in the MG011 migration group
using the DoD standard method and moves the shredded volumes to the MG044 migration group.

htsmcli CreateShreddingTask storagedomainname=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
 migrationgroupname=MG011 shreddingmethod=DoD
 movetomigrationgroupname=MG044
Are you sure you want to shred the data in the migration group "MG011"? (Y/N) :

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of Task(1 of 1)
  ID=TK1f2lymqv
  taskType=Shredding
  status=Standby
  timeEstimate=0:02:02
  creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
  endTime=
  ownerID=user
  storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  shreddingMethod=DoD
  moveToMigrationGroupName=MG044
  notifyToURL=
  description=
  List of 2 ShreddingInfo elements:
    An instance of ShreddingInfo(1 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
      timeEstimate=0:01:01
    An instance of ShreddingInfo(2 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
      timeEstimate=0:01:01

Commands for managing tasks
This section explains the CLI commands for managing tasks.

The CLI cannot manage tasks created by using the GUI.

GetTasks
The GetTasks command can be used to obtain information about the task specified by the id
parameter, or about tasks that match other specified parameters.

You can use the tasktype parameter to specify the type of target task. You can also specify a range
of tasks by using the status parameter, which indicates the task status.

Furthermore, you can use any dates linked to the task, such as the creation date or end date, to specify
a range of tasks, such as the following:
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• Tasks created (or ended) on or before the specified base date
• Tasks created (or ended) on or after the specified base date
• Tasks created (or ended) on the specified base date

The GetTasks command can acquire and display information about multiple types of tasks. Therefore,
the output items depend on the task type. The output items are described for each task.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] GetTasks
  [ common-option ]
  [ { -d | --detail } ]
  [ { id=task-ID |
      [ { storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
          [ migrationgroupname=migration-group-name ]
          [ targetstoragetiername=target-storage-tier-name ]
          | subsystemname=stoarge-system-name } ]
      [ status=status [ ,status ]... ]
      [ [ datetype = { Creation | End } ]
        daystobase=days-to-base-date
          [ direction={ Before | After | Just } ] ]
      [ tasktype={ Migration | Shredding | Locking | Unlocking
                 | VolumeCreation | ExternalMapping } ] } ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, only summary information will be displayed.

Parameters
Parameters do not have to be specified.

Table 57 Parameters of the GetTasks command

DetailsParameter

Specify the task ID.
A unique ID given to the created task.
This parameter cannot be specified with other parameters.

id

Specify the name of the storage domain. This must be specified when migration-
groupname or targetstoragetiername is specified.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group, along with storagedomainname.migrationgroupname

Specify the name of the migration target storage tier, along with storagedomain-
name. This parameter is used only for narrowing down the migration tasks.

targetstoragetier-
name
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DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage system.
Specify the value displayed for the name attribute of the StorageArray object
for GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI.
If you do not know the storage system name, specify the product name and serial
number.
If you omit this parameter, the storage systems are not narrowed down.

subsystemname

Specify the status of the task.
For details about the values that can be specified, see “Task statuses” on page 168.
When specifying multiple task statuses, separate each one with a comma.

status

Specify the type of date (creation date or end date) linked to the task, for specifying
a date range. This can be any of the following:
• Creation (default)
• End

datetype

Specify the number of days to the base date that is 0 or a positive integer. Specify
how many days from the base date tasks should be obtained.daystobase

Specify the direction for daystobase. This can be any of the following:
• Before (days on or before the base date)
• After (days on or after the base date)
• Just (the base date itself, which is the default)

direction

Specify the type of task. This can be any of the following:
• Migration

• Locking

• Unlocking

• Shredding

• VolumeCreation (A specification value used to maintain compatibility with
older versions)

• ExternalMapping (A specification value used to maintain compatibility with
older versions)

If this parameter is omitted, the command acquires information about all types of
tasks.

tasktype
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Output items (migration task)

NOTE:
For some output items, - or Unknown is output when one of the following conditions are met:
• When a storage tier created by using pool filter conditions is selected as a migration target.

Unknown is displayed until creation of the volume completes.

• When the externally connected storage system is an SMI-S Enabled storage system.
- or Unknown is displayed.

Table 58 Items output by the GetTasks command (migration task) (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Migration)taskType

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The estimated time for the task execution.
If you specify the erasedata parameter during task creation, and then execute
the task, this value will include the time to delete data.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The execution request time and date for the taskexecutionRequest-
Time

The elapsed time from the starting point of the task execution.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

The date and time when migration execution startedmigrationStarted-
Time

The date and time when migration execution completed[migrationComple-
tionTime]

Indicates the migration progress, as a percentage. Values of less than 1% are
rounded down and displayed as an integer. (For example, 45.3% is rounded down
to 45%.)

migrationProgress
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DescriptionItem

The date and time when migration is expected to finish
[estimatedMigra-
tionCompletion-
Time]

The date and time when erasure execution starteddataErasureStarted-
Time

The date and time when erasure execution completed[dataErasureComple-
tionTime]

Indicates the erasure progress, as a percentage. Values of less than 1% are rounded
down and displayed as an integer. (For example, 45.3% is rounded down to 45%.)

dataErasurePro-
gress

The date and time when erasure is expected to finish[estimatedDataEras-
ureCompletionTime]

The date and time when execution of a zero data discard task startedzeroDataDiscard-
StartedTime

The date and time when execution of a zero data discard task completed[zeroDataDiscard-
CompletionTime]

Indicates the progress of a zero data discard task, as a percentage. Values of less
than 1% are rounded down and displayed as an integer. (For example, 45.3% is
rounded down to 45%.)

zeroDataDiscardPro-
gress

The date and time when a zero data discard task is expected to finish

[estim-
atedZeroDataDis-
cardCompletion-
Time]

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The user group ID of the user who created the task[ownerGroupID]

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName

The name of the migration target storage tier for the previous migration. If migration
has never been performed, nothing is displayed.

[previousTarget-
StorageTierName]

The name of the migration target storage tiertargetStorageTier-
Name

Indicates whether the data for the migration source volume is to be deleted once
after migration terminates normally.eraseData

Indicates whether the unused capacity in the migration target volume is to be
released after migration terminates normally.
Even if the zero data discard function is specified during migration task creation,
No is displayed if the conditions for the zero data discard functions are not satisfied.
For details about the conditions for the zero data discard function, see the
zerodatadiscard parameter in Table 45.

zeroDataDiscard
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DescriptionItem

The total capacity of the volumes subject to migration in the migration group (units:
GB). Values less than 1 GB are rounded down and displayed as an integer (for
example, 4.5 GB is rounded down to 4 GB).

totalCapacityInGB

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

A description of the taskdescription

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detail option is specified.

The output items described in Table 59 and Table 60 below are output only if the -d or --detail
option is specified.

Table 59 Items output by the GetTasks command (migration task) (ErrorInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

An error messagemessage

Table 60 Items output by the GetTasks command (migration task) (MigrationInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

The controller LDEV number of the migration source volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

sourceController-
DeviceNumber

The serial number of the storage system that stores the actual data for the migration
source volume.

sourceSubsystem-
SerialNumber

The display name for the model of the storage system that stores the actual data
for the migration source volume.
If the displayed model name is unknown, the product name is displayed.

sourceSubsystemDis-
playModel

The name of the storage system that stores the actual data for the migration source
volume.
If the storage system name is unknown, the product name and serial number are
displayed.

sourceSubsystem-
Name

The vendor name of the storage system that stores the actual data for the migration
source volume

sourceSubsystem-
Vendor

The LDEV number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data of the
migration source volume.
The number is displayed as a decimal number or a value that is a combination of
hexadecimal values and colons (:).

sourceSubsystem-
DeviceNumber

The device ID of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data of the
migration source volume.
For the HP storage system, - is displayed.

sourceSubsystem-
DeviceID

The number for the SLPR to which the migration source volume belongssourceSLPRNumber
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DescriptionItem

The number for the CLPR to which the migration source volume belongssourceCLPRNumber

The RAID level of the migration source volume.sourceRAIDLevel

The type of drives in which the migration source volume existssourceDiskType

The name of the controller parity group in which the migration source volume existssourceControllerAr-
rayGroupName

The parity group name of the migration source volumesourceArrayGroup-
Name

The parity group usage rate (%) of the source volume. Up to 2 decimal places are
displayed.

sourceArrayGroup-
BusyRate

The maximum parity group usage rate (%) of the source volume. Up to 2 decimal
places are displayed.

sourceArrayGroup-
MaxBusyRate

The controller LDEV number of the migration target volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

targetController-
DeviceNumber

The serial number of the storage system that stores the actual data for the migration
target volume

targetSubsystem-
SerialNumber

The display name for the model of the storage system that stores the actual data
for the migration target volume.
If the display model name is unknown, the product name is displayed.

targetSubsystemDis-
playModel

The name of the storage system that stores the actual data for the migration target
volume.
If the storage system name is unknown, the product name and serial number are
displayed.

targetSubsystem-
Name

The vendor name of the storage system that stores the actual data for the migration
target volume

targetSubsystem-
Vendor

The LDEV number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data of the
migration target volume.
The number is displayed as a decimal number or a value that is a combination of
hexadecimal values and colons (:).

targetSubsystem-
DeviceNumber

The device ID of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data of the
migration target volume.
For the HP storage system, - is displayed.

targetSubsystem-
DeviceID

The number for the SLPR to which the migration target volume belongstargetSLPRNumber

The number for the CLPR to which the migration target volume belongstargetCLPRNumber

The RAID level of the migration target volumetargetRAIDLevel

The type of drives in which the migration target volume existstargetDiskType
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DescriptionItem

The name of the controller parity group in which the migration target volume existstargetControllerAr-
rayGroupName

The parity group name of the migration target volumetargetArrayGroup-
Name

The parity group usage rate (%) of the target volume. Up to 2 decimal places are
displayed.

targetArrayGroup-
BusyRate

The maximum parity group usage rate (%) of the target volume. Up to 2 decimal
places are displayed.

targetArrayGroup-
MaxBusyRate

The emulation typeemulationType

The capacity of the volume (units: KB).capacityInKB

The migration status for each volume
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

Indicates the migration progress for each volume, as a percentage. Values of less
than 1% are rounded down and displayed as an integer. (For example, 45.3% is
rounded down to 45%.)

migrationProgress

The elapsed time from the start of the task execution for each volume.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed

The estimated time for the task execution for each volume. If you specify the
erasedata parameter during task creation, and then execute the task, this value
will include the time to delete data.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate

Output items (locking task)

NOTE:
For some output items, - or Unknown is output when the externally connected storage system is an
SMI-S Enabled storage system.

Table 61 Items output by the GetTasks command (locking task) (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Locking)taskType
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DescriptionItem

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The execution request time and date for the taskexecutionRequest-
Time

The date and time when task execution startedstartTime

The elapsed time from the starting point of the task execution.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

Indicates the progress of the locking operation (%). Values of less than 1% are
rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example, 45.3% is rounded down
to 45%).

lockingProgress

The date and time when the locking operation is expected to finish[estimatedLocking-
CompletionTime]

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName

The locked period (in days). If there is no locking period, -1(Unlimited) will
be displayed.retentionDays

The date the locked period expires. If there is no expiration date, Unlimited will
be displayed.retainedThrough

The locking method to be applied when the locking task is executed.
• Read only: Protected from write operations
• Protect: Protected from read and write operations

guardMode

The target migration group name of a volume whose locking has been completedmoveToMigration-
GroupName

Event notification Web addressnotifyToURL

The description of the taskdescription

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detail option is specified.
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The output items described in Table 62 and Table 63 below are output only if the -d or --detail
option is specified.

Table 62 Items output by the GetTasks command (locking task) (ErrorInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Error messagemessage

Table 63 Items output by the GetTasks command (locking task) (LockingInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Controller logical device number of the volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

The serial number of the storage system that stores the actual volume datasubsystemSerialNum-
ber

The display name for the model of the storage system that stores the actual data.
If the displayed model name is unknown, the product name will be displayed.

subsystemDisplay-
Model

The name of the storage system that stores the actual volume data. If the storage
system name is unknown, the product name and serial number will be displayed.subsystemName

The LDEV number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual volume data.
The number is displayed as a decimal number or a value that is a combination of
hexadecimal values and colons (:).

subsystemDeviceNum-
ber

The logical device ID of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual volume
data.
For the HP storage system, - is displayed.

subsystemDeviceID

The lock status for a volume
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The elapsed time from the start of the task execution for each volume.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed
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Output items (unlocking task)

NOTE:
For some output items, - or Unknown is output when the externally connected storage system is an
SMI-S Enabled storage system.

Table 64 Items output by the GetTasks command (unlocking task) (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Unlocking)taskType

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The execution request time and date for the taskexecutionRequest-
Time

The date and time when task execution startedstartTime

The elapsed time from the starting point of the task execution.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

Indicates the progress of the unlocking operation (%). Values of less than 1% are
rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example, 45.3% is rounded down
to 45%).

unlockingProgress

The date and time when the unlocking operation is expected to finish[estimatedUnlock-
ingCompletionTime]

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName

The target migration group name of a volume whose unlocking has been completedmoveToMigration-
GroupName

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

The description of the taskdescription
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Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detail option is specified.

The output items described in Table 65 and Table 66 below are output only if the -d or --detail
option is specified.

Table 65 Items output by the GetTasks command (unlocking task) (ErrorInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Error messagemessage

Table 66 Items output by the GetTasks command (unlocking task) (UnlockingInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Controller logical device number of the volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

The serial number of the storage system that stores the actual volume datasubsystemSerialNum-
ber

The display name for the model of the storage system that stores the actual volume
data. If the displayed model name is unknown, the product name will be displayed.

subsystemDisplay-
Model

The name of the storage system that stores the actual volume data. If the storage
system name is unknown, the product name and serial number will be displayed.subsystemName

The LDEV number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual volume data.
The number is displayed as a decimal number or a value that is a combination of
hexadecimal values and colons (:).

subsystemDeviceNum-
ber

The logical device ID of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual volume
data.
For the HP storage system, - is displayed.

subsystemDeviceID

The unlock status for each volume
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The elapsed time from the start of the task execution for each volume.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed
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Output items (shredding task)

NOTE:
For some output items, - or Unknown is output when the externally connected storage system is an
SMI-S Enabled storage system.

Table 67 Items output by the GetTasks command (shredding task) (Task instance)

DescriptionItem

The task ID.
The task ID format is TK########. The time and serial number are converted to
base 36 and displayed in the format ########.

ID

The type of task (Shredding)taskType

The task status
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The estimated time for the task execution.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate

The date and time when the task was createdcreationTime

The execution request time and date for the taskexecutionRequest-
Time

The date and time when task execution startedstartTime

The elapsed time from the starting point of the task execution.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed

The date and time when task execution endedendTime

Indicates the progress of the shredding operation (%). Values of less than 1% are
rounded down and displayed as an integer (for example, 45.3% is rounded down
to 45%).

shreddingProgress

The date and time when the shredding operation is expected to finish
[estimatedShred-
dingCompletion-
Time]

The user ID of the user who created the taskownerID

The name of the storage domainstorageDomainName

The name of the migration groupmigrationGroupName
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DescriptionItem

Shredding pattern. This can be any of the following:
• ZERO-ONCE: The data 0 is written only once
• DoD: The DoD standard method is used

shreddingMethod

The target migration group name of a volume whose shredding has been completedmoveToMigration-
GroupName

The total capacity of the volumes subject to shredding in the migration group (units:
GB). Values of less than 1 GB are rounded down to an integer. (For example, 4.5
GB is rounded down to 4 GB.)

totalShreddingCapa-
cityInGB

Event notification addressnotifyToURL

The description of the taskdescription

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detail option is specified.

The output items described in Table 68 and Table 69 below are output only if the -d or --detail
option is specified.

Table 68 Items output by the GetTasks command (shredding task) (ErrorInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Error messagemessage

Table 69 Items output by the GetTasks command (shredding task) (ShreddingInfo instance)

DescriptionItem

Controller logical device number of the volume.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

The serial number of the storage system that stores the actual volume datasubsystemSerialNum-
ber

The display name for the model of the storage system that stores the actual volume
data. If the displayed model name is unknown, the product name will be displayed.

subsystemDisplay-
Model

The name of the storage system that stores the actual volume data. If the storage
system name is unknown, the product name and serial number will be displayed.subsystemName

The LDEV number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual volume data.
The number is displayed as a decimal number or a value that is a combination of
hexadecimal values and colons (:).

subsystemDeviceNum-
ber

The logical device ID of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual volume
data.
For the HP storage system, - is displayed.

subsystemDeviceID

The capacity of the volume (units: KB)capacityInKB
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DescriptionItem

The shredding status of a volume
For details on the values displayed, see “Task statuses” on page 168.status

The elapsed time from the start of the task execution for each volume.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the elapsed time is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed. If the
elapsed time cannot be acquired, n/a is displayed. If the task is not executed,
nothing is displayed.

timeElapsed

The estimated time for task execution for each volume.
This value is displayed in hhhh:mm:ss format.
If the estimated value is 10,000 hours or more, 9999:59:59 is displayed.

timeEstimate

Examples and execution results (when individual task types are displayed)
• Command execution example (1):

In this example, detailed information is acquired about the migration tasks in the MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary storage domain that were created at least 5 days ago and whose current
status is Standby.

htsmcli GetTasks --detail storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 status="Standby" datetype="Creation" daystobase="5" direction="After"

• Execution results (1):

RESPONSE:
List of 1 Task elements:
  An instance of Task(1 of 1)
    ID=TK1f2lymqv
    taskType=Migration
    status=Standby
    timeEstimate=0:02:04
    creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
    executionRequestTime=
    timeElapsed=
    endTime=
    migrationStartedTime=
    migrationCompletionTime=
    migrationProgress=0
    estimatedMigrationCompletionTime=
    dataErasureStartedTime=
    dataErasureCompletionTime=
    dataErasureProgress=0
    estimatedDataErasureCompletionTime=
    zeroDataDiscardStartedTime=
    zeroDataDiscardCompletionTime=
    zeroDataDiscardProgress=0
    estimatedZeroDataDiscardCompletionTime=
    ownerID=user
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    ownerGroupID=Admin
    storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    migrationGroupName=MG011
    previousTargetStorageTierName=
    targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
    eraseData=No
    zeroDataDiscard=No
    totalCapacityInGB=19
    notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
    description=
    List of 2 MigrationInfo elements:
      An instance of MigrationInfo(1 of 2)
        sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
        sourceSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        sourceSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        sourceSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        sourceSubsystemVendor=HP
        sourceSubsystemDeviceNumber=3:A6
        sourceSubsystemDeviceID=-
        sourceSLPRNumber=0
        sourceCLPRNumber=0
        sourceRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        sourceDiskType=Unknown
        sourceControllerArrayGroupName=E9960-1
        sourceArrayGroupName=1-9-1
        sourceArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        sourceArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:80
        targetSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        targetSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        targetSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        targetSubsystemVendor=HP
        targetSubsystemDeviceNumber=2:80
        targetSubsystemDeviceID=-
        targetSLPRNumber=0
        targetCLPRNumber=0
        targetRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        targetDiskType=Unknown
        targetControllerArrayGroupName=E9960-11
        targetArrayGroupName=1-10-1
        targetArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        targetArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
        status=Standby
        migrationProgress=0
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:02
      An instance of MigrationInfo(2 of 2)
        sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
        sourceSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        sourceSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        sourceSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        sourceSubsystemVendor=HP
        sourceSubsystemDeviceNumber=3:A7
        sourceSubsystemDeviceID=-
        sourceSLPRNumber=0
        sourceCLPRNumber=0
        sourceRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        sourceDiskType=Unknown
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        sourceControllerArrayGroupName=E9980-1
        sourceArrayGroupName=1-9-1
        sourceArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        sourceArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:84
        targetSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        targetSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        targetSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        targetSubsystemVendor=HP
        targetSubsystemDeviceNumber=2:84
        targetSubsystemDeviceID=-
        targetSLPRNumber=0
        targetCLPRNumber=0
        targetRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        targetDiskType=Unknown
        targetControllerArrayGroupName=E9980-11
        targetArrayGroupName=1-10-1
        targetArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        targetArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
        status=Standby
        migrationProgress=0
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:02

• Command execution example (2):
In this example, detailed information is acquired about the locking tasks in the MegaTechXP12000-
Primary storage domain that were created at least 5 days ago and whose current status is
Standby.

htsmcli GetTasks --detail storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 status="Standby" datetype="Creation" daystobase="5" direction="After"

• Execution results (2):

RESPONSE:
List of 1 Task elements:
  An instance of Task(1 of 1)
    ID=TK1f2lymqv
    taskType=Locking
    status=Standby
    creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
    executionRequestTime=
    startTime=
    timeElapsed=
    endTime=
    lockingProgress=0
    estimatedLockingCompletionTime=
    ownerID=user
    storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    migrationGroupName=MG011
    retentionDays=365
    retainedThrough=
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    guardMode=Read only
    moveToMigrationGroupName=
    notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
    description=
    List of 2 LockingInfo elements:
      An instance of LockingInfo(1 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=
      An instance of LockingInfo(2 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=

• Command execution example (3):
In this example, detailed information is acquired about the unlocking tasks in the MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary storage domain that were created at least 5 days ago and whose current
status is Standby.

htsmcli GetTasks --detail storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 status="Standby" datetype="Creation" daystobase="5" direction="After"

• Execution results (3):

RESPONSE:
List of 1 Task elements:
  An instance of Task(1 of 1)
    ID=TK1f2lymqv
    taskType=Unlocking
    status=Standby
    creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
    executionRequestTime=
    startTime=
    timeElapsed=
    endTime=
    unlockingProgress=0
    estimatedUnlockingCompletionTime=
    ownerID=user
    storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    migrationGroupName=MG011
    moveToMigrationGroupName=
    notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
    description=
    List of 2 UnlockingInfo elements:
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      An instance of UnlockingInfo(1 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=
      An instance of UnlockingInfo(2 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=

• Command execution example (4):
In this example, detailed information is acquired about the shredding tasks in the MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary storage domain that were created at least 5 days ago and whose current
status is Standby.

htsmcli GetTasks --detail storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 status="Standby" datetype="Creation" daystobase="5" direction="After"

• Execution results (4):

RESPONSE:
List of 1 Task elements:
  An instance of Task(1 of 1)
    ID=TK1f2lymqv
    taskType=Shredding
    status=Standby
    timeEstimate=0:02:02
    creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
    executionRequestTime=
    startTime=
    timeElapsed=
    endTime=
    shreddingProgress=0
    estimatedShreddingCompletionTime=
    ownerID=user
    storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    migrationGroupName=MG011
    shreddingMethod=ZERO-ONCE
    moveToMigrationGroupName=MG044
    totalShreddingCapacityInGB=19
    notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
    description=
    List of 2 ShreddingInfo elements:
      An instance of ShreddingInfo(1 of 2)
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        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:01
      An instance of ShreddingInfo(2 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:01

Examples and execution results (when multiple task types are displayed at the same time)
• Command execution example:

In this example, detailed information is acquired about multiple types of tasks in the MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary storage domain that were created at least 5 days ago and whose current
status is Standby.

htsmcli GetTasks --detail storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 status="Standby" datetype="Creation" daystobase="5" direction="After"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
List of 3 Task elements:
  An instance of Task(1 of 3)
    ID=TK1f2lymqv
    taskType=Migration
    status=Standby
    timeEstimate=0:02:04
    creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
    executionRequestTime=
    timeElapsed=
    endTime=
    migrationStartedTime=
    migrationCompletionTime=
    migrationProgress=0
    estimatedMigrationCompletionTime=
    dataErasureStartedTime=
    dataErasureCompletionTime=
    dataErasureProgress=0
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    estimatedDataErasureCompletionTime=
    zeroDataDiscardStartedTime=
    zeroDataDiscardCompletionTime=
    zeroDataDiscardProgress=0
    estimatedZeroDataDiscardCompletionTime=
    ownerID=user
    ownerGroupID=Admin
    storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    migrationGroupName=MG011
    previousTargetStorageTierName=
    targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
    eraseData=No
    zeroDataDiscard=No
    totalCapacityInGB=19
    notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
    description=
    List of 2 MigrationInfo elements:
      An instance of MigrationInfo(1 of 2)
        sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
        sourceSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        sourceSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        sourceSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        sourceSubsystemVendor=HP
        sourceSubsystemDeviceNumber=3:A6
        sourceSubsystemDeviceID=-
        sourceSLPRNumber=0
        sourceCLPRNumber=0
        sourceRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        sourceDiskType=Unknown
        sourceControllerArrayGroupName=E9960-1
        sourceArrayGroupName=1-9-1
        sourceArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        sourceArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:80
        targetSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        targetSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        targetSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        targetSubsystemVendor=HP
        targetSubsystemDeviceNumber=2:80
        targetSubsystemDeviceID=-
        targetSLPRNumber=0
        targetCLPRNumber=0
        targetRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        targetDiskType=Unknown
        targetControllerArrayGroupName=E9960-11
        targetArrayGroupName=1-10-1
        targetArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        targetArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
        status=Standby
        migrationProgress=0
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:02
      An instance of MigrationInfo(2 of 2)
        sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
        sourceSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        sourceSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        sourceSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        sourceSubsystemVendor=HP
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        sourceSubsystemDeviceNumber=3:A7
        sourceSubsystemDeviceID=-
        sourceSLPRNumber=0
        sourceCLPRNumber=0
        sourceRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        sourceDiskType=Unknown
        sourceControllerArrayGroupName=E9980-1
        sourceArrayGroupName=1-9-1
        sourceArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        sourceArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:84
        targetSubsystemSerialNumber=14011
        targetSubsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        targetSubsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        targetSubsystemVendor=HP
        targetSubsystemDeviceNumber=2:84
        targetSubsystemDeviceID=-
        targetSLPRNumber=0
        targetCLPRNumber=0
        targetRAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        targetDiskType=Unknown
        targetControllerArrayGroupName=E9980-11
        targetArrayGroupName=1-10-1
        targetArrayGroupBusyRate=34.56
        targetArrayGroupMaxBusyRate=56.75
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
        status=Standby
        migrationProgress=0
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:02
  An instance of Task(2 of 3)
    ID=TK1f2lymqv
    taskType=Shredding
    status=Standby
    timeEstimate=0:02:02
    creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
    executionRequestTime=
    startTime=
    timeElapsed=
    endTime=
    shreddingProgress=0
    estimatedShreddingCompletionTime=
    ownerID=user
    storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    migrationGroupName=MG011
    shreddingMethod=ZERO-ONCE
    moveToMigrationGroupName=MG044
    totalShreddingCapacityInGB=19
    notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
    description=
    List of 2 ShreddingInfo elements:
      An instance of ShreddingInfo(1 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
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        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:01
      An instance of ShreddingInfo(2 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        capacityInKB=10,240,320
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=
        timeEstimate=0:01:01
  An instance of Task(3 of 3)
    ID=TK1f2lymqv
    taskType=Unlocking
    status=Standby
    creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
    executionRequestTime=
    startTime=
    timeElapsed=
    endTime=
    unlockingProgress=0
    estimatedUnlockingCompletionTime=
    ownerID=user
    storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
    migrationGroupName=MG011
    moveToMigrationGroupName=
    notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
    description=
    List of 2 UnlockingInfo elements:
      An instance of UnlockingInfo(1 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A6
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=
      An instance of UnlockingInfo(2 of 2)
        controllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemSerialNumber=14011
        subsystemDisplayModel=XP12000
        subsystemName=XP12000@10.208.151.151
        subsystemDeviceNumber=3:A7
        subsystemDeviceID=-
        status=Standby
        timeElapsed=

ModifyTask
The ModifyTask command enables you to change task information (such as the task description
and event notification address).

Task information cannot be changed in the following statuses:
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• Task has ended (End).
• Task is in a storage domain whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] ModifyTask
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    id=task-ID
    [ newnotifytourl=event-notification-address ]
    [ newdescription=description-of-the-task ]

Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, nothing will be displayed in the standard output.

Parameters
Table 70 Parameters of the ModifyTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the task ID.
The task ID is displayed as an ID attribute when task information is output by
executing the GetTasks command or another command.

id

Specify the address to be notified when the event occurs. When this item is omitted,
the existing event notification address remains unchanged.
Specify the address by combining mailto: and the email address character string.
If you specify only spaces, the previous event notification Web address will be
erased.

[newnotifytourl]

Specify a new task description. If this is omitted, the task description will not change.
If you specify only spaces, the previous task description will be deleted.[newdescription]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
The ModifyTask command can change the properties of multiple types of tasks. Therefore, the output
items depend on the task type.

The output items are the same as when a task is created:

• Migration task: See “Output items” on page 108 of the CreateMigrationTask command.
• Locking task: See “Output items” on page 112 of the CreateLockingTask command.
• Unlocking task: See “Output items” on page 115 of the CreateUnlockingTask command.
• Shredding task: See “Output items” on page 118 of the CreateShreddingTask command.
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Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the description of the migration task whose task ID is TK1f2lymqv is changed.

htsmcli ModifyTask --detail id="TK1f2lymqv"
 newdescription="This property was changed."

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of Task(1 of 1)
  ID=TK1f2lymqv
  taskType=Migration
  status=Standby
  timeEstimate=0:02:02
  creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
  endTime=
  ownerID=user
  storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  previousTargetStorageTierName=
  targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
  eraseData=No
  zeroDataDiscard=No
  notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
  description=This property was changed.
  List of 2 MigrationInfo elements:
    An instance of MigrationInfo(1 of 2)
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:80
      timeEstimate=0:01:01
    An instance of MigrationInfo(2 of 2)
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:84
      timeEstimate=0:01:01

ExecuteTask
The ExecuteTask command can be used to request the execution of a specified task in the Standby
status on the Tiered Storage Manager server. Tasks are usually not executed right after execution of
this command because the Tiered Storage Manager server is busy with other tasks.

Note that you cannot request the execution of the following tasks:

• Volume creation tasks
• External mapping tasks
• Tasks in a storage domain whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.
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CAUTION:
If a volume is being re-created on the migration target and an error occurs during the migration, all
the data on the migration target volume might be deleted. Check the output message, and then
manually create the volume.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] ExecuteTask
    [ common-option ]
    id=task-ID

Parameters
Table 71 Parameters of the ExecuteTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the task ID.
The task ID is displayed as an ID attribute when task information is output by
executing the GetTasks command or another command.

id

Output items
Nothing is output by this command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the task whose ID is TK1ev677gu is executed.

htsmcli ExecuteTask id=TK1ev677gu

• Execution results:
No information is output by this command.

CancelTask
The CancelTask command can be used to cancel a specified task in the Standby status. If
cancellation is successful, the status of the task changes from Standby to Cancel. When this command
is executed, volume migration reserve is released for the volume.

Tasks cannot be cancelled in the following statuses:

• Tasks are in the running status (Active).
• Tasks are in the ended status (End).
• Tasks are in a storage domain whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure.
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Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] CancelTask
    [ common-option ]
    [ --emergency ]
    id=task-ID

Options
--emergency

When specified, this option forcibly terminates the tasks and volume tasks that have been waiting
(tasks on Standby) in the storage domain for which refreshing failed.
If you omit this option, the tasks and volume tasks are not forcibly terminated.

NOTE:
Specifying --emergency option when Device Manager or the storage system is running normally
causes the task volume to remain reserved, creating an inconsistency between Tiered Storage Manager
management information and Device Manager or storage system information. After executing this
option, take one of the following actions:
• When there is a target storage system

Refresh the storage system using Device Manager.

• When there is no target storage system
Delete the storage system from Device Manager.

Parameters
Table 72 Parameters of the CancelTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the task ID.
The task ID is displayed as an ID attribute when task information is output by
executing the GetTasks command or another command.

id

Output items
Nothing is output by this command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the task whose ID is TK1ev677gu is cancelled.

htsmcli CancelTask id=TK1ev677gu
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• Execution results:
No information is output by this command.

StopTask
The StopTask command can be used to issue to the Tiered Storage Manager server a request to
stop a specified task that is in Standby status. This command also cancels migration volume reserve
placed by the migration task. The command can stop tasks in the following statuses:

• Active

However, tasks in one of the following statuses cannot be stopped:
• When a shredding task is in the Active.Executing status
• When a task for which the zero data discard function is being executed is in the Act-

ive.ZeroDataDiscarding status
• When a migration task for which the zero data discard function has not been specified is in

the Active.DataErasing status

• Stopping

The tasks in this status can be stopped only if Yes is specified for the immediate parameter in
a migration task.

Note that processing for stopping a task is not performed the same time as the execution of this
command.

According to the immediate parameter specified by the user, a task will be stopped by one of the
following methods:

• If there are volumes for which processing is being performed when a task stop request is issued,
the task will be stopped after the processing ends. This method is applied if No is specified for the
immediate parameter or when the immediate parameter is omitted.

• A task is stopped immediately. If there are volumes for which processing is being performed when
a task stop request is issued, the processing will be interrupted. This method is applied if Yes is
specified for the immediate parameter.

In both methods, processing will not be performed for volumes for which the processing has not yet
been performed in the storage system when the task stop request is issued. The state of the volumes
for which the processing has not yet been performed is the same as the state before the stopping the
task.

You can use the GetTasks command to check the status of tasks.

A task in a storage domain whose refresh status is either Processing or Failure cannot be
stopped.

CAUTION:
During a migration in which a volume is re-created, if the processing stops in the middle, the migration
target volume might remain deleted. Check the output message, and then manually create the volume.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] StopTask
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    [ common-option ]
    [ --emergency ]
    id=task-ID
    [ immediate={ Yes | No } ]

Options
--emergency

When specified, this option forcibly terminates the tasks and volume tasks that have not been
completed (tasks on standby) in the storage domain for which refreshing failed.
If you omit this option, the tasks and volume tasks are not forcibly terminated.

NOTE:
Specifying --emergency option when Device Manager or the storage system is running normally
causes the task volume to remain reserved, creating an inconsistency between Tiered Storage Manager
management information and Device Manager or storage system information. After executing this
option, take one of the following actions:
• When there is a target storage system

Refresh the storage system using Device Manager.

• When there is no target storage system
Delete the storage system from Device Manager.

Parameters
Table 73 Parameters of the StopTask command

DetailsParameter

Specify the task ID.
The task ID is displayed as an ID attribute when task information is output by
executing the GetTasks command or another command.

id

Specify whether to immediately stop a migration task running in the storage system.
This can be either Yes or No.
• Yes: The migration task will be stopped immediately.#

• No: If there are volumes for which migration processing is being performed,
the task will be stopped after the processing ends (default).

If Yes is specified for a task that is being stopped, the task stop request will be
accepted. However, if Yes is specified for a task that is being immediately stopped,
the task stop request will not be accepted.

[immediate]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

#
When a migration task being executed in a storage system is stopped, a stop request is issued
for each volume. Responding to a stop request for each volume might take time. Therefore, de-
pending on the number of volumes, the processing for stopping a task might require different
amounts of time to finish.
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For example, if there are five volumes issuing a stop request, the time required to finish processing
for all the volumes takes five times as long to respond than a stop request for just one volume.

Output items
Nothing is output by this command.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the task whose task ID is TK1ev677gu is stopped.

htsmcli StopTask id=TK1ev677gu

• Execution results:
No information is output by this command.

DeleteTasks
The DeleteTasks command can be used to delete a task, specified by the id parameter, that has
the ended status (End).

You can specify a range of tasks using the status parameter, which indicates the task status. You
can also specify a type of task.

Furthermore, you can use any dates linked to the task, such as the creation date or end date, to specify
a range of tasks, such as the following:

• Tasks created (or ended) on or before the specified base date
• Tasks created (or ended) on or after the specified base date
• Tasks created (or ended) on the specified base date

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] DeleteTasks
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -f | --force } ]
    [ { id=task-ID |
        [ { storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
            [ migrationgroupname=migration-group-name ]
            [ targetstoragetiername=target-storage-tier-name ]
            | subsystemname=storage-system-name } ]
        [ status=status [ ,status ]... ]
        [ [ datetype = { Creation | End } ]
         daystobase=days-to-base-date
            [ direction={ Before | After | Just } ] ]
            [ tasktype={ Migration | Shredding | Locking 
            | Unlocking | VolumeCreation | ExternalMapping } ] } ]
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Options
-f or --force

Specify this option to delete without confirmation.
To require a response to a confirmation message before deleting a task, omit this option.

Parameters
Parameters do not have to be specified.

Table 74 Parameters of the DeleteTasks command

DetailsParameter

Specify the task ID.
The task ID is displayed as an ID attribute when task information is output by
executing the GetTasks command or another command.
This parameter cannot be specified with other parameters.

id

Specify the name of the storage domain. This must be specified when migration-
groupname or targetstoragetiername is specified.storagedomainname

Specify the name of the migration group, along with storagedomainname.migrationgroupname

Specify the name of the migration target storage tier, along with storagedomain-
name. This parameter is used only for narrowing down the migration tasks.

targetstoragetier-
name

Specify the name of the storage system.
Specify the value displayed for the name attribute of the StorageArray object
for GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI.
If you do not know the storage system name, specify the product name and serial
number.
If you omit this parameter, the storage systems are not narrowed down.

subsystemname

Specify the status of the task.
For details about the values that can be specified, see “Task statuses” on page 168.
When specifying multiple task statuses, separate each one with a comma.

status

Specify the type of date (creation date or end date) linked to the task, for specifying
a date range. This can be any of the following:
• Creation (default)
• End

datetype

Specify the number of days to the base date that is 0 or a positive integer. Specify
how many days from the base date tasks should be obtained.daystobase

Specify the direction for daystobase. This can be any of the following:
• Before (days on or before the base date)
• After (days on or after the base date)
• Just (the base date itself, which is the default)

direction
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DetailsParameter

Specify the type of task. This can be any of the following:
• Migration

• Shredding

• Locking

• Unlocking

• VolumeCreation (A specification value used to maintain compatibility with
older versions)

• ExternalMapping (A specification value used to maintain compatibility with
older versions)

If the parameter is omitted, the command does not narrow down the task types.

tasktype

Output items
The DeleteTasks command can delete multiple types of tasks. Therefore, the output items depend
on the type of task.

The output items are the same as when a task is created:

• Migration task: See “Output items” on page 108 of the CreateMigrationTask command.
• Locking task: See “Output items” on page 112 of the CreateLockingTask command.
• Unlocking task: See “Output items” on page 115 of the CreateUnlockingTask command.
• Shredding task: See “Output items” on page 118 of the CreateShreddingTask command.

If the applied task does not exist within the specified task range, nothing is output.

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, the cancelled migration tasks from the MegaTechXP12000-Primary storage
domain are deleted.

htsmcli DeleteTasks storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"
 status="Cancel" tasktype="Migration"

• Execution results:

CONFIRMATION:
An instance of Task(1 of 1)
  ID=TK1f2lymqv
  taskType=Migration
  status=Cancel
  timeEstimate=0:02:02
  creationTime=2011/11/25 16:53:11
  endTime=2011/12/02 16:53:45
  ownerID=user
  storageDomainName=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  migrationGroupName=MG011
  previousTargetStorageTierName=
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  targetStorageTierName=MegaTech-HighCost
  eraseData=No
  zeroDataDiscard=No
  notifyToURL=mailto:test@example.com
  description=
  List of 2 MigrationInfo elements:
    An instance of MigrationInfo(1 of 2)
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A6
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:80
      timeEstimate=0:01:01
    An instance of MigrationInfo(2 of 2)
      sourceControllerDeviceNumber=3:A7
      targetControllerDeviceNumber=2:84
      timeEstimate=0:01:01
Are you sure you want to delete this task? (Y/N) :

Commands for obtaining information from the domain controller
This section explains the CLI commands for obtaining information from a domain controller.

GetVolumes
The GetVolumes command can be used to obtain a list of volumes (LUs) in the domain controller
within the storage domain.

You can specify a storage tier name or migration group name to limit the number of items in the list
of volumes. You can further limit the items obtained by specifying the combination of a storage tier
or migration group with a volume filter condition.

Information cannot be obtained for volumes in storage domains whose refresh status is either
Processing or Failure.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

NOTE:
The GetVolumes command acquires volume information in pieces, and then displays the acquired
information. This means that if another user performs an operation on a volume, changing the volumes
state, during the execution of the GetVolumes command, the information that is displayed might
contain both data acquired before and after the change was made.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] GetVolumes
    [ common-option ]
    [ { -d | --detail } ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    [ { storagetiername=storage-tier-name
      | migrationgroupname=migration-group-name } ]
    [ filtercondition=filter-condition ]
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Options
-d or --detail

Specify this to display detailed information in the standard output after CLI command execution.
If you omit this option, only summary information will be displayed.

Parameters
Table 75 Parameters of the GetVolumes command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of a storage tier.
Note that this cannot be specified when migrationgroupname is specified.[storagetiername]

Specify the name of a migration group.
Note that this cannot be specified when storagetiername is specified.

[migrationgroup-
name]

Specify a filter condition.
For details on the specifiable properties, see Table 5 and Table 8.
If this is omitted, no filter condition is used to narrow down the search.

[filtercondition]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.
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Output items

NOTE:
For some output items, Unknown is output when one of the following conditions are met:
• When the volume information in the storage domain cannot be obtained for some reason (for

example, volumes in the storage system have been deleted by Device Manager).
• When the information regarding the externally connected storage cannot be obtained.
• When the externally connected storage system is an SMI-S Enabled storage system.

Table 76 Items output by the GetVolumes command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

Table 77 Items output by the GetVolumes command (LogicalUnit instance)

DescriptionItem

The controller LDEV number. For a LUSE volume, this is an LDEV number of a
representative LDEV.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

Label specified for a representative LDEV.
If no label is specified for the LDEV, nothing is displayed.label

The serial number of the storage system that stores the actual data.[subsystemSerialNum-
ber]

The display name for the model of the storage system that stores the actual data.
If the display model name is unknown, the product name is displayed.

[subsystemDisplay-
Model]

The name of the storage system that stores the actual data.
If the storage system name is unknown, the product name and serial number are
displayed.

[subsystemName]

The vendor name of the storage system that stores the actual data.subsystemVendor

The name of the migration group to which the volume belongsmigrationGroupName

The emulation typeemulationType

The CVS volume attribute of the volume.
This can be either Yes or No.[CVS]

The capacity of the volume (units: KB).
If the volume type is normal or pool, the physical capacity is displayed. If the
volume type is virtual, the virtual capacity is displayed.

capacityInKB
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DescriptionItem

The used capacity of the volume (units: KB).
If the volume type is normal, the capacity of the normal volume is displayed. If the
volume type is virtual, the used capacity of the virtual volume is displayed. If the
volume type is pool, nothing is displayed.

consumedCapa-
cityInKB

The ratio (percentage) of consumedCapacityInKB to capacityInKB. If the
volume type is pool, nothing is displayed.

consumedCapacity-
Percentage

The RAID levelRAIDLevel

The drive typediskType

Drive speed (rpm)
- is displayed if SSD is specified for DiskType.[diskRPM]

Indicates whether the parity group is encrypted. This can be any of the following:
• Enabled: The parity group is encrypted.
• Disabled: The parity group is not encrypted.
• -: Indicates a THP volume, V-VOL, or LUSE volume. Alternatively, the encryption

feature is not supported.

[encryption]

The drive capacity (units: GB)[diskCapacityInGB]

The parity group number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data.[arrayGroupNumber]

The parity group name of the LU in the domain controllercontrollerArray-
GroupName

The parity group name of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data.arrayGroupName

The parity group usage rate (%). Up to 2 decimal places are displayed.arrayGroupBusyRate

The maximum parity group usage rate (%). Up to 2 decimal places are displayed.arrayGroupMaxBusyR-
ate

The program product volume type.
Only the names of the program products that must be displayed as LU attributes
are displayed.

[program-product-name]
(such as Continuous
AccessSynchronous,
Continuous
AccessAsynchronous,
Continuous
AccessJournal,
xpSnapshot)

The volume type. This can be any of the following:
• -: Normal volumes
• THP-VOL: THP volumes
• THP-Pool-VOL: THP pool volumes

xpThinProvisioning
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DescriptionItem

The THP pool number. This can be any of the following:
• THP x: The targets are THP volumes that are related to a pool or pool volumes.

(x: An integer from 0 to 127)

• Unassigned: The targets are THP volumes that are not related to a pool.
In other cases, nothing is displayed.

[PoolId]

If the volume is a Business Copy S-VOL, this is the migration group name containing
the corresponding P-VOL.

[PVolMigrationGroup-
Name]

If the volume is a Business Copy S-VOL, this is the controller LDEV number of the
corresponding P-VOL.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

[PVolDeviceNumber]

If the volume is a Business Copy S-VOL, this is the MU number of the corresponding
P-VOL.[PVolMUNumber]

Indicates whether the volume is being used.
This can be either Used (you cannot specify the volume as the migration destination)
or Free (you can specify the volume as the migration destination).

volumeStatus

Indicates whether the volume is locked.
This can be either Locked or Unlocked.volumeLockStatus

Indicates whether the path has been set.
This can be either Yes or No.[path]

The host name. If multiple host names exist, they are separated by commas (,).hostNames

Always displays nothing.[logicalGroup]

Host storage domain name. Multiple occurrences are separated by commas.[port/HostStorageDo-
main]

SYSPLEXID and DEVN. This item is displayed in SYSPLEXID/DEVN format. Multiple
occurrences are separated by commas.[SYSPLEXID/DEVN]

Mainframe volume information (volume serial number) managed by the mainframe
host[VOLSER]

Indicates whether migration is possible. This can be either Yes or No:
• Yes: Can migrate.
• No: Cannot migrate.

canMigrate

The reason for migration being impossible is displayed. For details about the
displayed character strings and their descriptions, see “Reasons a migration might
not be possible” on page 192.
The sequence in which the information is output might differ depending on the
version of the Tiered Storage Manager server and CLI.

[reason]

Legend:
[ ]: Indicates output only when either the -d or the --detail option is specified.
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The output items shown below are output only if the -d or --detail option is specified. When
multiple LDEV information items exist, the items are output successively.

Table 78 Items output by the GetVolumes command (LDEV instance)

DescriptionItem

The controller LDEV number.
The number is displayed as a value that is a combination of hexadecimal values
and colons (:).

controllerDevi-
ceNumber

The serial number of the domain controllercontrollerSerial-
Number

The model name displayed on the domain controllercontrollerDisplay-
Model

The name of the domain controllercontrollerName

The emulation typeemulationType

The CVS volume attribute of the volume.
This can be either Yes or No.CVS

The capacity of the LDEV (units: KB).
If the volume type is normal or pool, the physical capacity is displayed. If the
volume type is virtual, the virtual capacity is displayed.

capacityInKB

The used capacity of the volume (units: KB).
If the volume type is normal, the capacity of the normal volume is displayed. If the
volume type is virtual, the used capacity of the virtual volume is displayed. If the
volume type is pool, nothing is displayed.

consumedCapa-
cityInKB

The ratio (percentage) of consumedCapacityInKB to capacityInKB. If the
volume type is pool, nothing is displayed.

consumedCapacity-
Percentage

Number of cylinderscylinders

The volume capacity in blocksLBA

The SLPR numberSLPRNumber

The CLPR numberCLPRNumber

The RAID levelRAIDLevel

The drive typediskType

Drive model namediskModelName

Drive speed (rpm)
- is displayed if SSD is specified for DiskType.diskRPM
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DescriptionItem

Indicates whether the parity group is encrypted. This can be any of the following:
• Enabled: The parity group is encrypted.
• Disabled: The parity group is not encrypted.
• -: Indicates a THP volume, V-VOL, or LUSE volume. Alternatively, the encryption

feature is not supported.

encryption

The drive capacity (units: GB)diskCapacityInGB

The guard attribute that is applied to the LDEV. There are six guard attributes, as
listed below. If more than one attribute is applicable, they are separated with a
semicolon (;). For the Read/Write attribute, nothing is displayed.
• Read/Write

• Read only

• Protect

• Invisible

• Zero Read Capacity

• S-VOL disable

guardMode

The date the locked period expires. If there is no expiration date, Unlimited is
displayed.retainedThrough

The date the lock was set. This information is displayed only when Tiered Storage
Manager software was used. If the lock was set by another program, this informa-
tion is not displayed.

guardDate

The parity group number of the LDEVcontrollerArray-
GroupNumber

The parity group name of the LDEVcontrollerArray-
GroupName

The cache mode. This can be either Enable or Disable:
• Enable: The cache mode is ON
• Disable: The cache mode is OFF

cacheMode

The I/O suppression mode. This can be either Enable or Disable:
• Enable: The I/O suppression mode is ON
• Disable: The I/O suppression mode is OFF

IOSuppressionMode

The LDEV number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data.
The number is displayed as a decimal number or a value that is a combination of
hexadecimal values and colons (:).

subsystemDeviceNum-
ber

The device ID of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data.
For the HP storage system, - is displayed.subsystemDeviceID

The serial number of the storage system that stores the actual data.subsystemSerialNum-
ber

The display name for the model of the storage system that stores the actual data.
If the display model name is unknown, the product name is displayed.

subsystemDisplay-
Model
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DescriptionItem

The name of the storage system that stores the actual data.
If the storage system name is unknown, the product name and serial number are
displayed.

subsystemName

The vendor name of the storage system that stores the actual data.subsystemVendor

The parity group number of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data.arrayGroupNumber

The parity group name of the LU in the storage system that stores the actual data.arrayGroupName

The parity group usage rate (%). Up to 2 decimal places are displayed.arrayGroupBusyRate

The maximum parity group usage rate (%). Up to 2 decimal places are displayed.arrayGroupMaxBusyR-
ate

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, detailed information is obtained for the volumes belonging to the StorageTier-
1 storage tier of the TSM_P9500@10.208.115.233 storage domain.

htsmcli GetVolumes --detail storagedomainname="TSM_P9500@10.208.115.233"
 storagetiername="StorageTier-1"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=TSM_P9500@10.208.115.233
  List of 2 LogicalUnit elements:
    An instance of LogicalUnit(1 of 2)
      controllerDeviceNumber=00:00:40
      label=
      subsystemSerialNumber=53038
      subsystemDisplayModel=P9500
      subsystemName=P9500@10.208.115.233
      subsystemVendor=HP
      migrationGroupName=
      emulationType=OPEN-V
      CVS=Yes
      capacityInKB=2,097,152
      consumedCapacityInKB=2,097,152
      consumedCapacityPercentage=100
      RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
      diskType=SAS
      diskRPM=10,000
      encryption=Disabled
      diskCapacityInGB=269
      arrayGroupNumber=16
      controllerArrayGroupName=1-2
      arrayGroupName=1-2
      arrayGroupBusyRate=
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      arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
      businessCopy=Simplex
      continuousAccessSynchronous=Simplex
      continuousAccessAsynchronous=Simplex
      continuousAccessJournal=Simplex
      xpSnapshot=Simplex
      xpThinProvisioning=-
      poolId=
      PVolMigrationGroupName=
      PVolDeviceNumber=
      PVolMUNumber=
      volumeStatus=Free
      volumeLockStatus=Unlocked
      path=No
      hostNames=
      logicalGroup=
      port/HostStorageDomain=
      SYSPLEXID/DEVN=
      VOLSER=
      canMigrate=Yes
      List of 0 reason(s) for volume migration exclusion:
      List of 1 LDEV elements:
        An instance of LDEV(1 of 1)
          controllerDeviceNumber=00:00:40
          controllerSerialNumber=53038
          controllerDisplayModel=P9500
          controllerName=P9500@10.208.115.233
          emulationType=OPEN-V
          CVS=Yes
          capacityInKB=2,097,152
          consumedCapacityInKB=2,097,152
          consumedCapacityPercentage=100
          cylinders=
          LBA=4,194,304
          SLPRNumber=
          CLPRNumber=0
          RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
          diskType=SAS
          diskModelName=DKS5B-J300SS
          diskRPM=10,000
          encryption=Disabled
          diskCapacityInGB=269
          guardMode=
          retainedThrough=
          guardDate=
          controllerArrayGroupNumber=16
          controllerArrayGroupName=1-2
          cacheMode=Unknown
          IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
          subsystemDeviceNumber=00:00:40
          subsystemDeviceID=-
          subsystemSerialNumber=53038
          subsystemDisplayModel=P9500
          subsystemName=P9500@10.208.115.233
          subsystemVendor=HP
          arrayGroupNumber=16
          arrayGroupName=1-2
          arrayGroupBusyRate=
          arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
    An instance of LogicalUnit(2 of 2)
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      controllerDeviceNumber=00:04:FF
      label=
      subsystemSerialNumber=53038
      subsystemDisplayModel=P9500
      subsystemName=P9500@10.208.115.233
      subsystemVendor=HP
      migrationGroupName=
      emulationType=OPEN-V
      CVS=Yes
      capacityInKB=2,098,560
      consumedCapacityInKB=2,098,560
      consumedCapacityPercentage=100
      RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
      diskType=SAS
      diskRPM=10,000
      encryption=-
      diskCapacityInGB=269
      arrayGroupNumber=16
      controllerArrayGroupName=1-2
      arrayGroupName=1-2
      arrayGroupBusyRate=
      arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
      businessCopy=Simplex
      continuousAccessSynchronous=Simplex
      continuousAccessAsynchronous=Simplex
      continuousAccessJournal=S-VOL
      xpSnapshot=Simplex
      xpThinProvisioning=-
      poolId=
      PVolMigrationGroupName=
      PVolDeviceNumber=
      PVolMUNumber=
      volumeStatus=Used
      volumeLockStatus=Unlocked
      path=Yes
      hostNames=Unknown
      logicalGroup=
      port/HostStorageDomain=CL3-A/HCMDS0100
      SYSPLEXID/DEVN=
      VOLSER=
      canMigrate=No
      List of 3 reason(s) for volume migration exclusion:
        reason(1 of 3)=LUSE (target)
        reason(2 of 3)=Path (target)
        reason(3 of 3)=Universal Replicator Status
      List of 2 LDEV elements:
        An instance of LDEV(1 of 2)
          controllerDeviceNumber=00:04:FF
          controllerSerialNumber=53038
          controllerDisplayModel=P9500
          controllerName=P9500@10.208.115.233
          emulationType=OPEN-V
          CVS=Yes
          capacityInKB=1,049,280
          consumedCapacityInKB=1,049,280
          consumedCapacityPercentage=100
          cylinders=
          LBA=2,098,560
          SLPRNumber=
          CLPRNumber=0
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          RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
          diskType=SAS
          diskModelName=DKS5B-J300SS
          diskRPM=10,000
          encryption=Disabled
          diskCapacityInGB=269
          guardMode=
          retainedThrough=
          guardDate=
          controllerArrayGroupNumber=16
          controllerArrayGroupName=1-2
          cacheMode=Unknown
          IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
          subsystemDeviceNumber=00:04:FF
          subsystemDeviceID=-
          subsystemSerialNumber=53038
          subsystemDisplayModel=P9500
          subsystemName=P9500@10.208.115.233
          subsystemVendor=HP
          arrayGroupNumber=16
          arrayGroupName=1-2
          arrayGroupBusyRate=
          arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=
        An instance of LDEV(2 of 2)
          controllerDeviceNumber=00:05:FF
          controllerSerialNumber=53038
          controllerDisplayModel=P9500
          controllerName=P9500@10.208.115.233
          emulationType=OPEN-V
          CVS=Yes
          capacityInKB=1,049,280
          consumedCapacityInKB=1,049,280
          consumedCapacityPercentage=100
          cylinders=
          LBA=2,098,560
          SLPRNumber=
          CLPRNumber=0
          RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
          diskType=SAS
          diskModelName=DKS5B-J300SS
          diskRPM=10,000
          encryption=Disabled
          diskCapacityInGB=269
          guardMode=
          retainedThrough=
          guardDate=
          controllerArrayGroupNumber=16
          controllerArrayGroupName=1-2
          cacheMode=Unknown
          IOSuppressionMode=Unknown
          subsystemDeviceNumber=00:05:FF
          subsystemDeviceID=-
          subsystemSerialNumber=53038
          subsystemDisplayModel=P9500
          subsystemName=P9500@10.208.115.233
          subsystemVendor=HP
          arrayGroupNumber=16
          arrayGroupName=1-2
          arrayGroupBusyRate=
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          arrayGroupMaxBusyRate=

GetPools
The GetPools command can be used to list information about THP pools within a storage domain.

If this command is executed for a storage domain that requires a refresh, a warning message will be
output to the standard error output.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] GetPools
    [ common-option ]
    storagedomainname=storage-domain-name
    [ storagetiername=storage-tier-name ]
    [ filtercondition=filter-condition ]

Parameters
Table 79 Parameters of the GetPools command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of a storage domain.storagedomainname

Specify the name of a storage tier. If this parameter is omitted, the output information
will not be filtered by a storage tier.[storagetiername]

Specify a filter condition.
For details on the specifiable properties, see Table 6 and Table 9.
If this parameter is omitted, the output information will not be filtered by a filter
condition.

[filtercondition]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items
Table 80 Items output by the GetPools command (StorageDomain instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the storage domainname

Table 81 Items output by the GetPools command (Pool instance)

DescriptionItem

The pool numberpoolId
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DescriptionItem

The status of the pool. This can be any of the following:
• Normal: The pool threshold has not been reached.
• OverThreshold: (Warning) The pool threshold (threshold1 or

threshold2) has been exceeded.
• Blocked: The pool is full or an error has occurred.

status

The total number of THP volumes.
The output item name varies depending on the storage vendor and series.numberOfThpVolumes

The total capacity of the pool (units: KB)capacityInKB

The unused capacity of the pool (units: KB)freeCapacityInKB

The usage rate (%)usageRate

The threshold1 of the pool (units: %)threshold1

The threshold2 of the pool (units: %)threshold2

The over-provisioning percent (%)
The over-provisioning percent indicates the ratio to the total THP volume capacity
allocated to the THP pool and the THP pool capacity.
If the over-provisioning percent is unknown, Unknown will be displayed.

overProvisioning-
Percent

The threshold for the THP pool over-provisioning percent at which a warning is
issued (%)
If the threshold has not been set, nothing will be displayed.

overProvisioning-
Warning

The upper limit for the THP pool over-provisioning percent (%)
If the threshold has not been set, nothing will be displayed.

overProvi-
sioningLimit

The CLPR numberCLPRNumber

Example and execution results
• Command execution example:

In this example, information is obtained about pools within the storage domain MegaT-
echXP12000-Primary.

htsmcli GetPools storagedomainname="MegaTechXP12000-Primary"

• Execution results:

RESPONSE:
An instance of StorageDomain(1 of 1)
  name=MegaTechXP12000-Primary
  List of 2 Pool elements:
    An instance of Pool(1 of 2)
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      poolId=THP 1
      status=Normal
      numberOfThpVolumes=5
      capacityInKB=20,640
      freeCapacityInKB=10,530
      usageRate=59
      threshold1=75
      threshold2=80
      overProvisioningPercent=90
      overProvisioningWarning=
      overProvisioningLimit=110
      CLPRNumber=1
    An instance of Pool(2 of 2)
      poolId=THP 2
      status=Normal
      numberOfThpVolumes=10
      capacityInKB=20,640
      freeCapacityInKB=10,530
      usageRate=59
      threshold1=75
      threshold2=80
      overProvisioningPercent=99
      overProvisioningWarning=
      overProvisioningLimit=110
      CLPRNumber=1

GetFreeSpaces
The GetFreeSpaces command can be used to obtain information about unused capacity in the
storage systems registered in Device Manager.

Syntax

htsmcli [ server-location] GetFreeSpaces
    [ common-option ]
    subsystemname=storage-system-name
    [ filtercondition=filter-condition ]

Parameters
Table 82 Parameters of the GetFreeSpaces command

DetailsParameter

Specify the name of the storage system.
Specify the value displayed for the name attribute of the StorageArray object
for GetStorageArray in Device Manager CLI.
If you do not know the storage system name, specify the product name and serial
number.

subsystemname
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DetailsParameter

Specify a filter condition.
For details on the specifiable properties, see Table 7 and Table 10.
If this parameter is omitted, the output information will not be filtered by a filter
condition.

[filtercondition]

Legend:
[ ]: Specifying this parameter is optional.

Output items

NOTE:
For some output items, Unknown is output when one of the following conditions are met:
• When parity group information cannot be obtained.
• When the externally connected storage system is an SMI-S Enabled storage system.

Table 83 Items output by the GetFreeSpaces command (Subsystem instance)

DescriptionItem

The storage system namename

The serial number of the storage systemserialNumber

Table 84 Items output by the GetFreeSpaces command (FreeSpace instance)

DescriptionItem

The name of the parity group to which the unused capacity belongsarrayGroupName

The unused capacity numberfreeSpaceNumber

The amount of unused capacity in the parity group (units: KB)capacityInKB

The total amount of unused capacity in the parity group (units: KB)totalFreeCapa-
cityInKB

The emulation type of the parity group to which the unused capacity belongsemulationType

The RAID level of the parity group to which the unused capacity belongsRAIDLevel

The vendor name of the storage system to which the unused capacity belongssubsystemVendor

The drive type of the parity group to which the unused capacity belongsdiskType

The drive speed of the parity group to which the unused capacity belongs
If this value cannot be obtained, nothing is displayed.diskRPM

The drive capacity of the parity group to which the unused capacity belongs (units:
GB)diskCapacityInGB
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Example and execution results
• Command execution example (1):

In this example, the GetFreeSpaces command obtains the information about unused capacity
in the storage system XP12000@10.208.151.151.

htsmcli GetFreeSpaces subsystemname="XP12000@10.208.151.151"

• Execution results (1):

RESPONSE:
List of 1 Subsystem elements:
  An instance of Subsystem(1 of 1)
    name=XP12000@10.208.151.151
    serialNumber=12345
    List of 2 FreeSpace elements:
      An instance of FreeSpace(1 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=1
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268
      An instance of FreeSpace(2 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=507
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268

• Command execution example (2):
In this example, the GetFreeSpaces command obtains the information about the unused capacity
in two storage systems named XP12000#14000.

htsmcli GetFreeSpaces subsystemname="XP12000#14000"

• Execution results (2):

RESPONSE:
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List of 2 Subsystem elements:
  An instance of Subsystem(1 of 2)
    name=XP12000#14000
    serialNumber=12345
    List of 2 FreeSpace elements:
      An instance of FreeSpace(1 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=1
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268
      An instance of FreeSpace(2 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=507
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268
  An instance of Subsystem(2 of 2)
    name=XP12000#14000
    serialNumber=23456
    List of 2 FreeSpace elements:
      An instance of FreeSpace(1 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=1
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268
      An instance of FreeSpace(2 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=507
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268

• Command execution example (3):
In this example, the GetFreeSpaces command obtains the information about the unused capacity
in two storage systems named XP12000#14001 when one of them has no unused capacity.
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htsmcli GetFreeSpaces subsystemname="XP12000#14001"

• Execution results (3):

RESPONSE:
List of 2 Subsystem elements:
  An instance of Subsystem(1 of 2)
    name=XP12000#14001
    serialNumber=12345
    List of 2 FreeSpace elements:
      An instance of FreeSpace(1 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=1
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268
      An instance of FreeSpace(2 of 2)
        arrayGroupName=1-1-1
        freeSpaceNumber=507
        capacityInKB=22,528
        totalFreeCapacityInKB=741,416,632
        emulationType=OPEN-V
        RAIDLevel=RAID5(3D+1P)
        subsystemVendor=HP
        diskType=-
        diskRPM=10,000
        diskCapacityInGB=268
  An instance of Subsystem(2 of 2)
    name=XP12000#14001
    serialNumber=23456
    List of 0 FreeSpace elements:

Task statuses
For some commands, you can control the command execution target by specifying task statuses for
parameters. In addition, these statuses are also displayed for command output items.

The table below lists the task statuses used by CLI commands.
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Among the task statuses in the following table, all values related to volume creation tasks and external
mapping tasks are used to maintain compatibility with older versions.

Table 85 Task statuses (parameter specification values and output items)

Output item
Parameter

DescriptionTask status
DeleteTasksGetTasks

----Y
Running
Same as specifying all of the
Active statuses at the same time.

Active

Y----Volume creation in progressActive.Creating-
Volume

Y--Y#Data erasure in progressActive.DataEras-
ing

Y----Volume deletion in progressActive.Deleting-
Volume

Y----Deleting a volume before re-creationActive.Deleting-
VolumePre-create

Y--Y#Being executedActive.Executing

Y--Y#External mapping in progressActive.Extern-
alMapping

Y--Y#Migration in progressActive.Migrating

Y--Y#Path creation in progressActive.PathCre-
ation

Y----Volume re-creation in progressActive.Re-creat-
ingVolume

Y--Y#Volume creation in progressActive.VolumeCre-
ation

Y--Y#Waiting for executionActive.Waiting

Y----Waiting for volume creationActive.WaitingCre-
ateVolume

Y--Y#Waiting for data erasureActive.Waiting-
DataErasure

Y----Waiting for volume deletionActive.WaitingDe-
leteVolume

Y----Waiting for volume deletion before
re-creation

Active.WaitingDe-
leteVolumePre-
create

Y--Y#Waiting for external mappingActive.WaitingEx-
ternalMapping
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Output item
Parameter

DescriptionTask status
DeleteTasksGetTasks

Y--Y#Waiting for migrationActive.Waiting-
Migration

Y--Y#Waiting for path creationActive.Waiting-
PathCreation

Y----Waiting for volume re-creationActive.WaitingRe-
createVolume

Y--Y#Waiting for a volume to be createdActive.Waiting-
VolumeCreation

Y--Y#Waiting to release unused capacityActive.Waiting-
ZeroDataDiscard

Y--Y#Releasing unused capacity
Act-
ive.ZeroDataDis-
carding

YYYReturned to original stateCancel

--YY

Ended
Same as multiple specification of
Success, Failure, Cancel, and
Stop.

End

YYY

Failure
The same as specifying all of the
Failure statuses at the same time
for a parameter.

Failure

Y----Volume creation ended in failureFailure.Create-
VolumeFailure

YY#Y#Erasure ended in failureFailure.DataEras-
ureFailure

Y----Volume deletion ended in failureFailure.Delete-
VolumeFailure

YY#Y#External mapping ended in failureFailure.Extern-
alMappingFailure

YY#Y#Migration ended in failureFailure.Migration-
Failure

YY#Y#Path creation ended in failureFailure.PathCre-
ationFailure

YY#Y#Volume creation ended in failureFailure.VolumeCre-
ationFailure
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Output item
Parameter

DescriptionTask status
DeleteTasksGetTasks

YY#Y#Release of unused capacity ended
in failure

Fail-
ure.ZeroDataDis-
cardFailure

----Y
Not ended
Same as multiple specification of
Standby and Active.

NotEnd

Y----Not subject to task executionOutOfExecution

Y--YStandbyStandby

YYY

Has been stopped
The same as specifying all of the
Stop statuses at the same time for
a parameter.

Stop

YY#Y#Data erasure has stopped.Stop.DataEras-
ureStop

YY#Y#External mapping has stopped.Stop.ExternalMap-
pingStop

YY#Y#Migration has stopped.Stop.Migration-
Stop

YY#Y#Path creation has stopped.Stop.PathCreation-
Stop

YY#Y#Release of unused capacity has
stopped.

Stop.ZeroDataDis-
cardStop

Y--YBeing stoppedStopping

Y----Stopping mid-taskStopping.Immedi-
ate

Y----External mapping is being stopped.
Stopping.Stop-
pingExternalMap-
ping

Y----Path creation is being stopped.Stopping.Stopping-
PathCreation

YYYSuccessSuccess

Y----UnknownUnknown

Legend:
Y: A value can be specified or might be displayed.
--: A value cannot be specified or displayed.

#
Only a lower-level status can be specified by omitting "Active.", "Failure.", or "Stop.".
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6 CLI property files

This chapter describes how to specify options and parameters by using the CLI property files. It also
explains the properties pertaining to the CLI trace log.

Overview of property files for the CLI
There are two property files for the CLI.

• Properties pertaining to CLI options and parameters are in the htsmcli.properties file
• Properties pertaining to the CLI trace log are in the htsmclienv.properties file

By default, the files htsmcli.properties and htsmclienv.properties are in the following
locations:

On a management client
If the OS is Windows

system-drive\TieredStorageManager\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\
CLI\

If the OS is Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux
/opt/TieredStorageManager/Tiered-Storage-Manager-version/CLI/

On a management server
If the OS is Windows

installation-folder-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server\CLI\

If the OS is Linux
installation-directory-of-the-Tiered-Storage-Manager-server/CLI/

The htsmcli.properties file is a sample property file that has example property settings coded
in the file as comment lines. You can specify properties by using these examples. You can store the
edited htsmcli.properties file in any directory, and then specify that directory in the
HTSM_CLI_HOME environment variable.

NOTE:
The HTSM_CLI_HOME environment variable is used to notify the CLI of the location of the
htsmcli.properties file to be used. If the directory where the htsmcli.properties file is
stored is not specified for HTSM_CLI_HOME, Tiered Storage Manager software does not use the
htsmcli.properties file.

The default values for each property have been set in the htsmclienv.properties file. You cannot
change the storage location of the htsmclienv.properties file.

These files are in the same format as Java property files. Properties can be updated by using a text
editor. Each property has a name and a value, separated by an equal sign, such as foo.bar=12345.
Each property is separated by a line-break, which is different for each OS.
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In the CLI property files, any line that starts with a hash mark (#) is treated as a comment. Literal strings
or numbers do not need to be enclosed in quotation marks.

In Java property files, the backslash character (\) is a reserved escape character, and any character
following it is treated as a tab, line-feed, or other control character. Because absolute path names on
Windows platform generally contain backslashes, each path separator must be preceded by another
backslash. For example, the file path name c:\TieredStorageManager\docroot\foo.bar
must be entered as c:\\TieredStorageManager\\docroot\\foo.bar. For property
specifications, other characters do not generally need to be preceded by an escape character.

The following table lists the CLI properties.

Table 86 Properties for the CLI

ReferencePropertyFile name and type

See “htsmserver.location prop-
erty” on page 176htsmserver.location

htsmcli.properties

(Properties pertaining to CLI
options and parameters)

See “option.username prop-
erty” on page 176option.username

See “option.password prop-
erty” on page 176option.password

See “option.password2 prop-
erty” on page 176option.password2

See “option.output prop-
erty” on page 176option.output

See “option.secure prop-
erty” on page 176option.secure

See “parameter.parameter-name
property” on page 177parameter.parameter-name

See “logger.filePath prop-
erty” on page 178logger.filePath

htsmclienv.properties

(Properties pertaining to the CLI
trace log)

See “logger.maxFileSize prop-
erty” on page 178logger.maxFileSize

See “logger.fileCount prop-
erty” on page 178logger.fileCount

See “logger.tracelogLevel prop-
erty” on page 179logger.tracelogLevel

Specifying options and parameters in the htsmcli.properties
file

In the htsmcli.properties file, you can set properties for the location of the Tiered Storage
Manager server, as well as the options and parameters used during the execution of CLI commands.
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The following table describes the correspondence between properties in the htsmcli.properties
file and CLI command arguments.

Table 87 Correspondence between properties in the htsmcli.properties file and CLI command arguments

ValueProperty

The location of the Tiered Storage Manager serverhtsmserver.location

--username optionoption.username

--password optionoption.password

No corresponding argumentoption.password2

--secure optionoption.secure

Parameter specified by using a combination name and valueparameter.parameter-name

NOTE:
Only printable characters, (that is ASCII characters and \u0020 - \u007E (which are recognized as
ASCII characters)) can be used for property values in the htsmcli.properties file.

The following table lists example values for the location of the Tiered Storage Manager server, as
well as other options, in the htsmcli.properties file.

Table 88 Example settings of property values in the htsmcli.properties file

ValueProperty

rmi://myhost.mydomain:24500/HTSMServerhtsmserver.location

user01option.username

@C:\\TieredStorageManager\\Tiered-Storage-Manager-
version\\CLI\\pass.txt

option.password

trueoption.secure

The following shows an example of the above properties and values. Lines that begin with a hash
mark (#) are comments.

htsmserver.location=rmi://myhost.mydomain:24500/HTSMServer

option.username=user01

#option.password=user01_pass
#option.password=@/home/user01/htsmclipassword

option.password=@C:\\TieredStorageManager\\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version
\\CLI\\pass.txt

option.secure=true
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htsmserver.location property
This property specifies the location of the Tiered Storage Manager server.

For details about how to specify the location of the Tiered Storage Manager server, see “CLI command
syntax” on page 31.

option.username property
This property specifies the name used to log on to the Tiered Storage Manager server.

For details about how to specify the value of this property, see the explanation of the --username
option in “Options common to all CLI commands” on page 33.

option.password property
This property specifies the password that corresponds to the user specified for the option.username
property.

For details about how to specify the value of this property, see the explanation of the --password
option in “Options common to all CLI commands” on page 33.

You can specify a password by specifying plain text for the option.password property or by
specifying an encoded character string for the option.password2 property. HP recommends that
you specify an encoded character string. For details about how to encode a password, see “Encoding
the password in the property file or password file” on page 23.

option.password2 property
The htsmaccount command can be used to set this property to an encoded password that
corresponds to the user specified for the option.username property.

For details about how to encode a password, see “Encoding the password in the property file or
password file” on page 23.

The path to a text file that contains an encoded password can be specified using an absolute path,
or a relative path from the CLI installation directory.

If both the option.password and option.password2 properties are specified in the property
file, the option.password2 property takes priority.

option.output property
This property specifies the file name to which the standard output is to be redirected.

For details about how to specify the value of this property, see the explanation of the --output
option in “Options common to all CLI commands” on page 33.

option.secure property
This property specifies whether to use SSL communication for communication between the Tiered
Storage Manager server and the CLI.

This property is not included in the default property file created when the CLI is installed.
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Specify true to use SSL communication. If you do not want to use SSL communication, specify a
value other than true or nothing.

For details about the settings for using SSL communication, see “Setting up SSL
communication” on page 26.

parameter.parameter-name property
This property specifies the value of a command parameter. Values specified here are applied to all
commands.

For details about how to specify the value of each command parameter, see “Command
parameters” on page 34, and the details about each command.

Specifying properties for the trace log in the
htsmclienv.properties file

Values for CLI log output functions can be set in the htsmclienv.properties file.

NOTE:
Note the following about the characters that can be specified in the htsmclienv.properties
file:
• Only printable characters, (that is ASCII characters and \u0020 - \u007E (which are recognized

as ASCII characters)) can be used for property values.
• Property names are case sensitive.

The following table lists examples of CLI log information output settings in the
htsmclienv.properties file.

Table 89 Example property value settings in the htsmclienv.properties file

ValueProperty

20logger.tracelogLevel

5logger.fileCount

3MBlogger.maxFileSize

Absolute path:
C:\\TieredStorageManager\\
Tiered-Storage-Manager-version\\CLI\\logs\\
HTSMCLITrace

Relative path:
logs\\HTSMCLITrace

logger.filePath

The following shows an example of the above properties and values.

logger.tracelogLevel=20
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logger.fileCount=5

logger.maxFileSize=3MB

logger.filePath=C:\\TieredStorageManager\\Tiered-Storage-Manager-version
\\CLI\\logs\\HTSMCLITrace

TIP:
In Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux, CLI trace log files are output with the access permissions -rw-rw-rw-,
because the script htsmcli is running using umask 0 .

logger.filePath property
This property specifies the name of the file to which the trace log data is output, using an absolute
path, or a relative path from the CLI installation directory. n.log is automatically appended to the
specified file name (where n is a positive integer indicating the log file number).

NOTE:
Do not use the following characters and names for the specified file or directory name:
• Characters not permitted by the OS for file or directory names
• Names reserved by the OS

Default:
In Windows

folder-that-contains-the-htsmCLI.jar-file\logs\HTSMCLITrace

In Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux:
directory-that-contains-the-htsmCLI.jar-file/logs/HTSMCLITrace

logger.maxFileSize property
This property specifies the maximum size of a trace log file. When setting this value, specify KB for
kilobytes, MB for megabytes, or nothing for bytes. Note that for this property, KB indicates 1,024
bytes, and MB indicates 1,024 KB.

Specifiable values: From 32,768 bytes to 2,147,483,647 bytes (less than 2 GB).

Default: 1MB

logger.fileCount property
This property specifies the maximum number of trace log files output by the CLI log output function.

Trace log files are created based on the size specified for “logger.maxFileSize property” on page 178,
with a log number appended to the end of the file name (for example, HTSMCLITrace1.log and
HTSMCLITrace2.log). Trace information is written to log files in the order of the log numbers.
When the last file reaches the maximum size, the first file is overwritten.

Specifiable values: 2 to 16.

Default: 10
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logger.tracelogLevel property
This property specifies the threshold for the output level for trace log data.

With the CLI, an output level of 0, 10, 20, or 30 is set based on the content of the log output message,
regardless of whether the type of error message is error, warning, or information. Only messages
whose output level is less than or equal to the value set for this property are output to the trace log.

This property can be set to a value from 0 to 30, but HP recommends the default output level of 20.

Default: 20
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7 Troubleshooting

This chapter explains what to do when CLI problems occur.

Troubleshooting the CLI
If a CLI problem occurs, do the following:

• Make sure that the cause is not a software, computer, or LAN hardware problem, and then restart
the computer.

• Make sure that no problems exist with the Tiered Storage Manager server.

The following table lists details about troubleshooting problems specific to the CLI.

Table 90 Troubleshooting the CLI

Recommended actionCauseProblem

Make sure that the server port number
and host address specified on the
command line or in the property file
are correct.

The Tiered Storage Manager
server was not found.

You cannot log in to Tiered Stor-
age Manager software.

Specify the correct user name and
password on the command line or in
the property file.

The specified user name or
password is incorrect.

Manually unlock the user account.The specified user account is
locked.

Log in as a user who has user manage-
ment permission and grant the neces-
sary Tiered Storage Manager permis-
sions to the applicable user.

The specified user does not
have the necessary Tiered Stor-
age Manager permissions.

Follow the instructions in the output er-
ror message to correct the property file
settings.

Operation is not possible be-
cause there is an incorrect
property file setting.

Commands are not executed as
expected based on the settings
specified in the htsmcli-
env.properties file.

Values specified directly from the com-
mand line take preference over the
property file values. If you omit the
command line specification, the prop-
erty file value is used.

A parameter was specified dir-
ectly from the command line.Commands are not executed as

expected based on the settings
specified in the htsmcli.prop-
erties file. Follow the instructions in the output er-

ror message to correct the property file
settings.

Operation is not possible be-
cause there is an incorrect
property file setting.
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Recommended actionCauseProblem

Specify the directory containing the
htsmcli.properties file in the en-
vironment variable HTSM_CLI_HOME.

The environment variable
HTSM_CLI_HOME has not been
specified.

Specify the path of the java command
in the environment variable
HTSM_CLI_JRE_PATH. If
HTSM_CLI_JRE_PATH is not specified,
perform the following:
• In Windows, add the folder contain-

ing java.exe to the environment
variable PATH.

• In Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux, add the
directory containing java to the
environment variable PATH.

The path to java.exe (or
java) has been specified incor-
rectly or has not been specified.

An error indicating that the spe-
cified command was not found
occurred.

In Windows, make the date and time
properties and the environment variable
TZ the same as those on the
management server.
In Solaris, HP-UX, or Linux, make the
environment variable TZ the same as
that on the management server.

The time settings on the manage-
ment client differ from those on
the management server.

Times, such as the task creation
time, that are displayed by the CLI
on the management client do not
match those displayed by the GUI
or by the CLI on the management
server.

Unlock the volumes in the external
storage system, and then shred them.

Remote Web Console was used
in an external storage system to
lock volumes.

Shredding cannot be performed
after migration.

Unlock the volumes in the external
storage system, and then perform mi-
gration.

Remote Web Console was used
in an external storage system to
lock volumes.

When a migration task is ex-
ecuted, migration does not occur.

Make sure that the email address is
specified correctly. If it is, make sure
that a connection to the SMTP server is
established. If not, set the correct SMTP
authentication user information.

The following are possible
causes:
• A connection to the SMTP

server has not been estab-
lished.

• SMTP authentication failed.
• The specified email address

is invalid.

Email is not sent when a specified
elapsed-period event occurs.

Set the client PC's time and time zone
so that they match the server.

The start and end times used by
the migration task management
are based on the management
server's time. This problem oc-
curred because the client PC's
time does not match the man-
agement server's time.

During Daylight Saving Time, the
operation start and end times dis-
played in the command execution
result are not in Daylight Saving
Time.

Specify the directory and file name of
the electronic certificate file in the envir-
onment variable
HTSM_CLI_CERTS_PATH.

The path of the electronic certi-
ficate has been specified incor-
rectly or has not been specified.

Although -s or --secure is spe-
cified, SSL communication is un-
available.
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Recommended actionCauseProblem

Make sure that you have access permis-
sions for the electronic certificate file.

The specified electronic certific-
ate file cannot be read.

Use the electronic certificate file
downloaded from the Tiered Storage
Manager server.
For directions on how to download this
file, see “Setting up SSL
communication” on page 26.

The content of the specified
electronic certificate file is inval-
id.

Make sure that the port number spe-
cified for the CLI command matches the
value specified for server.rmi.se-
curity.port in the server.prop-
erties file on the Tiered Storage
Manager server.

The SSL communication port
setting is invalid.

When the security level of the Tiered
Storage Manager server changes, the
security level must be set again for SSL
communication by the CLI.
For details about how to set the security
level, see “Setting up SSL
communication” on page 26.

The security level of the Tiered
Storage Manager server does
not match the security level of
the CLI.
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8 Support and other resources

Numerous support options are available.

Contacting HP

HP technical support
For worldwide technical support information, see the HP support website:

http://www.hp.com/support

Before contacting HP, collect the following information:
• Product model names and numbers
• Technical support registration number
• Product serial numbers
• Error messages
• Operating system type and revision level
• Detailed questions

Subscription service
HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website:

http://www.hp.com/go/e-updates

After registering, you will receive email notification of product enhancements, new driver versions,
firmware updates, and other product resources.

Documentation feedback
HP welcomes your feedback.

To make comments and suggestions about product documentation, send a message to
storagedocsFeedback@hp.com. All submissions become the property of HP.

Related information
For additional information, see the following HP websites:

• http://www.hp.com
• http://www.hp.com/go/storage
• http://www.hp.com/support/manuals
• http://www.hp.com/support/cvae/manuals
• http://www.hp.com/storage/spock
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A Reference information during operations

This appendix contains information that can be referenced when you use the Tiered Storage Manager
software CLI.

Values that can be used and still guarantee the Tiered Storage
Manager operations

To guarantee Tiered Storage Manager operations, HP recommends that you specify environment
settings and perform operations within the value ranges listed below.

Table 91 Values that can be used and still guarantee Tiered Storage Manager operations

Suggested maxim-
um value for nor-
mal operations

DescriptionType of operation

100Number of storage tiers within the storage domainStorage tier

5,000Number of migration groups within the storage domainMigration group

300Number of volumes within the migration group

Volume 65,280#1Number of volumes within the storage tier

1,300#1Number of unused volumes within the storage tier

100Number of unfinished tasks that can be registered in Tiered
Storage Manager software

Task 5,000Number of tasks that can be registered in Tiered Storage
Manager software

30,000
Total number of volumes included in all tasks that have been
registered in Tiered Storage Manager software (the source
volume and target volume are each counted separately)

5#2Number of users who can access the Tiered Storage Manager
server concurrently

Server execution multi-
plexing

30#2Number of condition elements that can be combined by using
AND or OR in one filter condition expression

Filter condition

100#2

Number of elements that can be concurrently specified when
an LDEV or a parity group is used for searching (the enumer-
ation number of elements for ControllerDeviceNumber
or ControllerArrayGroup)

#1
This is the maximum value. The specified value cannot exceed this value.
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#2
This is the maximum value. If this value is exceeded, an error occurs.

The following problems might occur if you operate Tiered Storage Manager software in an environment
where one or more values exceed the above values:

• The response time during Tiered Storage Manager software operations will greatly increase.
• A memory shortage will occur because the amount of memory used by the Tiered Storage Manager

server process, GUI process, CLI process, or Web browser will increase.
• An error (for example, KATS41055-E or KATS61005-E) occurs if another operation is attempted

while Tiered Storage Manager software is waiting for a response.

Types and length of characters that can be used for specifying
parameters

Some parameters have restrictions on the types and length of characters that can be specified for the
parameter value. Whether a blank character or a blank character string can be specified, and whether
the characters are case-sensitive, differs depending on the parameter. Reference the table below
before specifying parameters.

The specifiable character length is shown as a UTF-8-converted value. (1 to 3 bytes per character.
All ASCII characters are 1 byte each.)

Table 92 Types and length of characters that can be used for specifying parameters

Specifiable types and length of charactersParameter

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
• The character types that can be used are limited.#

• The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

• An empty character string cannot be specified.

arraygroupavoidanceofmigrationgroups

newarraygroupavoidanceofmigrationgroups

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain space characters.

arraygroupselectionrule

newarraygroupselectionrule

canmigrate

newcanmigrate

chargefor

newchargefor

controllerdevicenumber

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

controllerdisplaymodel

A maximum of 256 bytes can be specified.
The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

controllername
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Specifiable types and length of charactersParameter

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
• The character types that can be used are limited.#

• The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

• A value must be specified.

controllerserialnumber

Note that a space at the beginning or end, or between
each element, will be ignored.

cost

newcost

Do not use commas or periods.
cost - amount

newcost - amount

The value is not case sensitive.

cost - unit-of-capacity

newcost - unit-of-capacity

cost - unit-of-period

newcost - unit-of-period

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain space characters.datetype

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.daystobase

A maximum of 500 bytes can be specified.
description

newdescription

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain space characters.

direction

erasedata

A maximum of 4,096 bytes can be specified.
See Table 8, Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11.

filtercondition

newfiltercondition

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain any space characters.guardmode

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
• The character types that can be used are limited.#

• The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

• A value must be specified.

id

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain any space characters.immediate
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Specifiable types and length of charactersParameter

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
• The character types that can be used are limited.#

• The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

• A value must be specified.

migrationgroupname

Specifiable characters for and the allowable length of the
file path change depending on the OS.migrationplan

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain any space characters.movefrommigrationgroup

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
• The character types that can be used are limited.#

• The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

• A value must be specified.

movetomigrationgroupname

A maximum of 280 bytes can be specified.
• The specified value cannot start or end with a space

character.
• A value must be specified.

name

newname

When specifying storage-domain-name.

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
• The character types that can be used are limited.#

• The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

• A value must be specified.

name

newname

When specifying one of the following names:
• storage-tier-name

• migration-group-name

1 to 255 bytes can be specified for the email address
character string.
The following characters are supported for email
addresses:
A to Z
a to z
0 to 9
Hyphen (-)
Underscore (_)
Period (.)
At sign (@)

notifytourl

newnotifytourl

You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
reminddayslater

newreminddayslater

A maximum of 500 bytes can be specified.
reminderdescription

newreminderdescription
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Specifiable types and length of charactersParameter

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain any space characters.

resource

newresource

• You cannot add a plus sign (+) to the value.
• -0 is treated as 0.retentiondays

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain any space characters.

shreddingmethod

status

A maximum of 280 bytes can be specified.
• The specified value cannot start or end with a space

character.
• A value must be specified.

storagedomainname

A maximum of 75 bytes can be specified.
• The character types that can be used are limited.#

• The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

• A value must be specified.

storagetiername

targetstoragetiername

A maximum of 384 bytes can be specified.
The specified value cannot start or end with a space
character.

subsystemname

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain any space characters.

tasktype

thpchargefor

newthpchargefor

Note that a space at the beginning or end, or between
each element, will be ignored.

thpcost

newthpcost

Do not use commas or periods.
thpcost - amount

newthpcost - amount

The value is not case sensitive.

thpcost - unit-of-capacity

newthpcost - unit-of-capacity

thpcost - unit-of-period

newthpcost - unit-of-period

• The value is not case sensitive.
• The value cannot contain any space characters.zerodatadiscard

#
You can use the following characters:
A to Z
a to z
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0 to 9
Hyphen (-)
Underscore (_)
Period (.)
At sign (@)
Space character ( )
Non-ASCII characters

Reference information regarding migration
This section describes the reasons displayed by the GetVolumes command when migrations cannot
be performed. This section also describes the conditions that must be met when a migration is performed
in which THP pools are specified for the migration target and LUSE volumes are specified for the
migration source.

Reasons a migration might not be possible
This subsection describes the character string displayed to the right of the reason item (an output
item of the GetVolumes command, which displays the reason a migration was not possible) and
the volume status displayed as the reason why the migration was not possible.

The following table describes the character strings that are displayed to the right of reason (why the
migration was not possible).

The status of the volume varies depending on whether (target) is added at the end of the displayed
character string as follows:

• If (target) is not added: The specified volume cannot be a migration source volume nor a mi-
gration target volume. For a detailed reason why a migration is not possible, see Table 93.

• If (target) is added: The specified volume can be a migration source volume, but cannot be a
migration target volume. For a detailed reason why a migration is not possible, see Table 94.

Note that the reason for a migration not being possible is not displayed for volumes set up by using
an optional program for mainframe systems.

Table 93 Volumes that cannot be used as migration sources or migration targets

Status of the specified volumeDisplayed character string

The volume is part of a Business Copy or Hitachi
ShadowImage for Mainframe S-VOL, and paired with
an SP-VOL.

Business Copy Configuration [Leaf]

< Business Copy XP Configuration [Leaf]
>

The volume is part of a Business Copy or Hitachi
ShadowImage for Mainframe SP-VOL, and paired
with two S-VOLs.

Business Copy Configuration [Node]

< Business Copy XP Configuration [Node]
>

The volume is part of a Business Copy or Hitachi
ShadowImage for Mainframe P-VOL, and paired with
three S-VOLs.

Business Copy Configuration [Root]

< Business Copy XP Configuration [Root]
>

Cache Residency Manager or Cache Residency
Manager for Mainframe is set for the volume.Cache LUN XP
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Status of the specified volumeDisplayed character string

The volume is used as a command device.Command Device

The volume is one of the following:
• The volume is part of a Continuous Access pair,

and the status is neither PSUS nor PSUE.
• The volume is part of a Hitachi TrueCopy for

Mainframe pair, and the status is not suspended.

Continuous Access Asynchronous Status

< Continuous Access XP Asynchronous
Status >

The volume is one of the following:
• The volume is part of a Continuous Access Journal

pair, and the status is either COPY or PAIR.
• The volume is part of a Hitachi Universal Replicator

for Mainframe pair, and the status is either
Pending duplex or Duplex.

• The volume is a Continuous Access Journal journal
volume.

• The volume is a Hitachi Universal Replicator for
Mainframe journal volume.

Continuous Access Journal Status

< Continuous Access XP Journal Status >

The volume is one of the following:
• The volume is part of a Continuous Access pair,

and the status is other than PSUS , PSUE, or PAIR.
• The volume is part of a Continuous Access Syn-

chronous pair, and the status is not suspended.
• The volume is in an XP12000/XP10000/SVS200,

and a part of an XP Continuous Access Software
pair, and the status is PAIR.

• The volume is in an XP12000/XP10000/SVS200,
and a part of a Hitachi TrueCopy for Mainframe
pair, and the status is Duplex.

Continuous Access Synchronous Status

< Continuous Access XP Synchronous
Status >

The volume is using the external storage system func-
tion, which is locked by Data Retention Utility (not
Read/Write).

Externally Locked

The volume has already been reserved as a migration
target.
This includes the volumes migrated by Performance
Monitor.

Migration Reserved

Information for the volume cannot be acquired.Not Acquired Volume Information

The volume is a system drive.System Disk

The volume is one of the following:
• The volume is the P-VOL of a Snapshot pair, its

status is PAIR, and the number of generations is
64.

• The volume is the P-VOL of a Snapshot pair and
its status is not PAIR.

• The volume is the V-VOL of a Snapshot pair.
• The volume is the POOL of a Snapshot pair.

XP Snapshot Status
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Status of the specified volumeDisplayed character string

The volume is a Thin Provisioning Software pool
volume.XP Thin Provisioning [Pool Volume]

The volume is a Thin Provisioning Software virtual
volume and is not associated with a pool.XP Thin Provisioning [Unassigned]

Legend:
< >: The character string enclosed in parentheses is displayed when an
XP12000/XP10000/SVS200 is used.

Table 94 Volumes that can be used as migration sources but not as migration targets

Status of the specified volumeDisplayed character string

The volume is part of a Business Copy or Hitachi
ShadowImage for Mainframe pair.
This character string is displayed when the volume
status is not applied to any of the volume statuses
corresponding to the displayed character string that
starts with Business Copy Configuration <
Business Copy XP Configuration > in Table
93.

Business Copy (target)

< Business Copy XP (target) >

Either of the following applies to the volume:
• The volume is part of a Continuous Access pair,

and the status is either PSUS or PSUE.
• The volume is part of a Hitachi TrueCopy for

Mainframe pair, and the status is suspended.

Continuous Access Asynchronous (target)

< Continuous Access XP Asynchronous
(target) >

Either of the following applies to the volume:
• The volume is part of a Continuous Access Journal

pair and the status is other than COPY or PAIR.
• The volume is part of a Hitachi Universal Replicator

for Mainframe pair and the status is other than
Pending duplex or Duplex.

Continuous Access Journal (target)

< Continuous Access XP Journal (target)
>

The volume is one of the following:
• The volume is part of a Continuous Access pair,

and the status is either PSUS or PSUE.
• The volume is part of a Hitachi TrueCopy for

Mainframe pair, and the status is suspended.
• This applies only to HP P9500 or

XP24000/XP20000. The volume is part of a
Continuous Access pair, and the status is Duplex.

• This applies only to HP P9500 or
XP24000/XP20000. The volume is part of a
Hitachi TrueCopy for Mainframe pair, and the
status is Duplex.

Continuous Access Synchronous (target)

< Continuous Access XP Synchronous
(target) >

The volume is locked by Data Retention Utility (not
Read/Write).Locked (target)

The volume is part of a LUSE.LUSE (target)
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Status of the specified volumeDisplayed character string

The volume is included in another migration group.Migration Group (target)

The volume is a NAS system volume.NAS (target)

A path is set for the volume.Path (target)

VOLSER is set for the volume.VOLSER (target)

The volume satisfies all of the following conditions:
• The volume is the P-VOL of a Snapshot pair.
• The status is PAIR.
• The number of generations is 63 or less.

XP Snapshot (target)

< Snapshot XP (target) >

Legend:
< >: The character string enclosed in parentheses is displayed when an
XP12000/XP10000/SVS200 is used.

Conditions for migrating data to THP pools
Tiered Storage Manager software allows THP pools to be specified as migration targets. You must
create a storage tier by specifying a THP pool in advance. If a THP pool is specified as the migration
target, Tiered Storage Manager software automatically creates THP volumes in the THP pool, and
then migrates data to the volumes. At this time, a pool number is automatically assigned to each
migration target volume.

You can specify a THP pool as the migration target if the following conditions are satisfied:

• The status of the migration target pool is a status other than blocked.
• The amount of free space in the migration target pool must be equal to or larger than the total

size of the migration source volumes.
• The usage rate of each THP pool after the migration must not exceed either threshold 1 or threshold

2, whichever is the higher value.
• The number of virtual volumes in the migration target pool is less than 8,192.
• The maximum over-provisioning percent in the migration target pool does not exceed the warning

threshold for the over-provisioning percent.
• The maximum over-provisioning percent in the migration target pool does not exceed the upper

limit for the over-provisioning percent.

If the migration source includes THP pool volumes, the following condition must also be satisfied:

• The same THP pool cannot contain both migration source and target volumes.

When the migration source is a THP volume, the migration target is a THP pool and the setting is
specified to automatically erase the data after a migration, all the data will be deleted from the
migration source volume. After that, both the THP volume and the THP volume group will be deleted.
However, if multiple volumes exist in the virtual volume group, whether the volumes and the volume
group are deleted differs, depending on whether Open Volume Management have been installed.

• If Open Volume Management have been installed: The THP volume group will be deleted after
the last THP volume is deleted.

• If Open Volume Management have not been installed: A message indicating that the volumes
cannot be deleted (KATS50388-E) will be output.
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Conditions for migrating data from LUSE volumes
Tiered Storage Manager software allows LUSE volumes to be specified as migration sources. If LUSE
volumes are specified as migration sources, the following conditions must be met:

• The migration target volumes must be either all internal volumes or all external volumes.
• All the migration target volumes must have the same emulation type, drive type, I/O suppression

mode, cache mode, and CLPR.
• The migration target volumes must not be THP volumes.

In addition, to automatically determine the migration target volumes in Tiered Storage Manager
software, the following conditions must also be met:

• If the migration target volumes are external volumes, all the volumes must be in the same external
storage system.

• All the migration target volumes must have the same RAID level and SLPR.
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Glossary

This glossary defines the special terms used in this document.letter.

host group A group of hosts with WWN HBAs that are allowed to issue I/Os to specified
volumes. You can specify multiple volumes. Host groups are managed by LUN
Manager for the storage.

host storage
domain

A host group. In this manual, host storage domain means the same thing as host
group.

HP StorageWorks
P9000 Thin
Provisioning

A function that allocates a larger virtual volume than the actual capacity to a
host and uses the required actual capacity for data write requests.

LDEV (Logical
Device)

A logical volume unit made up by combining multiple physical drives.

LDEV selection
rules

Rules applied when you select a migration target. You can set rules for each
migration group.
The LDEV selection rules are as follows:
- Parity group avoidance rule
- Parity group selection rule

logical DKC A name for managing a volume when volumes are managed by 64K-LDEV unit
in HP P9500 or XP24000/XP20000.

logical DKC
number

The number assigned to identify a logical DKC.

logical DKC serial
number

The device identification number logically assigned to a logical DKC. This number
is displayed as logical-DKC-number + serial-number.

LU (logical unit) A logical unit in a storage system.

LUSE (LU size
expansion)

A function that combines LUs to enlarge volume capacity.

normal volume In Tiered Storage Manager software, a normal volume is a volume that is not a
virtual or pool volume.

parity group A group of physical drives in a RAID configuration in a storage system.

parity group
avoidance rule

This rule does not select, as a migration target parity group, a parity group that
contains an LDEV that belongs to a specific migration group.

parity group
selection rule

This is the rule specified when you want to select a migration target after
considering the usage status of parity groups. This rule has the following three
options:
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- BalanceCapacity: Selects migration target volumes so that the parity groups
that are selected as the migration destination have the same amount of remaining
capacity.
- MaximumCoverage: Selects migration target volumes from as many parity
groups as possible.
- MinimumCoverage: Selects migration target volumes from as few parity groups
as possible.

pool A storage area for virtual volumes.

pool volume Real volumes that makes up a pool.

property file A file in which the settings, such as the settings for server operations or the default
option settings for CLI execution, are specified. The Tiered Storage Manager
server property files are the following six files:
- server.properties file
- client.properties file
- database.properties file
- devicemanager.properties file
- logger.properties file
- hppa.properties file
The CLI property files are the following two files:
- htsmcli.properties file
- htsmclienv.properties file

real volume A storage system volume that has an actual capacity. In this manual, a real
volume is a volume other than a virtual volume.

serial number The device identification number assigned to a storage system.

Smart Tiers A function that automatically migrates regions of data that have high I/O loads
to faster THP pool volumes, and that automatically migrates regions of data that
have low I/O loads to slower THP pool volumes. This function simultaneously
enables the effective use of volume performance and cost reduction.

SMI-S Enabled
storage system

A storage system that is managed by an SMI-S (Storage Management Initiative
- Specification) provider.

Thin Provisioning A generic term for HP StorageWorks P9000 Thin Provisioning and Smart Tiers.
This is a function of HP P9500 or XP24000/XP20000.

THP pool A storage area for the data that will be written to a THP volume from the hosts
by using the Thin Provisioning function. This area is set up by using real volumes.

THP pool volume A real volume used for a THP volume.

THP volume A virtual volume that is created by using a THP pool.

THP volume group A group of virtual volumes created by Open Volume Management.

virtual volume A generic term for virtual volumes used in storage functions. There are two types
of virtual volumes:
- Snapshot V-VOL
- THP volume

virtual volume
group

A group of virtual volumes created by Open Volume Management.
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zero data discard Action of discarding and releasing zero data (unused capacity that is not being
accessed from hosts) in a migration-target THP volume after migration to a THP
volume or THP pool is completed, reducing the amount of THP pool area in use.
Zero data discard is the same as zero page reclaim in Device Manager.
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Symbols
--emergency, 145, 147
--execute option, 105
--force, 111, 117, 149
--output, 33
--password, 33
--secure

using SSL communication, 34
--username, 33

A
AddVolumeToMigrationGroup, 85

C
candidate migration plan

creating, 90
format, 91

CLI command
arguments, 31
execution, 30
list, 15

CLI command elements, 31
command-name, 32
options, 32
parameters, 33
server-location, 32

CLI commands
for creating tasks, 90
for managing migration groups, 73
for managing storage domains, 55
for managing storage tiers, 61
for managing tasks, 119
for obtaining information from domain
controller, 151

CLI/logs folder
access permission, 25

command line
general format, 31

controller LDEV number, 106

cost
amount, 63, 72
currency code, 63, 72
format, 63
unit of capacity, 63, 72
unit of period, 63, 72

CreateLockingTask, 110
CreateMigrationGroup, 74
CreateMigrationPlan, 90
CreateMigrationTask, 105
CreateShreddingTask, 116
CreateStorageTier, 61
CreateUnlockingTask, 114
currency code, 63

D
daylight savings time, 182
DeleteMigrationGroup, 77
DeleteStorageTier, 65
DeleteTasks, 148
disclosure of information, 106

E
Encoding the Password, 23
environment

Java, 25
environment variable

htsmcli.properties, 173
memory size, 26
PATH, 25
TZ, 182
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F
filter condition expressions, 37

filtercondition parameter, 37
newfiltercondition parameter, 37
Overview of properties, 40
Overview of properties that can be specified
for pool filter condition expressions, 42
Overview of properties that can be specified
for unused capacity filter condition
expressions, 43
Overview of properties that can be specified
for volume filter condition expressions, 40
property, 43
range of valid property values, 43
range of valid property values for pool filter
conditions, 49
range of valid property values for unused
capacity filter conditions, 49
range of valid property values for volume filter
conditions, 44
restrictions on specifiable characters for
property values, 51
syntax, 38

G
general format

command line, 31
GetFreeSpaces, 164
GetMigrationGroups, 78
GetPools, 162
GetStorageDomains, 55
GetStorageTiers, 66
GetTasks, 119
GetVolumes, 151

Reasons a migration might not be possible,
192

H
help, 35
Help information, 35
host group (Glossary), 197
host storage domain (Glossary), 197
HP StorageWorks P9000 Thin Provisioning
(Glossary), 197
HTSM_CLI_CERTS_PATH, 26
HTSM_CLI_HOME, 23, 173, 182
HTSM_CLI_JRE_PATH, 25
HTSM_CLI_MEM_SIZE, 26
htsmaccount command, 23
htsmcli.properties, 174
htsmclienv.properties, 177
htsmserver.location property, 176

I
immediate execution

--execute option, 105
locking task, 111
migration task, 107
shredding task, 117
unlocking task, 114

information
change, 58

J
Java

execution environment, 25

L
LDEV (Glossary), 197
LDEV selection rules (Glossary), 197
list of volumes (LUs)

obtain, 151
locale, 27
locking task

creating, 110
immediate execution, 111

log output function, 177
logger.fileCount property, 178
logger.filePath property, 178
logger.maxFileSize property, 178
logger.tracelogLevel property, 179
logical DKC (Glossary), 197
logical DKC number (Glossary), 197
logical DKC serial number (Glossary), 197
LU (Glossary), 197
LUSE (Glossary), 197

M
migration group

add a volume, 85
create, 74
delete, 77
obtain information, 78
remove a volume, 88

migration target volume
reserving, 105

migration task
immediate execution, 107
notes on creating, 107

ModifyMigrationGroup, 82
ModifyStorageDomain, 58
ModifyStorageTier, 70
ModifyTask, 141
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N
normal volume (Glossary), 197

O
obtain

list of volumes (LUs), 151
option

common options, 33
option.output property, 176
option.password property, 176
option.password2 property, 176
option.secure property, 176
option.username property, 176
over-provisioning percent, 163

P
parameter, 34

character length that can be specified, 188
character type that can be specified, 188

parameter.parameter-name property, 177
parity group (Glossary), 197
parity group avoidance rule(Glossary), 197
parity group selection rule(Glossary), 197
pool (Glossary), 198
pool volume (Glossary), 198
property file

htsmcli.properties, 173
htsmclienv.properties, 173

property file (Glossary), 198

R
real volume (Glossary), 198
redirect file, 33
Refresh, 60

checking refresh status, 60
RemoveVolumeFromMigrationGroup, 88
repository

Tiered Storage Manager software, 60
reserving

migration target volume, 105
return value, 35

S
serial number (Glossary), 198
set up, 19
setting up

requirements (Solaris, HP-UX, Linux), 20
requirements (Windows), 19
setup file, 19, 21
Solaris, HP-UX, Linux, 20
Windows, 19

shredding task
creating, 116
immediate execution, 117

Smart Tiers (Glossary), 198
SMI-S Enabled storage system (Glossary), 198
SMTP, 182
SSL communication

electronic certificate, 26
port, 32

standard error output, 35
standard output, 33, 35
StopTask, 146
storage domain

obtain information, 55
storage tier

change information, 70
create, 61
delete, 65
obtain information, 66

syntax
filter condition expressions, 38

T
task

creating, 105
executing, 105
stopping, 146

task ID, 105
Thin Provisioning (Glossary), 198
THP pool (Glossary), 198
THP pool over-provisioning percent (%), 163
THP pool over-provisioning percent at which a
warning is issued (%), 163
THP pool volume (Glossary), 198
THP pools, 162
THP volume (Glossary), 198
THP volume group (Glossary), 198
threshold

threshold1 of pool, 163
threshold2 of pool, 163

threshold for output level, 179
threshold1 of pool, 163
threshold2 of pool, 163
time settings, 182
trace log file, 178
troubleshooting, 181

U
umask, 34, 178

HP-UX, 178
Linux, 178
Solaris, 178
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uninstall
batch file or shell script, 22

uninstalling, 21
HP-UX, 22
Linux, 22
Solaris, 22
Windows system, 22

unlocking task
creating, 114
immediate execution, 114

User Account Control function, 31

V
virtual volume (Glossary), 198
virtual volume group (Glossary), 198

W
Windows 7

setup.bat, 20
unsetup.bat, 22

Windows Server 2008
setup.bat, 20
unsetup.bat, 22

Windows Vista
4-byte characters, 35
setup.bat, 20
unsetup.bat, 22

Z
zero data discard, 106
zero data discard (Glossary), 199
zero page reclaim, 199
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